
https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME5344X

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/03/is-biden-worse-than-trump.html#comment-form&gsc.tab=0

4 comments:

    John Decaon23 March 2021 at 17:44

    I agree with every video, the last one is especially funny. If China is bossing the USA around now 
Biden is in control, what are the US media saying about it? They certainly didn't under Trump love or 
hate him
    Reply
    Anonymous4 April 2021 at 20:41

    WIKIFREAKS
    https://wikifreaks.createaforum.com/general-discussion/wikifreaks/msg2/#new

    They are both the the insame!!

    Andrew Dedman (MI5).

    Army – Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (REME) – HM FORCES.
    Classified as Government Agency – MILITARY INDUSTRY.

    Served Sept. 1975 - Oct 1987 (12 years 2 months)
    Operations in Belize trained in Germany stationed in Cyprus. NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

    Speculative search
    ECONOMIC CRIME UNIT (City of London Police.)
    Police records found 2002-2007 closed data entry.
    Intelligence Gathering/Detective.
    NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

    source:
    Grucifer-Yandex.

    - Dirt Birds of the feather “woop” togather !! - The pen is surely mighty than the hoard.-

    Reply
    Anonymous6 April 2021 at 13:24

    The Racist Hypocracy of the Irish Press and Joe Biden attempt to “cover up” continued ongoing 
Democratic involvement and mi5use of Irish newspapers.

    This Irish Independent newspaper is not a friend of left wing politics or free speech in the Republic 
of Ireland or anywhere else for that matter,(Wikifreaks are writing for Dark Politricks right to produce 
free speech!).The hidden,hideous and hypocritical double standards of this newspaper owned by 

https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME5344X


Dennis O Brien are found in the book“Clinton Cash” which exposes the Clinton Foundation (another 
front for the CIA) collecting millions of dollars at dinner parties around the world.Clinton himself 
made brief speeches costing upwards of over 100,000 dollars.Dennis O Brien is named in the book 
Clinton cash presenting the Clinton foundation with countless thousands of “green back” in exchange 
for guest appearances organized by the OBrien Empire.

    Copyrighted material belonging to the Irish Independent newspaper can be found inside of a pdf 
version of a Racist Neo Fascist book known as Gorings Biography written by a convicted “modern 
day” fascist who was fined over two million pounds for its production in the British courts.Dennis O 
Brien is personally aware of the author and the Irish Independent copyright used in the specific pdf 
book version,however despite being listed as the richest person in Ireland he has no personal intentions 
of removing the copyrighted material through the court system.We completely condem the racist 
actions of the Irish Independent in allowing their copyright to be produced in the first instance and later
used in Gorings Biography and also condem Joe Biden Government for remaining silent on “Wikileaks
- Irelands CIA Operations”.

    Wikifreakz World Vision.
    Reply
    Anonymous8 April 2021 at 11:05

    WIKIFREAKS
    « on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm »
    The Racist Hypocracy of the Irish Press and Joe Biden attempt to “cover up” continued ongoing 
Democratic involvement and mi5use of Irish newspapers.

    This Irish Independent newspaper is not a friend of left wing politics or free speech in the Republic 
of Ireland or anywhere else for that matter,(Wikifreaks are writing for Dark Politricks right to produce 
free speech!).The hidden,hideous and hypocritical double standards of this newspaper owned by 
Dennis O Brien are found in the book“Clinton Cash” which exposes the Clinton Foundation (another 
front for the CIA) collecting millions of dollars at dinner parties around the world.Clinton himself 
made brief speeches costing upwards of over 100,000 dollars.Dennis O Brien is named in the book 
Clinton cash presenting the Clinton foundation with countless thousands of “green back” in exchange 
for guest appearances organized by the OBrien Empire.

    Copyrighted material belonging to the Irish Independent newspaper can be found inside of a pdf 
version of a Racist Neo Fascist book known as Gorings Biography written by a convicted “modern 
day” fascist who was fined over two million pounds for its production in the British courts.Dennis O 
Brien is personally aware of the author and the Irish Independent copyright used in the specific pdf 
book version,however despite being listed as the richest person in Ireland he has no personal intentions 
of removing the copyrighted material through the court system.We completely condem the racist 
actions of the Irish Independent in allowing their copyright to be produced in the first instance and later
used in Gorings Biography and also condem Joe Biden Government for remaining silent on “Wikileaks
- Irelands CIA Operations”.

    Wikifreakz World Vision.
    Reply

--------------------------------------------------------------------



http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/11/well-done-america-you-voted-for-what.html#comment-
form&gsc.tab=0

4 comments:

    Anonymous15 November 2020 at 16:13

    WikiFReaks - Bulletin
    Well one racist has gone heres a list of racists in the British press!

    https://b6.icdn.ru/r/rick55555/8/68969098dXu.jpg
    Reply
    Anonymous15 November 2020 at 16:45

    WikiFreaks - Racism Today
    https://issuu.com/albertsmithirishindependent
    Britains Secret anti semitic publishers
    Reply
    Anonymous2 December 2020 at 08:48

    https://www.afepi-ireland.com/member/smith-albert/
    eVIDENCE aLBERT sMITH IS A gOVERNMENT AGENT

    THE TWO ABOVE SITES WHER REMOVED
    Reply
    Anonymous2 December 2020 at 08:51

    While working as the Plain English Editor at NALA, I have worked with 15 government 
departments, the HSE, the HSA, the gardai and a wide number of private compa

    ALBERT SMITH STATES IN HIS OWN WORDS HE WORKS FOR THE IRISH POLICE!!! 
WHAT TYPE OF JOURNALIST WORKS FOR THWE EPOLICE??? WE ASK!
    Reply

-------------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html#comment-form&gsc.tab=0

Gamma26 July 2020 at 11:33

Well written and more importantly the truth, is that why there threatening to close you down
Reply
Dark Politricks27 July 2020 at 19:04

Well I don't really know how a Us professor managed to find, read and then add my own pwrsonal blog
to a liat of 550 thst are deemed too dangerous for people to read or be linked to in the first place. I 



guess in this post 1984 Orwellian world anyone who doesn't follow BBC state propaganda and toe the 
line is a danger to the establishment. I just can't believe my blog is on a list of sites in the first place 
that include PressTv Russia Today, Prison Planet, Infowars, Antiwar.com and many others. Paranoid 
some people call me, but are you really paranoid when you find yourself on a list of sites the 
establishment doesn't want people to read.
Reply
Replies

    Anonymous23 August 2020 at 05:31

    Anonymous9 May 2020 at 07:09

    London CT Publishing - May 9, 2020

    Your comment is awaiting moderation.

    “”””WORLD EXCLUSIVE FOR BELLINGCAT”””””
    Bellingcat arent the only concerned individuals in this world! London CT Publishing have been 
working behind the scenes for decades uncovering far right activity! Coronavirus has become a 
publishers enigma however two recent developments must be provided so that those that claim the 
virus isnt man made must themselves be DEBUNKED here right now.

    1.Professor Luc Montagnier, 2008 Nobel Prize winner for Medicine, claims that SARS-CoV-2 is a 
manipulated virus.

    2.TIME LINE ON VIDEO 5;52 DO YOU BELIEVE THE VIRUS WAS MAN MADE OR 
GENETICALLY MODIFIED

    MIKE POMPEO REPLIES : THE BEST EXPERTS BELIEVE IT WAS MAN MADE I HAVE NO 
REASON TO DISBELIEVE THAT AT THIS POINT.

    https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/coronavirus/pompeo-says-enormous-evidence-virus-came-from-
wuhan-lab/ar-BB13xYQ9?OCID=ansmsnnews11

    London CT Publishing :
    Luc Montagnier, was one of the co finders of HIV,before Luc statements were issued London CT 
Publishing placed articles upon Dark Politricks web publishing site explaining that certain proteins 
found within COVID-19 are remarkably similar to HIV virus.Furthermore based on paralegal work 
London CT Publishing although not qualified put forward another theory that whenever a virus mutates
from species to species basically many Doctors explain that the protein structures of the new mutated 
virus in this case COVID- 19 will have changed from where ever it came from – thats kinda easy to 
understand,what happens when a virus mutates is it becomes more friendly towards other virus (we 
dont mean friendly as in the new virus wants to facilitate in a way to benefit the infected virus we mean
it has to change its structure in order to physically bond to another virus) the problem is as follows 
there are 2 bat coronavirus that are about 90 percent or above similar to COVID-19 (go to Datk 
Politricks for more info) HOWEVER there are 100 percent similarities in certain areas between the bat 
virus proteins and COVID – 19 proteins and to date certain Doctors claim that would be impossible 
because in order for the the virus to have mutated the proteins discovered that match according to 
world microbiology studies wouldnt match!! unless COVID -19 was engineered (man made)



    The Author IS NOT AN AUTHORITY AND ONLY HAS BASIC PARALEGAL EXPIERENCE to 
state the above.This is evidence provided not the authors opinions!
    Reply
    Anonymous23 August 2020 at 07:54

    Sputnick v

    The Gamaleya National Center of Epidemiology and Microbiology is the world’s leading research 
institution. The center was founded in 1891 as a private laboratory. Since 1949 it bears the name of 
Nikolai Gamaleya, a pioneer in Russian microbiology studies.

    Gamaleya studied at the laboratory of French biologist Louis Pasteur in Paris and opened the world’s
second vaccination station for rabies in Russia in 1886. In the 20th century, Gamaleya as one of the 
heads of the center fought epidemics of cholera, diphtheria and typhus and organized mass vaccination 
campaigns in the Soviet Union.

    The center runs one of the unique “virus libraries” in the world and has its own vaccine production 
facility. Since the 1980s, the specialists of the Gamaleya Center led the effort to develop a 
technological platform using adenoviruses, initially extracted from human adenoids.

    The Gamaleya Center successfully developed and registered in 2015 two vaccines against Ebola 
fever using the adenovirus vector platform. Another Ebola fever vaccine was registered in 2020. The 
vaccines have been officially approved for use by the Russian Health Ministry. Аbout 2,000 people in bout 2,000 people in 
Guinea received injections of Ebola vaccine in 2017-18 as part of Phase 3 clinical trial. Gamaleya 
Research Center received an international patent for Ebola vaccine.

    Gamaleya Research Center used adenoviral vectors to develop vaccines against influenza and against
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). Both vaccines are currently in advanced stages of clinical 
trials.

    Since 1997 Alexander Gintsburg, a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, heads the 
Gamaleya Center.
    Reply

Anonymous23 August 2020 at 07:10

TAKEN FROM I CRINGELY (THATS THE RULES)
https://www.cringely.com/2020/04/15/three-mile-island-lessons-for-covid-19-fema-and-me/#comment-
710921
5G – COVID19- Microwaves
Robya August 23, 2020 at 6:55 am - Reply
Taken from Abu Stabooleeni [Dark Web Productions] from the article -staking alot of crime out.Dr 
Moayyad Al kamali radio shack.
There are no rules in espionage only Dedman,Alexander Fretovalante.



Their Russian Embassy in London doesnt belong to Trunp any more,the word is hes going one way or 
the other in the ded in the fed everyone pays eventually,he was cemented in around the time when 5G 
was pulled by British Prime minister Boris Johnston, guess the Fedz tell ya nonce and once only.
The story line is riddled,what is clear is that the former head of psychiatry in Dublin was most 
definitely vetted as CIA files hacked out by wikileaks along with his personal bank accounts proved a 
hidden amount of money Gross 20 million came from alleged British Inrelligence sources.
Paragraph taken from article.
Explained simply if the CIA and Irish Government security clear a person before allowing them to 
become the Head of a Department its not likely hes working for the Russians,right!? So when a group 
of ham radio dicks discovered military microwaves emitting from the Wedgewood Hotel 4 minutes 
walkie talk from the Russian Embassy you kinda figure it.The hotel was checked out and dont ask us,it 
belongs to dr Moayyad Al kamali,only it goes a bit further alot further in truth the Russians themselves 
never denied the allegations that Kamali was monitoring them.This has been going on for years.

Reply

------------------------------------------------------------------

WIKIWORLDVOICED:

https://www.nairaland.com/3783772/julian-assange#56274399

WIKIWORLDVOICED:

https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75

ANDYSHAGMANMFI:
APPARENTLY THEY HAVE CHARGES FOR julian assange OF WIKILEAKS THEY 
CAN BE FOUND HERE
https://wikiwand.uservoice.com/forums/247843-wikiwand-website-
extensions/suggestions/18455506-andrew-dedman-mi5

https://wikiwand.uservoice.com/forums/247843-wikiwand-website-extensions/suggestions/18455506-andrew-dedman-mi5
https://wikiwand.uservoice.com/forums/247843-wikiwand-website-extensions/suggestions/18455506-andrew-dedman-mi5
https://www.nairaland.com/post/56274399
https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75
https://www.nairaland.com/post/106297675
https://www.nairaland.com/3783772/julian-assange#56274399
https://www.nairaland.com/post/106297671


THAK>>>ED November 22, 2021 at 12:23 am - Reply 

https://0000001.onepage.websites/

rohoo October 11, 2021 at 11:19 pm - Reply 

https://pastebin.com/FcypRZ9e

world October 11, 2021 at 11:12 pm - Reply 

https://xoyondo.com/mb/NGiy0UOs3H6EVje

Tuesday, 21 July 2020

COVID19 - "We're Loving It" 

The COVID19 UK Lockdown, Martial Law, Police are tracking you

By Dark Politricks

• Gamma  26 July 2020 at 11:33  

Well written and more importantly the truth, is that why there threatening to close you down 

Reply

•

Dark Politricks  27 July 2020 at 19:04  

Well I don't really know how a Us professor managed to find, read and then add my own pwrsonal blog
to a liat of 550 thst are deemed too dangerous for people to read or be linked to in the first place. I 
guess in this post 1984 Orwellian world anyone who doesn't follow BBC state propaganda and toe the 
line is a danger to the establishment. I just can't believe my blog is on a list of sites in the first place 
that include PressTv Russia Today, Prison Planet, Infowars, Antiwar.com and many others. Paranoid 
some people call me, but are you really paranoid when you find yourself on a list of sites the 
establishment doesn't want people to read.

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html?showComment=1595788426135#c4072471600106093979
http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html?showComment=1595901869515#c3559444749938416554
https://www.blogger.com/profile/11793909451659963768
javascript:;
https://www.blogger.com/profile/08935012767623125827
https://xoyondo.com/mb/NGiy0UOs3H6EVje
https://www.cringely.com/2021/09/10/bobs-9-11-post-from-20-years-ago-to-a-man-with-a-hammer/?replytocom=718168#respond
https://pastebin.com/FcypRZ9e
https://www.cringely.com/2021/09/10/bobs-9-11-post-from-20-years-ago-to-a-man-with-a-hammer/?replytocom=718170#respond
https://0000001.onepage.websites/
https://www.cringely.com/2021/09/10/bobs-9-11-post-from-20-years-ago-to-a-man-with-a-hammer/?replytocom=718450#respond


Reply
Replies

1.
Anonymous23 August 2020 at 05:31

Anonymous9 May 2020 at 07:09

London CT Publishing - May 9, 2020

Your comment is awaiting moderation.

“”””WORLD EXCLUSIVE FOR BELLINGCAT”””””
Bellingcat arent the only concerned individuals in this world! London CT Publishing have been 
working behind the scenes for decades uncovering far right activity! Coronavirus has become a 
publishers enigma however two recent developments must be provided so that those that claim 
the virus isnt man made must themselves be DEBUNKED here right now.

1.Professor Luc Montagnier, 2008 Nobel Prize winner for Medicine, claims that SARS-CoV-2 
is a manipulated virus.

2.TIME LINE ON VIDEO 5;52 DO YOU BELIEVE THE VIRUS WAS MAN MADE OR 
GENETICALLY MODIFIED

MIKE POMPEO REPLIES : THE BEST EXPERTS BELIEVE IT WAS MAN MADE I HAVE 
NO REASON TO DISBELIEVE THAT AT THIS POINT.

https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/coronavirus/pompeo-says-enormous-evidence-virus-came-
from-wuhan-lab/ar-BB13xYQ9?OCID=ansmsnnews11

London CT Publishing :
Luc Montagnier, was one of the co finders of HIV,before Luc statements were issued London 
CT Publishing placed articles upon Dark Politricks web publishing site explaining that certain 
proteins found within COVID-19 are remarkably similar to HIV virus.Furthermore based on 
paralegal work London CT Publishing although not qualified put forward another theory that 
whenever a virus mutates from species to species basically many Doctors explain that the 
protein structures of the new mutated virus in this case COVID- 19 will have changed from 
where ever it came from – thats kinda easy to understand,what happens when a virus mutates is 
it becomes more friendly towards other virus (we dont mean friendly as in the new virus wants 
to facilitate in a way to benefit the infected virus we mean it has to change its structure in order 
to physically bond to another virus) the problem is as follows there are 2 bat coronavirus that 
are about 90 percent or above similar to COVID-19 (go to Datk Politricks for more info) 
HOWEVER there are 100 percent similarities in certain areas between the bat virus proteins and
COVID – 19 proteins and to date certain Doctors claim that would be impossible because in 

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html?showComment=1598185881883#c2005719974622201107
javascript:;
javascript:;


order for the the virus to have mutated the proteins discovered that match according to world 
microbiology studies wouldnt match!! unless COVID -19 was engineered (man made)

The Author IS NOT AN AUTHORITY AND ONLY HAS BASIC PARALEGAL 
EXPIERENCE to state the above.This is evidence provided not the authors opinions!
Reply

2.
Anonymous23 August 2020 at 07:54

Sputnick v

The Gamaleya National Center of Epidemiology and Microbiology is the world’s leading 
research institution. The center was founded in 1891 as a private laboratory. Since 1949 it bears 
the name of Nikolai Gamaleya, a pioneer in Russian microbiology studies.

Gamaleya studied at the laboratory of French biologist Louis Pasteur in Paris and opened the 
world’s second vaccination station for rabies in Russia in 1886. In the 20th century, Gamaleya 
as one of the heads of the center fought epidemics of cholera, diphtheria and typhus and 
organized mass vaccination campaigns in the Soviet Union.

The center runs one of the unique “virus libraries” in the world and has its own vaccine 
production facility. Since the 1980s, the specialists of the Gamaleya Center led the effort to 
develop a technological platform using adenoviruses, initially extracted from human adenoids.

The Gamaleya Center successfully developed and registered in 2015 two vaccines against Ebola
fever using the adenovirus vector platform. Another Ebola fever vaccine was registered in 2020.
The vaccines have been officially approved for use by the Russian Health Ministry. Аbout 2,000 people in bout 2,000
people in Guinea received injections of Ebola vaccine in 2017-18 as part of Phase 3 clinical 
trial. Gamaleya Research Center received an international patent for Ebola vaccine.

Gamaleya Research Center used adenoviral vectors to develop vaccines against influenza and 
against Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). Both vaccines are currently in advanced 
stages of clinical trials.

Since 1997 Alexander Gintsburg, a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, heads the 
Gamaleya Center.

Reply

javascript:;
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•
Anonymous23 August 2020 at 07:10

TAKEN FROM I CRINGELY (THATS THE RULES)
https://www.cringely.com/2020/04/15/three-mile-island-lessons-for-covid-19-fema-and-me/#comment-
710921
5G – COVID19- Microwaves 
Robya August 23, 2020 at 6:55 am - Reply 
Taken from Abu Stabooleeni [Dark Web Productions] from the article -staking alot of crime out.Dr 
Moayyad Al kamali radio shack.
There are no rules in espionage only Dedman,Alexander Fretovalante.
Their Russian Embassy in London doesnt belong to Trunp any more,the word is hes going one way or 
the other in the ded in the fed everyone pays eventually,he was cemented in around the time when 5G 
was pulled by British Prime minister Boris Johnston, guess the Fedz tell ya nonce and once only.
The story line is riddled,what is clear is that the former head of psychiatry in Dublin was most 
definitely vetted as CIA files hacked out by wikileaks along with his personal bank accounts proved a 
hidden amount of money Gross 20 million came from alleged British Inrelligence sources.
Paragraph taken from article.
Explained simply if the CIA and Irish Government security clear a person before allowing them to 
become the Head of a Department its not likely hes working for the Russians,right!? So when a group 
of ham radio dicks discovered military microwaves emitting from the Wedgewood Hotel 4 minutes 
walkie talk from the Russian Embassy you kinda figure it.The hotel was checked out and dont ask us,it 
belongs to dr Moayyad Al kamali,only it goes a bit further alot further in truth the Russians themselves 
never denied the allegations that Kamali was monitoring them.This has been going on for years.

Reply

•
Anonymous24 April 2021 at 17:22

Monday, 27 September 2021

The UK Is Becoming More Despotic Every Day 

CIA Wanted To Assassinate Julian Assange Whilst In the Ecuadorian Embassy

By Dark Politricks

UK Police State1 October 2021 at 18:10

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html?showComment=1633137054418#c4616470662976870321
http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html?showComment=1619310168019#c5416888837889228636
javascript:;
http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/07/covid19-were-loving-it.html?showComment=1598191831772#c7722110817619230757


The UK has turned into a police state, with more CCTV cameras capturing your face than any other 
country (apart from maybe China - don't know stats there), GCHQ listening in to phone calls, hacking 
into your Samsung TV and using the browser and the webcam to spy on people in their houses without 
them knowing, listening to phone calls, now cops can use COVID laws to break into your home 
without a warrant and just say "we got told by someone you had someone with COVID in here", 
pulling you over to ask where you are going, banning protests, preventing journalists and bloggers - 
people like you Dark Politricks - from reporting on news like the CIA hit in London on Julian Assange 
or their BBC MI6 paid off agents and their mob of vloggers pushing pro-NATO propaganda into 
Russia, then blaming Russia for doing the same thing to the UK. Boris Johnson is using COVID to 
push for UN agenda 2030, own nothing, no privacy, but be happy, DAVOS BS. Banning new cars that 
are not electric by 2030, trying to get people to work at home, in solitude, not drive so not spit out 
petrol fumes, not travel by plane, soon social credit will come in and we will all get ranked and if your 
on the naughty list then goodbye .... Chinese style government is coming to the UK and most of it is 
probably already here just being used undercover and out of sight like in the US with TRAPWIRE 
linking CCTV camera feeds up to follow you everywhere you go. Electronic banking will allow for 
instant fines and the lowering of benefits for people out of work if they spend their money on drink or 
gambling, They could all this now they are just waiting for the right moment after conditioning the 
population with COVID lockdown scare stories. Just glad to see so many people are not falling for it 
and believe it's a scam for the GOV to take power and keep it just like the US after 9.11. It is a sad 
world.

Reply

•
Anonymous2 October 2021 at 10:35

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the "Wiki" syndicate of servers,there are many "Wiki" based 
sites with different "Wiki" names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than aware
of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
"Wiki" although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays "Freaks" are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html?showComment=1633196122451#c5253539927715398540
javascript:;


Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk" out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only "Wiki" 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here.....and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records... and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.
Snowmen (Completley Controlled Copyrighted Protection.)
Thanx for eavesdropping!!!! it worx two ways SHMUX
Source: info/tech W.W.V Publishing.

Reply

•
Anonymous2 October 2021 at 13:36

"the FBI's whole case is based on the lies of a witness who pretended he was a high up WikiLeaks 
worker when in fact he was a fraudster and child molester"...Dark Politricks

In case the readers dont already know this but we are sure many do,the FBI and other satelite 
Governments such as Ireland and UK where they operate the CIA and FBI ALWAYS lie as it is policy 
to do so,infact its part of the "New World Order".Its not about evidence or right or wrong the New 
World Order is exactly that it is an order that overides democracy and fatally forces...simple as.
One of the failings of Wikileaks in a sense is in not producing evidence of how much money is issued 
to the UK and Ireland in Pentagon fundings this really is one of the most secret areas known to 
mankind! Snowden hinted at 100 million was given to the British secret service in one year however 
thats not even the tip of the ice berg.We know from the activities of organizations such as the Irish 
Republican Army in the 80s and 90s CIA Freedom of information acts reveal the CIA paid the IRA to 
kill British soldiers they also at the same time paid the extreme far right and London MAFIA to control 
the people and it still goes on to this day.The amount of money issued is alleged Billions a year in 
Ireland and the UK the CIA travel and live in the UK as accountants to oversee programs and 
administration.If you recall a missile/plane hit the Pentagon the same day as the two towers 911 
coincidence?? well the largest amount of money ever gone missing in US Government was from the 
very offices that where destroyed in the PENTAGON ON THAT DAY NEATLY COVERING UP 
THEIR EXPENDITURE (MILLIONS OF MORTGAGE PAYMENTS IN 
BUCKS,HERTS,HAMSHIRE AND FALIED BUSINESS)The property biught decades ago with 

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html?showComment=1633206985797#c7565316572010866754
javascript:;


Pentagon Dollars is now worth 20 times the value...rather neat to say the least.
Julian is a shrewd dude.

Reply

•
Anonymous2 October 2021 at 22:41

At the time this site was apparently constructed little was known about the incident,it seems that the 
laptop was removed at gun point on the anniversary date of the killing of Martin Luther King {Martin 
Luther King Jr., an African-American clergyman and civil rights leader, was fatally shot at the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis, Tennessee, on April 4, 1968,)

Just for the record (five year old site!!!)

https://albertsmithirishindependent.wordpress.com/2015/05/21/the-socialist-party-great-
britain/#respond

The laptop according to police records was thrown purposely on the ground the journalist was 
responsible. At the time bitcoins where cheap to buy from the chinese it wouldnt be uncommon to find 
250 bitcoins for around 500 dollars if you knew what people to find another tip of and this is the killer 
the chinese where smuggling bitcoins in laptops into europe so they couldnt get busted trying to sell 
them the codes where held on bios chips etc...childs play and stopped fedz interfering ,lots of coins 
zapped in to outer space in the early daze!!!! The money to buy the bitcoins came from a well known 
female solicitor and thats on record too ,complicated however easily proved.....
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•
Anonymous3 October 2021 at 11:20

'EL" Donato says ..... "This article about 5 million dollars destroyed by Government agents hits US$ 
Lika da very loud hiss and then an explosion".
911 all over again?!

Reply

Tuesday, 10 November 2020

Well done America - You Voted For What Exactly? 
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US Election Goes To One Of The 70+ Year Old White Males Used As Front Men 
For The Real Oligarchs That Run The USA And The World.

By Dark Politricks

4 comments:

1.
Anonymous15 November 2020 at 16:13

WikiFReaks - Bulletin 
Well one racist has gone heres a list of racists in the British press!

https://b6.icdn.ru/r/rick55555/8/68969098dXu.jpg
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2.
Anonymous15 November 2020 at 16:45

WikiFreaks - Racism Today
https://issuu.com/albertsmithirishindependent
Britains Secret anti semitic publishers

Reply

3.
Anonymous2 December 2020 at 08:48

https://www.afepi-ireland.com/member/smith-albert/
eVIDENCE aLBERT sMITH IS A gOVERNMENT AGENT

THE TWO ABOVE SITES WHER REMOVED

Reply

4.
Anonymous2 December 2020 at 08:51

While working as the Plain English Editor at NALA, I have worked with 15 government 
departments, the HSE, the HSA, the gardai and a wide number of private compa

ALBERT SMITH STATES IN HIS OWN WORDS HE WORKS FOR THE IRISH POLICE!!! 
WHAT TYPE OF JOURNALIST WORKS FOR THWE EPOLICE??? WE ASK! 
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https://xoyondo.com/mb/8N97oHgysolYaD8

https://xoyondo.com/mb/Z5pn2sp91KgjggA

https://xoyondo.com/mb/Jy2hU056PGospm0

https://xoyondo.com/mb/NTN7FinA3X0Fmuf

https://xoyondo.com/mb/LUU7htpXXYHkGDL

https://xoyondo.com/mb/VICBg4mCEyL8SVN

https://kieranconwaysite.wordpress.com/

MI6 sting operation against the Irish Statutory Body GSOC – The Resignation of Chairman Simon O 
Brien a former British Police Officer. 

Heres the site below its prohibited find out for yourselves by tapping link below.

https://issuu.com/kieranconway.

weve stripped out the contents of the site and pasted it onto this page its the pdf file below entitled 
Andrew Dedman MI5 just click onto the wording Andrew Dedman MI5.

ANDREW DEDMAN MI5

 

Paste Andrew Dedman MI5  at Yahoo or Google search engines for more info on this fascist 
creep,according to dark web sources he basically tampered with British Government computer systems 
and then exported the data to Ireland where far right wing “patsys” made good with the stolen and 
“faked” info to pay for their cars and houses.

Reliable net sources explain that Andrew Dedman was a former British Army officer who was assigned
to work in the police for a time in specialist work but later on in his career left the police in mysterious 
circumstances, that till this day have never been truly explained.We know from wiki-obtained police 
data whilst  in the British army Dedman worked in south America, and was allegedly involved in 

https://xoyondo.com/mb/VICBg4mCEyL8SVN


espionage work involving operations against South American communists,he was assigned the warrant 
number 1001 whilst in the police and the last known location for Dedman as a police officer was in an 
intelligence gathering unit in the City of London,International net sources found Dedman working in 
Turkey shortly after leaving the police by the Israel Intelligence service.Turkey as everybody knows is 
the gateway for heroin into Britain and Ireland.Below url is an introduction to Andrew Dedman,remove
the wording from the site as jpgs add to your desktop and use magnifier application to read properly.

https://mi5reference3028.wordpress.com/blog/

 

Dublin solicitor and recognised political Author, kieran Conway (featured above photo) was involved 
in a District court case in Bray town County, Wicklow,Ireland in we believe 2015,it was a political 
court case were right wing Journalist Albert Smith lied to convict a left wing socialist writer/net sign 
poster.The socialist was apparently held on Britsh Intelligence files even before he came to Ireland to 
live,and had previous dealings with Dedman in the past in the Uk,It is Dedman who is thought to have  
generated the files about the socialist that were leaked illegally to Irish sources but not officially given 
to the Gardai.

During the court case in 2015 the Gardaí presented mere here say as evidence in the form of a speech 
read out in court by Albert Smith,were Smith himself attended a court hearing and talked about matters 
such as the CIA and threats made against him with  weapons. Smiths speech convicted  the socialist on 
weapons charges and the socialist was sent to prison.Albert Smith is a known and published far right 
wing fascist (his previous newspaper articles and promotional work as a sub-editor of the Irish 
independent newspaper on convicted fascist and author David Irwing  proves this).

Articles of interest have in the past appeared on the net providing valuable evidence that explains the 
socialist stated in emails to an unnamed source at the time that Smith purposely lied in court by 
seemingly using a prepared and premeditated false speech,and that the judge accepted in court hear say 
evidence contained within Smiths own concocted political lies.According to a blog spot web site on the
dark web internet discussion came to the conclusion,that by accepting the mere word of  Journalist 
Albert Smith a known far right wing liar in court without any actual witness or any evidence the judge 
falsely imprisoned the socialist not for an alleged weapons offence that the socialist stated he never 
committed anyway, but as the blog writers suggested for being found guilty by the far right of being a 
socialist that exposed a ring of spys operating in Ireland under orders of the British Government.This 
known espionage activity was exposed through socialist political write ups that the public otherwise 
would  never have read about and was leaked out in the left wing British political press.

In short the socialist investigated what is now termed as “Gardagate” and in the process exposed a 
cover up by Albert smiths newspaper the Irish Independent of Simon O Brien being a former British 
police officer as chairman of GSOC and his alleged involvement of being part of an alleged MI6 sting 
operation to “grab” Irish state intelligence held by GSOC.Like Dedman the socialist has always 
maintained that it was possible the British Government transferred OBrien to Ireland.

 

The court case is databased and more information can be found about Albert Smith as an alleged MI6 
dogsbody on the net type  Albert Smith MI6   below site is evidence that the journalist worked as a sub 
editor on the Irish Independent see site below:



https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

http://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/people-put-their-lives-on-the-line-for-the-
indo-and-this-is-what-they-get-1.2891166

 

Various internet allegations can be found that indicate that Albert Smith worked on Andrew Dedmans 
generated data bases over a period of many years and that some of the data based files(The Dedman 
Files) were allegedly transfered secretly by Dedman himself to amongst other the Store street Garda 
station (against human rights treaties) as these files were held secretly in Ireland by “black” cops.

One article indicates the area where Smith lives (Shop river County Wicklow) was data based by 
Dedman back in 2002 and that Dedmans own pirated and stolen supplied data (block data,many 
thousands of types of files passed between bent cops without authorisation) was used by the “patsys” in
the Dublin/Wicklow area were Smith lives to help pay the bills.The Gardaí themselves were quite 
happy to allow the local “patsys” to spy on person suspected of travelling in and around the Dublin 
Mountains on their behalf and spy is the right usage of word hear,the “patsys” were rewarded for their 
loyalty in pieces of land,discounts,wavers etc obtaining state housing and buildings at cheap rates of 
purchase,false ids,credit crunching etc etc.

Left wingers,taxexiles,criminals,suspected IRA members etc who have over the years either fled the 
UK to live in Ireland for political reasons or set themselves up in business in Ireland where all targeted 
and followed on behalf of the Britsh and Amercian Intelligence service by “patsys” and bent cops and 
criminals.

Both the socialist and Journalist Albert Smith where born in the U.k and so the chances of both these 
individuals who where technically British,being involved in an alleged false weapons incident together 
in a remote part of the Republic of Ireland on the top of a mountain isn’t a very likely 
prospect,especially as the alleged incident happened on farmers private property were the socialist  had 
permission to travel from the local farmers (not roads or footpaths).

The unnamed  socialist always maintained he was never involved in any weapons incident or that he 
was even present in the area when such an alleged incident occurred.Apparently in other articles found 
online the socialist claimed he swore in affadavits in court stating he was not present at the alleged 
incident,It is therefore logical to presume that circumstancially from an espionage angle their is enough
online evidence and information to explain an invented incident/counter espionage tactic was used to 
illegally convict and punish the socialist writer for producing evidence that exposed amongst other 
Simon O Brien chairman of GSOC as a potential MI6 operative and a former British police officer in 
the left wing press,this apparent inventory of Albert Smith should by now be setting off political 
firealarms amongst the International left wing.

The publications of the socialist are still found on the internet and these articles indicate very clearly 
that even before Smiths allegations were mad through complaint process an article written by the 
Socialist exposed Simon OBrien the chairman of GSOC in the British left wing press as a former 
British police officer, whilst on the other hand Smiths newspaper at the same time the socialist articles 
were published on Simon OBrien being a former police officer, ran a cover up and didn’t publish or 
indicate Simon O Brien was a former British police officer .



The Irish Independent news paper that Albert Smith worked for didnt print this evidence until much 
later on after Simon O Brien resigned from his job after different allegations were put to SimonO 
Brien,

So ask your selves as the readers of this article do you really believe that this socialist writer who 
exposed a cover up in Smiths own newspaper the Irish Independent  just happens all of a sudden to 
appear before Smith on top of a mountain after exposing his paper running cover ups and then for no 
apparent reason threatens Smith with a weapon,when the socialist doesn’t even know this chap? it 
sounds oh so bizare and mathematically inconceivable.The court affadavits even state the socialist 
wasn’t even in the area when the incident took place and he doesn’t know Smith as a person or even 
has held a conversation with the man in his entire life.

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/simon-o-brien-to-quit-as-chair-of-gsoc-to-take-up-role-
in-uk-1.2057839

Simon OBrien later left his job as chairman of GSOC after internal allegations that he was an MI6 
operative used to export GSOC files back to MI5 on mass after espionage activity was suspected at 
GSOC headquaters.It was the socialists published articles that exposed MI5 knowledge of the IPCC 
and Simon Obrien obtaining  a military based security contract for verimus security to work in 
screening Irish Government buildings, in a left wing political party news column that really set the rat 
amongst the greys.

One of the many articles produced by the socialist explained that the security company sent to Ireland 
by the IPCC (Verimus) was an MI5 connected company who uses staff from the same British Army 
regiment that killed Jean De-Menezes, whos death irionically was investigated by the IPCC 
themselves.The IPCC,MI5 and Simon Obrien collectively obtained the military contract together that 
got Verimus the work to look for  bugs in Simon O Briens Irish offices where he was chairmen of 
GSOC all a bit to cosey?

It was leaked out in the Irish Independent that MI6 were involved in looking for bugs in O Briens 
office however the Independent only talked in half truths and when it came to the delivery it failed,it 
failed to name at the same time that  verimus scanning equipment being used in Simon O Brien office 
was  being used to protect a former British police officer,If it wasn’t for the press leaks in other papers 
and other sources the public would never have known that verimus where operating in Ireland onbehalf
of  MI6 and their operatives,the leak outs gave the security services in UK and America the power to 
confiscate internally all the GSOC records that MI5 now have because essentially there own operatives 
where under threat,all though Simon o Brien always stated he never fealt threatned,but he would 
wouldn’t he,so essentially without the press leak outs no confiscation of records by the Americans and 
British would have been obtainable.The files stolen or sequestrated due to security breaches about 
Gerry Adams Sinn Fein leader having secret meetings with drug convicted dealer Kieran Boylan would
never have been officially found by MI6 and MI5, allegations that Gerry Adams secret meetings have 
been going on for years is no news however this article is evidence that its a club where the spoils get 
divided and if you expose espionage publically you can pay a heavy price when publically you force 
secret agendas into the press.

http://www.thejournal.ie/gerry-adams-kieran-boylan-gsoc-1324202-Feb2014/

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4175688.stm



https://www.ipcc.gov.uk/news/jean-charles-de-menezes-statement

 

Evidence that Verimus security are part of MI5 and have worked alongside them for example the 
Olympic games contract.

http://www.verrimus-red.com/ourteam.html

 

the socialist was followed from Ireland to Europe where he was involved in publishing Smith was part 
of an ongoing operation into Drugs/terrorism see article here;

https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/

Albert Smith didn’t care about who he spied upon and the Gardai themselves where always placing and
mistaking people in different areas.Smith was stationed according to one internet web site and chosen 
by MI6 and the British Military to “plant” stories in the independent news paper he wrote an article 
about convicted fascist David Irwing,Irwing got 3 years for the books he published that were anti 
semitic also Smith appear on irwings home site promoting irwings banned books incidently no normal 
journalist would have consented to promote a fascist like Irwing and as Kieran Conways book names 
fascists it has to be published here that Conways past comments on fascists have been published :

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24305635-southside-provisional

Kieran Conway went up against Garda Patton and sergeant Heraughty of Enniskerry Garda station 
when he represented the socialist in Bray court.Another Garda involved in these areas was Garda 
Cullen formely Stepaside now Dundrum Garda Station,he should have blown the whistle on Heraughty
and Patton a pair of right wing state protected spies that work for the American and British Intelligence 
service.The Garda station at Enniskerry has American police force uniform patches in the window the 
entire Enniskerry village is a MI6/CIA state protected right wing fascist safe haven,you cant publish 
sites on an Enniskerry Google entry, the powers that be remove any site placed on Google that lands on
Enniskerry,try it for yourselves, and yes they follow your signalex back to where you live so do it 
somewhere else! If you type  Enniskerry Nazi  at Google prompt you find a worrying amount of right 
wing neo fascist sites all connected to this tiny little village in the countryside of Ireland.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential-whistleblower-named-but-not-proven/

happy hammer November 6, 2019 At 8:10 pm

andrew dedman mi5 at google uk the real whistleblower forget eric….
Loading...
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ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 May 8, 2020 At 12:51 pm



Dark politricks for more conspiracy theories (Eric Ciaramella joined the Central Intelligence Agency0
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Andrew Dedman MI5 May 19, 2020 At 7:26 pm

https://archive.org/details/dark-politricks_202005/mode/2up

READ THIS AND WISE UP!!!!!!

Interesting article on espionage in Ireland and uk……Dig Deep!!
Loading...
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Albert Smith MI6 May 24, 2020 At 7:42 pm

Former Irish Independent Sub-editor Albert smith exposed himself earlier this year as a British bought 
journalist working (undercover) in Ireland,his own publishing company got hacked into through 
Yandex servers based in Russia.A group of unknown anonymous researchers claimed on various 
American publishing sites some time ago that Smith admitted to taking bribes from the Irish Police 
thats what TOR news stated – exactly that – bribes in the form of regular bank payments had been 
discovered being paid into bank accounts allegedly tracked and belonging to Smith,for legal reasons 
the bank details werent disclosed however Smiths own admittance to the affair has been documented in
writing and published publicly on various Russian sites for safe keeping.

Smiths own admission of accepting money from the police is a complicated political issue.In a country 
with a history of political violence that goes back decades this form of self confessed espionage intel 
isnt simply going to go away,especially as smith is a British citizen,furthermore working for the police 
isnt something that is mentioned in passing and then forgotten about,later on conveniently being 
brushed aside under some kind of magic carpet so to speak.It is an extremely serious political matter. 
Now that information of this calibre is finally in the Russian public domain Smiths ill gotten gains 
become a statement of eventualities and more to the point inevitabilities.

The allegations derived from smiths statement go far deeper than just accepting money from the 
police,in so much that the next question asked is how many other journalists in the Irish Independent 
newspaper have also been working for the Irish police? ,There doesnt seem to be much readily 
available evidence in Irish political history of journalists that have ever admitted to or proven to have 
worked for the Gardai before and so this recent Russian Yandex Hack seems to be another break 
through.

One would presume then that Dennis Obrien the owner of the Irish independent will become directly 
implicated as he personally holds and controls security files held on Smith and must therefore 
presumably be aware of any regular payments made into Smiths accounts, this places new light upon 
Obrien and his relationship with Bill Clinton as the published book Clinton Cash named Dennis Obrien
as the owner of Albert Smiths newspaper the Irish Independent that gave money to Bill Clinton.Where 
exactly then are we led to believe that the money paid to Clinton really came from Enda Kenny?,Mr 
Putin?,The British Secret Service?The readers must also consider court cases Smith was allegedly 
involved with over the many years.Being paid by the Gardai as a witness to give false evidence to the 
Irish courts is more than a serious offense,it directly implicates that members of the Garda Siochana 
itself must have knowingly been involved in rigging political court cases,you can find allegations on 



Smith that go back many years on the internet ,just “Bing” it Albert Smith MI6- on how he lied in 
courts.Just to make the point if somebody had used Obrien to pay clinton (and hes one of the biggest 
liars in American political history) then that might explain one of the many ways why and how Hillary 
Clinton really lost the election,somebody or some government or rival party was following Clinton 
around the world and buying into payment slots,who knows?it would make sense for an insider perhaps
Russian,or British to setup a deal with O Brien and others like him and to pay the money to Clinton as 
he TORed the world,that way they would always have something on the happy go lucky trumpet 
blower. Espionage has no rules and there are certainly no rules on holding ones own opinions and 
views!!on determining where money could have possibly come from within the inner circles of the 
Clinton Foundation, its been suggested should Hilary have won the election all of the Clinton 
Foundation history would have been given a white wash brighter than the Whitehouse itself!The 
Mystique of Gardagate was in many ways created by the press in particular the Irish Independent and 
the master mind behind it all was none other than Journalist Conor Brady who worked with Smith and 
was identified by some as as the person who removed half the Irish Government with his papers 
articles that appeared in the Irish Independent ,see where all this is leading to?Smiths 
monitoring/policing role within the newspaper itself.Conor Brady incidentally worked for the Garda 
Siochana Ombudsman Commission allowing him to gain his info on MI6 agent Simon Obrien (former 
GSOC Chairman) ,so if Smith worked for the Gardai and Brady worked for the Garda Siochana 
Ombudsman Commission that makes for an interesting cocktail of stinker ,tailer soldier spy and we 
know exactly who Conor Brady implicated for spying on GSOC,perhaps thats why he wont come clean
on Smith publicly as there are two many question marks that remain around this unhinged Jack Ruby 
styled character.Recent evidence shows clearly that Smith was trained in America,Louisiana and we 
wouldnt be surprised if Mr Conor Brady could also explain who exactly payed for Smiths training,and 
then of course Smith wrote a Walking book that was published and nobody bought the book (its been 
checked on publishing records)so whos is really pooting the bill?There are too many idiosyncratic 
demeanours hanging above Smiths fed hes a ringer for example he celebrated the work of convicted 
fascist David Irwing (a holocaust denier)who received a three years sentence for producing anti semitic
literature,if any european journalist today wrote a similar article they wouldnt last for very long and we 
doubt for legal reasons any European newspaper would even be allowed to celebrate an Author like 
Irwing in their newspaper or even consider promoting a convicted fascist,so whats really going on 
here? is Ireland itself attempting to rewrite its own history cant the Irish Government give an answer in 
Gaelic to US as to why so many people are remaining silent ?? Other allegations on the net include 
Smith being an unregistered firearms user and Google allegations point directly at Albert Smiths ability
at giving false evidence in courts.Smith decided to publicly announce through one of his own 
publishing articles that he had worked for the Irish Police and Mr Conor Brady will be able to explain 
the Gardias role in the GSOC bugging affair..ask me if anyone has ever bugged a newspaper office or 
taped journalists phone calls and you have the answer right there!When the Irish Independent office 
itself got bugged nobody talked about it in the press and there was no need to call for MI6 or the CIA!!

written in ten minutes on my ipad …..no light, walking along the roadside with no keyboard,no 
sleep,no money,…..apologize! Dont even speak Gaelic!!
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Wikispooks have been around for years,they have produced Wikifreaks – The Dedman Files,everything
from COVID -19 to the Russian invasion (which is really happening in the UK),spys,bent 
cops,mafia,IRA,KGB,and of course names that are traceable,a real MOB Obituary on how to bring the 
British Government down without being shot,arrested or deported!….in times like these…



https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks
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WIKIFREAKS
« on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm »
The Racist Hypocracy of the Irish Press and Joe Biden attempt to “cover up” continued ongoing 
Democratic involvement and mi5use of Irish newspapers.

This Irish Independent newspaper is not a friend of left wing politics or free speech in the Republic of 
Ireland or anywhere else for that matter,(Wikifreaks are writing for Dark Politricks right to produce 
free speech!).The hidden,hideous and hypocritical double standards of this newspaper owned by 
Dennis O Brien are found in the book“Clinton Cash” which exposes the Clinton Foundation (another 
front for the CIA) collecting millions of dollars at dinner parties around the world.Clinton himself 
made brief speeches costing upwards of over 100,000 dollars.Dennis O Brien is named in the book 
Clinton cash presenting the Clinton foundation with countless thousands of “green back” in exchange 
for guest appearances organized by the OBrien Empire.

Copyrighted material belonging to the Irish Independent newspaper can be found inside of a pdf 
version of a Racist Neo Fascist book known as Gorings Biography written by a convicted “modern 
day” fascist who was fined over two million pounds for its production in the British courts.Dennis O 
Brien is personally aware of the author and the Irish Independent copyright used in the specific pdf 
book version,however despite being listed as the richest person in Ireland he has no personal intentions 
of removing the copyrighted material through the court system.We completely condem the racist 
actions of the Irish Independent in allowing their copyright to be produced in the first instance and later
used in Gorings Biography and also condem Joe Biden Government for remaining silent on “Wikileaks
– Irelands CIA Operations”.

Wikifreakz World Vision.
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1 comment:
Anonymous 22 May 2021 at 10:42
Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a
Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the
torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US terrortories.Allegations made
against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual abuse,false
imprisonment,kidnapping,extortion and connections to drug cartels.The Government (Bidens
only friends) refused to comment on why one of their agents was found holding down three jobs
at the same time!! one as the President of St Andrews College Alumni Association in
Dublin,another as the Dead Doctor in a hospital and finally found double parked next to Mr
Putins london Embassy,with over 20 Million Gross hidden in various bank accounts around the
world!! Hotels are somewhat synalominous places and Emmigrating radio signals are
unfortunately for Doctor Kamali in his absence hour an excepted form of evidence in court trials.



THE WEDGEWOOD HOTEL IS SITUATED A 3 MINUTE WALK FROM THE RUSSIAN 
EMBASSY
IN LONDON.MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is a Medical Doctor from London. This person was born
in April 1967. MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is Irish and resident in Ireland. This company officer is,
or was, associated with at least 2 company Doctors roles.Companies associated with this officer
had at least £6,888,675 shareholder value and £2,434,017 cash in recent accounts.Wedgewood
Hotel Management has been in this business field for at least four years. Started under
09092355, this company is classified as a Private Limited Company. there have been three
directors: Mohammed Al Kamali, Moayyad Al Kamali and Majid Al Kamali……Wikiwritz
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Rezz May 27, 2021 at 6:36 pm – Reply

Just “Googled” this of anyones interested.

Wikifreaks – Dr Moayyad Al Kamali
https://able2know.org/topic/558160-1
WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” 
is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA 
(who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US 
terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual 
abuse,false …

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:38 am | Reply

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:41 am | Reply
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WIKIFREAKS May 27, 2021 At 11:18 pm

Wikifreaks “per se”

https://albertsmithirishindependentnewspaper.webador.com/
Reply
Morph November 25, 2021 At 7:25 am

Another article found on Albert Smith Irish Independent Newspaper.

Interesting finding out that Cringley was working in Ireland this story below will help with Intel!
Albert Smith (Irish Independent newspaper) is a racist journalist and was involved in this incident

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)



Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

https://ganglandireland.blogspot.com/2009/11/fat-freddie-thompson-riding-shotgun-for.html

Anonymous said...

    https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/
    FAT FREDDIES STASH IN THE DUBLIN MOUNTAINS
    FAT FREDDIE AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
    August 18, 2017 at 8:31 PM 
Anonymous said...

    https://andrewdedmanmi5336.wordpress.com/

    https://kieranconwaysite.wordpress.com/

    Heres a couple of right good sites about gangland activity and IRA member Kieran Conway- enjoy! 
paste both sites into web browser
    there debt paid back in FULL>>>>>>RATFACT.
    October 8, 2017 at 11:19 AM 
Anonymous said...



    aaah yer little rolex yea....you know over dare years a little town dare called bray,you know the kip 
like....for may queers/years the brit tout has frequented blackpool south (yep dat waz der code word for 
bray)...and he came from Britain with storys.....oh storys of dis and storys of dat and police computer 
intelligence OOOOHHHH ya little ting like,they made lots of false claims and snuff and got paid 
sociali welfare to pass on the information OOOOHHHHHHH,and what aboat the bray rats (sinn fein) 
no none of them would tell a soul,the rats knew what was going on dole for british police computer 
evidence and who was one of the organisers OOOOOOHHHHH yeah the fedman mess wiv us and you 
die,ANDREW DEDMAN,TYPE ANDREW DEDMAN AT GOOGLE OR BETTER STILLORGAN 
ANDREW DEDMAN MI5, you wouldn't believe how one man changed so much in Ireland,it waS this 
happy go luky jolly roger brit arsed Nazi that went up and down up and down for many pints....you 
know the score street,yeah you know route im the one who ran a happy go luky shop,,,,,,,, all those 
happy go luky brits over the last ten years at least livin in bray and getting double dole to crive and 
snitch...none of them will ever be prosecuted because they all signed squeal dealz and what about the 
bray rats well they were quite happy getting info off the british double dole cheats OOOHHHHHH
    December 23, 2017 at 9:40 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Blessington you brothers.....the bretheren that made this page...the people that keep it open
    THE STORY
    Between 2000 even until today the BRITISH ARMY AND American intelligence service rely upon 
the brit arseole that makes a false social welfare claim in the town of Bray the culprits the judges 
,Gardaí ant the you hoos who live it up in Wicklow,you find these yuppy fascists living off british 
intelligence data and police computer data in Ireland its a cottage industry every intersection and 
footpath in county Wicklow is staked out......so many locals and wagstffers getting back handers....the 
britrHs who work with bent cops in uk -BRITISH MAFIA get protection to set up false benefit claims 
in Bray town......they bring over data the cops and mafia in bray can use in exchange for making false 
claims...the slags that do this don't use their reeal names they just apply for other persons birth 
certificates its a racket......the british police protect them from prosecution also the mafia in Britain 
don't chase the brits when they go back home with their winnings the secret service have done squeal 
deals so all their sots and sports over the years never get prosecuted their never going back to Ireland 
again and they have done their bit.....put sinn fein up for not exposing this uda style protection racket...
    December 23, 2017 at 10:53 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Page 208 DUBLIN gangs
     
    Dublin solicitor and recognised political Author, kieran Conway (featured above photo) was 
involved in a District court case in Bray town County, Wicklow,Ireland in we believe 2015,it was a 
political court case were right wing Journalist Albert Smith lied to convict a left wing socialist 
writer/net sign poster.The socialist was apparently held on Britsh Intelligence files even before he came
to Ireland to live,and had previous dealings with Dedman in the past in the Uk,It is Dedman who is 
thought to have  generated the files about the socialist that were leaked illegally to Irish sources but not 
officially given to the Gardai.
    During the court case in 2015 the Gardaí presented mere here say as evidence in the form of a speech
read out in court by Albert Smith,were Smith himself attended a court hearing and talked about matters 
such as the CIA and threats made against him with  weapons. Smiths speech convicted  the socialist on 
weapons charges and the socialist was sent to prison.Albert Smith is a known and published far right 
wing fascist (his previous newspaper articles and promotional work as a sub-editor of the Irish 
independent newspaper on convicted fascist and author David Irwing  proves this).



    Articles of interest have in the past appeared on the net providing valuable evidence that explains the
socialist stated in emails to an unnamed source at the time that Smith purposely lied in court by 
seemingly using a prepared and premeditated false speech,and that the judge accepted in court hear say 
evidence contained within Smiths own concocted political lies.According to a blog spot web site on the
dark web internet discussion came to the conclusion,that by accepting the mere word of  Journalist 
Albert Smith a known far right wing liar in court without any actual witness or any evidence the judge 
falsely imprisoned the socialist not for an alleged weapons offence that the socialist stated he never 
committed anyway, but as the blog writers suggested for being found guilty by the far right of being a 
socialist that exposed a ring of spys operating in Ireland under orders of the British Government.This 
known espionage activity was exposed through socialist political write ups that the public otherwise 
would  never have read about and was leaked out in the left wing British political press.
    In short the socialist investigated what is now termed as “Gardagate” and in the process exposed a 
cover up by Albert smiths newspaper the Irish Independent of Simon O Brien being a former British 
police officer as chairman of GSOC and his alleged involvement of being part of an alleged MI6 sting 
operation to “grab” Irish state intelligence held by GSOC.Like Dedman the socialist has always 
maintained that it was possible the British Government transferred OBrien to Ireland.
     
    December 24, 2017 at 7:26 PM 
Anonymous said...

     page 209 Dublin gangs
    Various internet allegations can be found that indicate that Albert Smith worked on Andrew 
Dedmans generated data bases over a period of many years and that some of the data based files(The 
Dedman Files) were allegedly transfered secretly by Dedman himself to amongst other the Store street 
Garda station (against human rights treaties) as these files were held secretly in Ireland by “black” 
cops.
    One article indicates the area where Smith lives (Shop river County Wicklow) was data based by 
Dedman back in 2002 and that Dedmans own pirated and stolen supplied data (block data,many 
thousands of types of files passed between bent cops without authorisation) was used by the “patsys” in
the Dublin/Wicklow area were Smith lives to help pay the bills.The Gardaí themselves were quite 
happy to allow the local “patsys” to spy on person suspected of travelling in and around the Dublin 
Mountains on their behalf and spy is the right usage of word hear,the “patsys” were rewarded for their 
loyalty in pieces of land,discounts,wavers etc obtaining state housing and buildings at cheap rates of 
purchase,false ids,credit crunching etc etc.
    Left wingers,taxexiles,criminals,suspected IRA members etc who have over the years either fled the 
UK to live in Ireland for political reasons or set themselves up in business in Ireland where all targeted 
and followed on behalf of the Britsh and Amercian Intelligence service by “patsys” and bent cops and 
criminals.
    December 24, 2017 at 7:28 PM 
Anonymous said...
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    Both the socialist and Journalist Albert Smith where born in the U.k and so the chances of both these 
individuals who where technically British,being involved in an alleged false weapons incident together 
in a remote part of the Republic of Ireland on the top of a mountain isn’t a very likely 
prospect,especially as the alleged incident happened on farmers private property were the socialist  had 
permission to travel from the local farmers (not roads or footpaths).



    The unnamed  socialist always maintained he was never involved in any weapons incident or that he 
was even present in the area when such an alleged incident occurred.Apparently in other articles found 
online the socialist claimed he swore in affadavits in court stating he was not present at the alleged 
incident,It is therefore logical to presume that circumstancially from an espionage angle their is enough
online evidence and information to explain an invented incident/counter espionage tactic was used to 
illegally convict and punish the socialist writer for producing evidence that exposed amongst other 
Simon O Brien chairman of GSOC as a potential MI6 operative and a former British police officer in 
the left wing press,this apparent inventory of Albert Smith should by now be setting off political 
firealarms amongst the International left wing.
    The publications of the socialist are still found on the internet and these articles indicate very clearly 
that even before Smiths allegations were mad through complaint process an article written by the 
Socialist exposed Simon OBrien the chairman of GSOC in the British left wing press as a former 
British police officer, whilst on the other hand Smiths newspaper at the same time the socialist articles 
were published on Simon OBrien being a former police officer, ran a cover up and didn’t publish or 
indicate Simon O Brien was a former British police officer .
    The Irish Independent news paper that Albert Smith worked for didnt print this evidence until much 
later on after Simon O Brien resigned from his job after different allegations were put to SimonO 
Brien,
    So ask your selves as the readers of this article do you really believe that this socialist writer who 
exposed a cover up in Smiths own newspaper the Irish Independent  just happens all of a sudden to 
appear before Smith on top of a mountain after exposing his paper running cover ups and then for no 
apparent reason threatens Smith with a weapon,when the socialist doesn’t even know this chap? it 
sounds oh so bizare and mathematically inconceivable.The court affadavits even state the socialist 
wasn’t even in the area when the incident took place and he doesn’t know Smith as a person or even 
has held a conversation with the man in his entire life.
    December 24, 2017 at 7:31 PM 
Anonymous said...
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    Simon OBrien later left his job as chairman of GSOC after internal allegations that he was an MI6 
operative used to export GSOC files back to MI5 on mass after espionage activity was suspected at 
GSOC headquaters.It was the socialists published articles that exposed MI5 knowledge of the IPCC 
and Simon Obrien obtaining  a military based security contract for verimus security to work in 
screening Irish Government buildings, in a left wing political party news column that really set the rat 
amongst the greys.
    One of the many articles produced by the socialist explained that the security company sent to 
Ireland by the IPCC (Verimus) was an MI5 connected company who uses staff from the same British 
Army regiment that killed Jean De-Menezes, whos death irionically was investigated by the IPCC 
themselves.The IPCC,MI5 and Simon Obrien collectively obtained the military contract together that 
got Verimus the work to look for  bugs in Simon O Briens Irish offices where he was chairmen of 
GSOC all a bit to cosey?
    It was leaked out in the Irish Independent that MI6 were involved in looking for bugs in O Briens 
office however the Independent only talked in half truths and when it came to the delivery it failed,it 
failed to name at the same time that  verimus scanning equipment being used in Simon O Brien office 
was  being used to protect a former British police officer,If it wasn’t for the press leaks in other papers 
and other sources the public would never have known that verimus where operating in Ireland onbehalf
of  MI6 and their operatives,the leak outs gave the security services in UK and America the power to 
confiscate internally all the GSOC records that MI5 now have because essentially there own operatives 
where under threat,all though Simon o Brien always stated he never fealt threatned,but he would 



wouldn’t he,so essentially without the press leak outs no confiscation of records by the Americans and 
British would have been obtainable.The files stolen or sequestrated due to security breaches about 
Gerry Adams Sinn Fein leader having secret meetings with drug convicted dealer Kieran Boylan would
never have been officially found by MI6 and MI5, allegations that Gerry Adams secret meetings have 
been going on for years is no news however this article is evidence that its a club where the spoils get 
divided and if you expose espionage publically you can pay a heavy price when publically you force 
secret agendas into the press.
    December 24, 2017 at 7:35 PM 
Anonymous said...
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    the socialist was followed from Ireland to Europe where he was involved in publishing Smith was 
part of an ongoing operation into Drugs/terrorism see article here;
    https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/
    Albert Smith didn’t care about who he spied upon and the Gardai themselves where always placing 
and mistaking people in different areas.Smith was stationed according to one internet web site and 
chosen by MI6 and the British Military to “plant” stories in the independent news paper he wrote an 
article about convicted fascist David Irwing,Irwing got 3 years for the books he published that were 
anti semitic also Smith appear on irwings home site promoting irwings banned books incidently no 
normal journalist would have consented to promote a fascist like Irwing and as Kieran Conways book 
names fascists it has to be published here that Conways past comments on fascists have been 
published :
    https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24305635-southside-provisional
    Kieran Conway went up against Garda Patton and sergeant Heraughty of Enniskerry Garda station 
when he represented the socialist in Bray court.Another Garda involved in these areas was Garda 
Cullen formely Stepaside now Dundrum Garda Station,he should have blown the whistle on Heraughty
and Patton a pair of right wing state protected spies that work for the American and British Intelligence 
service.The Garda station at Enniskerry has American police force uniform patches in the window the 
entire Enniskerry village is a MI6/CIA state protected right wing fascist safe haven,you cant publish 
sites on an Enniskerry Google entry, the powers that be remove any site placed on Google that lands on
Enniskerry,try it for yourselves, and yes they follow your signalex back to where you live so do it 
somewhere else! If you type  Enniskerry Nazi  at Google prompt you find a worrying amount of right 
wing neo fascist sites all connected to this tiny little village in the countryside of Ireland.
     
    TAKEN FROM KIERAN CONWAY GSOC COVER UP (MENTIONS FAT FREDDIE BURYING 
DRUGS BEHIND ALBERT SMITHS COTTAGE)
    December 24, 2017 at 7:38 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses (knocknashee 
cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the wooded 
areas there. Garda John Heraughty and Garda Patton had the area “staked” out for hidden drugs 
brought at night time from Glencullen VIA Dublin.The knackers at pairc na sillogue jumped into the 
woods late at night and distributed the drugs in Bray town.Web sites about Albert smith can be found at
Yahoo search and Google…Albert Smith MI6… Picture above Fat “FreDDie” Thompson.

    Philip O Toole was dealt with a wound from a shotgun in 2011 in the car park of pairc na sillogue,he 
was later found a Dedman in Wicklow woods in 2013,nobody has ever been charged with his murder.O
Tooles death was attributed to large amounts of Heroin allegedly buried in the woods behind Albert 



Smiths cottage.Albert Smith was involved in anti terrorist operations involving alleged IRA members 
who used “old Bayford style caravns” parked in local lanes in the area owned by the family of the 
Careys.Internet sites claim that a local IRA member “Thacker” was involved in controlling the wooded 
area, a feud between the British agent Smith and Thacker was evident though not violent, but there was
a deep dislike of Smith as a known British agent born in England.The IRA units from Bray and other 
areas where given orders not to harm Albert Smith,for whatever reasons, which isn’t unusual as Ireland 
itself has a protected tout on every corner.Smith according to internet sources worked for British 
intelligence placing stories into the Irish independent newspaper,he was exposed as a spy that regulary 
gave evidence to the Gardaí (God bless ya yer little bollox) and worked as a sub editor for the 
newspaper.The claims are that the British Intelligence service were involved in importing Heroin from 
U.K and then used the “little” fellas to store it and distribute the powder.This rings true as Kieran 
Boylan was involved in bringing in heroin from wales -nothing gets over Holyhead without the secret 
service involved!!!

    Taken from https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/
    December 24, 2017 at 7:44 PM 
Anonymous said...

    THE DUNDONALD LIBERATION ARMY

    https://dundonaldliberation.army/2020/03/06/outrage-as-syrian-hamster-given-cage-before-local-
hamster/
    March 28, 2020 at 3:13 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Taken from some unpublished book
    more info here on Andrew Dedman (MI5)

    https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Andrew_dedman_mi5

    page42 Andrew Dedman and the Essex Boys...

    It was always an understanding dump the Gear within a day of the hit – that was it later than that and
your connections would come after you,thats because they were smart as fuck they knew that providing
they got the goods withn 48 hours of the drum they themselves would never be charged or arrested 
because it was part of whats know the Black Market the buyers had connections and providing the 
stolen goods arrived within 48 hours of the theft they could handle ANY items,as they where covered 
because the stolen items werent marked up properly on the PNC system.However on this particular day
something went wrong a strange twist ,i got into Clerkenwell and always used the bus network to get 
into the ladbroke Grove area everything was going fine I was on the bus and the bus was heading into 
Kensington .I knew something was going on because about five police cars went flying past the bus at 



Hyde park/Marble arch as I looked down the Bus isle I saw a road block I just knew the bus was going 
to be held up and I was right and I thought shit if this is a terrorist incident they probably get on the bus
so I got smart I hit the Bell and got off at quick .I walked into Hyde Perk and the place was just filled 
with Old Bill they came from all directions all shapes and sizes I thought fuck they going to see the bag
and im in the station.There was some sort of a sport in the Park he was watching all the cops with 
everyone else I walked up to him I was nervous as fuck with all this gear onboard I just knew it was a 
security operation and I knew it was me or the sport.I walked up to the plumb hole and stated on 
grounds of national security this bike would be needed pulled out my ticket wallet and said you can get 
your bike back by asking Sergeant Blackman I.C.F Intervention unit. at Padington station and hed be 
ther at 3.oopm later today I said my name was whatever and that I was part of an undercover Police 
unit and just pulled the bike away from him.The stupid fucking sport held on but I told him to let go as 
it would be an obstruction and arrestable offence to prevent a police officer in there line of duty,I dont 
think he believed me or he was in two minds so I just pulled it back again the sport tried to grab my 
jacket so I pulled out a deyhoderant aerosol can covered in sticky tape out of my pocket and said one 
more move and I will spray you and arrest you it worked and I got away on the sports bike…..i cycled 
back towards Clerckenwell hit another train and decide not to sell anything that day leaving the bike 
dumped somewhere down on kings cross canal =-Brooklyn style.
    March 30, 2020 at 9:37 PM 
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    It was a cold winters morning,trying not to leave any footprints on the grass at 5.00am in the 
morning bag of stolen gear a jacket.mobile phone and a nice piece of ice on my wrist,a watch looted 
from I cant remember where not to expensive didnt want too much attention but a neat little trophy 
never the less.The train station on the essex/hertfordshire border ran like clock work orange without fail
never any marked cops and from time to time a few people waiting for a train,there was just one more 
barbed wire fence to cross I always remember it because you could push the wire down and get over 
the fence and then the wire would spring back up again,one of the best escape routes anyone could ever
have with loads of bushes and scrubs around the fence where you could leave bits and pieces shall we 
say.The train never came early or late for some reason it was always there on time,I found out years 
later the drivers had some form of timing mechanism that slowed the train down automatically so you 
knew that providing your watch was right youd get clean away...and you know..it never failed one of 
the few things Britain was good for in the day.From the Essex/herts border to North London took about
20/30 minutes it was a sinch and for years never failed.I had this thing Id just pull out a book or some 
sort of training manual and make out I was a sport or an early morning commuter off to work.Dont get 
me wrong the train as it got to London was filled with them ,the IRA where still blowing the Fuck out 
of London and everywhere else and train spotting was a paid up exercise the secret was never to go 
down the line more than two or three stops and trust the North London mob to work the way they 
always did .Ticket inspectors where everywhere on the lines and they had more power than the old 
bill,they could check your name on the electoral register find out if you lived there and could arrest a 
person if they didnt have a ticket.The train station ticket machine was always being “Hammered” or 
ram rodded for cash so most of the time you saved yourself a tenner on the lines.On this particular 
morning I had to get the stolen loot down the lines past the trainspotters,Inspectors and the Met safely 
into Clerkenwell.Clerkenwell was always one of my patches I had connections there and I could get 
quickly into west London where I had a contact waiting with cash .It was always one of those things 
running loot if you got stopped and from time to time you got swooped on,you always had to have your
story line right every fucking time its always there in the back of your mind,it was the difference 
between banged up all day and falsely charged or placed on bail and walking away without the haul, 



saying that no copper ever allowed you to walk away with 5/10/20 grand worth of loot but if your story
line matched theyd have to prove where it came from before they could charge so you just take the bail 
and laugh at them saying you were working for somebody who needed a quote for insurance you never 
said you were taking them somewhere onbehalf of somebody or your where tryung to sell items you 
just gave the cops a story about im off to get them valued officer and youd always say it was a caravan 
owner or boat owner who you working for so when the old bill went back to check on the boat or 
caravan they had moved on
    March 30, 2020 at 9:38 PM 
Anonymous said...

    it worked because without knowing where the items where stolen from they couldnt charge and with 
nobody to question because the boat owner or caravan had disappeared they couldnt hold you so you 
nearly always got bail the police would confiscate the items and give you bail it depended sometimes 
they could charge you but then youd get off by saying you werent selling them just getting them valued
and the judge couldnt prove involvement and you get compenstation for false improsonment and 
besides real proffessionals used to bear bait the cops by acting suspicious getting themselves held 
actually carrying items worth 10 of thousands of grands that werent stolen knowing the police would 
just grab the loot then get falsley charged banged up and then get a wapping big out of court settlement 
for false imprisonment real Italiano stuff.The secret so to speak was to get rid of the items faster than a 
bullet rather than sit on and catch the drift,In getting rid of stolen items the next day the Police 
computer system wouldnt have the details of the stolen items as the thefts took place in the shires and 
then dumped in the Met areas.You only learnt these things by being part of the mafia yeah you could 
talk to people and find things out and you could even have a bent solicitor however basically you had 
to be a part of fencing to be a pro and not do any time.Fencing goods was an
    March 30, 2020 at 9:39 PM 
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    area that was part of espionage,like James Fucking Bond,there where rules you followed them you 
either loose the booty or get paid off once the items where sold it was no longer your problem,you also 
knew the cops where grabbers however there was rules within grabbing because if you got grabbed 
with legal items it just gave you a license to get in even deeper with the cops ,i met these guys years 
ago they where out of this worl on par with New York Gangs no joke they would purposeley park there 
cars on yellow lines knowing the cops would give them tickets and take their cars away and then spend 
all day with the solicitors in the police station singing like skittle birds it had nothing to do with parking
tickets and towing cars away the Italian greeser would just walk in mob handed and started grassing 
everyone up and then using the cops as witnesses they where the elite they go in about a car and name 
like twenty local drug dealers by naming them infornt of the cops in the station desk the cops became 
witnesses but to do this they would have to get their cops taken away forsy in order to bring their 
solicitors into the police station then the solicitors would serve them wriiiten documents you know this 
and you know that I was held in an afternoon session over a couple of items I knew I wasnt goin down 
and I wasnt held it was just pitter patter at the desk I was off but had to sign a few document so the 
items could be disposed of without charges and there was this guy there an italian he just sung like a 
little bird.
    March 30, 2020 at 9:40 PM 
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    he train station ticket machine was always being “Hammered” or ram rodded for cash so most of the 
time you saved yourself a tenner on the lines.On this particular morning I had to get the stolen loot 
down the lines past the trainspotters,Inspectors and the Met safely into Clerkenwell.Clerkenwell was 
always one of my patches I had connections there and I could get quickly into west London where I 
had a contact waiting with cash .It was always one of those things running loot if you got stopped and 
from time to time you got swooped on,you always had to have your story line right every fucking time 
its always there in the back of your mind,it was the difference between banged up all day and falsely 
charged or placed on bail and walking away without the haul, saying that no copper ever allowed you 
to walk away with 5/10/20 grand worth of loot but if your story line matched theyd have to prove 
where it came from before they could charge so you just take the bail and laugh at them saying you 
were working for somebody who needed a quote for insurance you never said you were taking them 
somewhere onbehalf of somebody or your where tryung to sell items you just gave the cops a story 
about im off to get them valued officer and youd always say it was a caravan owner or boat owner who 
you working for so when the old bill went back to check on the boat or caravan they had moved on it 
worked because without knowing where the items where stolen from they couldnt charge and with 
nobody to question because the boat owner or caravan had disappeared they couldnt hold you so you 
nearly always got bail the police would confiscate the items and give you bail it depended sometimes 
they could charge you but then youd get off by saying you werent selling them just getting them valued
and the judge couldnt prove involvement and you get compenstation for false improsonment and 
besides real proffessionals used to bear bait the cops by acting suspicious getting themselves held 
actually carrying items worth 10 of thousands of grands that werent stolen knowing the police would 
just grab the loot then get falsley charged banged up and then get a wapping big out of court settlement 
for false imprisonment real Italiano stuff.The secret so to speak was to get rid of the items faster than a 
bullet rather than sit on and catch the drift,In getting rid of stolen items the next day the Police 
computer system wouldnt have the details of the stolen items as the thefts took place in the shires and 
then dumped in the Met areas.You only learnt these things by being part of the mafia yeah you could 
talk to people and find things out and you could even have a bent solicitor however basically you had 
to be a part of fencing to be a pro and not do any time.Fencing goods was an
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    TAKEN FROM DARK POLITRICKS WEB SITE
    http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/02/am-i-going-down-google-plug-of.html

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:25

    coronavirus linked to Andrew Dedman MI5
    Reply
    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:30

    ANDREW DEDMAN MI5>>>>>Well I dont eat Pork and like jews hell maybe....but really if you 
want to offer free lineage well use u2 !! I luv Muslims aswell you guys are missing the point if you 
type Andrew Dedman MI5 at uk google you can see for yourself .....!!!!!!!plugholes secret service 
helicopters the lot just try it for yourself and dont be suprised if theres a van parked outside your home 
after you downloaded.....
    Reply
    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:35



    Andrew Dedman MI5 at Google uk the plughole of all!!!! pluged kidz,crooks judges ,solicitors other 
cops
    Reply
    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 15:23

    Julian assange was to put it midly a funked,fruited up,drug dealer do you honestly believe all that 
power to the people plop?? yeah it was true but what about his motives...he got his leaks off some bent 
CIA officer thats all his best mate craig murray got him put away - how did craig get into the us to get 
the emails that brought down clinton when he was on a top cia hit list?….get real he was banned from 
the us craig murray used kgb/mi6 double agents to get into the states the emails came from a bent cia 
officer and craig panzy putter passed them onto russia ,great britain cnn the lot aswell as wikileaks 
wikifolk asked craig directly on his own site to tell how he got into the usa he never replied hes another
plop agent.

    Listen its just about an order some wikifolk call it a new world order other the order,it stems back to 
jesus christ and ponchos palm pilot two tabs….a 1001 romes...the sicilian mafia JFK,the MOB the 
CIA .KGB they have been and always will be interconnected they wear each others badges and get to 
decide whos next and what goes where thats all – the mafia/mob gangland uk the lot there just part of 
the same order ...listen in the IRA /UDA war Gerry Adams could have been shot through the head by a 
British army sniper or the sas at any time but he had 1001 misuses forget it their nonces and plumb 
holes.They have just pricked leading members of the british government and monarchy to show you all
how powerfull they are as a new world order or you dumb or just stupid??? yes boris johnston british 
prime minister has been hit hes a jew what do you expect they are against jews they are neo fascists.
    Reply
    Anonymous28 March 2020 at 03:12

    April 18, 2020 at 8:16 PM 
Anonymous said...

    THE CEDAR LOUNGE REVOLUTION

    15. ar scáth a chéile - April 18, 2020

    Sir Keir’s campaign got €50k from pro Israeli lobby group reports the Canary: 
https://www.thecanary.co/exclusive/2020/04/17/keir-starmer-received-50000-donation-from-pro-israel-
lobbyist-in-leadership-bid/

    Will he start talking about the ‘disputed territories’ next.

    Like
    Reply
    16. Pat. - April 18, 2020

    More rantings from one of the oldest Conspiracy theory sites “Dark Politricks” very interesting and 
disturbing news for Dáil Éireann

    More on ……Andrew Dedman (Economic Crime Unit/MI5)



    Hi this is my first input on Dark Politricks grew up near Wolverhampton. also lived in London and 
Cambridgeshire ,I had a job with the British Government for my sins(cant say exactly what but it 
makes no odds) got kicked out and then became a Professional criminal,then writer,Im not giving my 
name away for free however I will leave you a few clues you can find my person in well known crime 
books…anyway Ive used a few contacts and researched on Andrew Dedman as mentioned upon this 
site there is a file but I cant get access to it directly and it came from those Wikileaks chaps as follows 
Andrew Dedman :

    School of Electrical and mechanical Engineers,Royal Engineers (Intelligence unit team leader)
    Economic Crime Department (Espionage/Political) City of london police.

    Theres an article below included on what Economic crime is for those who dont know – in plain 
English Economic crime can involve MI5 contracts and work.Economic Crime Units tend to 
investigate or have Departments within them that specialize in political crime and also prosecutng 
onbehalf of the state.No normal police officer ever gets into the Economic Crime unit at the City of 
london therefore without a doubt what with Andrew Dedmans background hes a ringer for being 
recruited into MI5.
    April 18, 2020 at 8:19 PM 
Anonymous said...

    FAT FREDDY SITE HERE!!
    https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/

    Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses (knocknashee 
cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the wooded 
areas there. Garda John Heraughty and Garda Patton had the area “staked” out for hidden drugs 
brought at night time from Glencullen VIA Dublin.The knackers at pairc na sillogue jumped into the 
woods late at night and distributed the drugs in Bray town.Web sites about Albert smith can be found at
Yahoo search and Google…Albert Smith MI6… Picture above Fat “FreDDie” Thompson.

    Philip O Toole was dealt with a wound from a shotgun in 2011 in the car park of pairc na sillogue,he 
was later found a Dedman in Wicklow woods in 2013,nobody has ever been charged with his murder.O
Tooles death was attributed to large amounts of Heroin allegedly buried in the woods behind Albert 
Smiths cottage.Albert Smith was involved in anti terrorist operations involving alleged IRA members 
who used “old Bayford style caravns” parked in local lanes in the area owned by the family of the 
Careys.Internet sites claim that a local IRA member “Thacker” was involved in controlling the wooded 
area, a feud between the British agent Smith and Thacker was evident though not violent, but there was
a deep dislike of Smith as a known British agent born in England.The IRA units from Bray and other 
areas where given orders not to harm Albert Smith,for whatever reasons, which isn’t unusual as Ireland 
itself has a protected tout on every corner.Smith according to internet sources worked for British 
intelligence placing stories into the Irish independent newspaper,he was exposed as a spy that regulary 
gave evidence to the Gardaí (God bless ya yer little bollox) and worked as a sub editor for the 
newspaper.The claims are that the British Intelligence service were involved in importing Heroin from 
U.K and then used the “little” fellas to store it and distribute the powder.This rings true as Kieran 
Boylan was involved in bringing in heroin from wales -nothing gets over Holyhead without the secret 
service involved!!!
    April 18, 2020 at 8:22 PM 
Anonymous said...



    https://archive.org/details/dark-politricks_202005/mode/2up

    READ THIS AND WISE UP!!!!!!

    Interesting article on espionage in Ireland and uk......Dig Deep!!
    May 20, 2020 at 12:28 AM 
Anonymous said...

    RRR ya litle bolloxus you find yerselves wiv me again...and how arer ya..now let me putin you onto 
a little site ere that explains alot about how they really caught Fat Fredd ...see it was his pals some em 
dem were bad uns and some got followed like the cars they where driving around in the Dublin 
mountains...the people following dem were fedz like...actually special fedz and this one in particular 
left fat freddy riding broomhandles for the rest of his life...thats what they say dedrats to ya if ya dont 
wanna know....the words on da street.....
    see ere theirs a real fat dreddy site they made for yoos people and the pikeys and all like right ere:

    https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/

    and then theres this ear the Fugin smug arty farty journalist thought he could brag he was paid by the
cops to follow people and fit up innocent men...but in fireland who gives a hoot about this ..

    Anonymous23 May 2020 at 03:36

    This site below exposes another CIA/MI6 agents roots!!!!

    https://issuu.com/glencullen

    NOTICE VERY CAREFULLY HOW ALBERT SMITH STATES HE HAS WORKED FOR THE 
POLICE AND 15 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

    https://www.afepi-ireland.com/member/smith-albert/

    Found ear like: http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/02/am-i-going-down-google-plug-of.html

    SO NOW YOU KNOW WHO RATTED UP!!!

    Albert Smith
    Trading as: Parpoint Media Services
    Based in: Enniskerry, Co Wicklow
    Send email
    Mobile: 086 875 8950
    Professional memberships
    Life member of the National Union of Journalists
    Educational qualifications
    Post-graduate studies in journalism at Louisiana State University (1979-80)
    BA Politics and International Studies, University of Warwick (1979)



    Experience
    Retired in late 2018 as the Plain English Editor of the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA). 
Worked for 35 years as a journalist and editor in the UK, the US and Ireland, including 25 years as a 
senior editor on the Irish Independent.

    Clients include
    While working as the Plain English Editor at NALA, I have worked with 15 government 
departments, the HSE, the HSA, the gardai and a wide number of private companies. As a freelance 
editor, I have worked with a large number of post-grad and post-doc students preparing articles for 
publication.
    Reply
    Anonymous23 May 2020 at 03:50

    MATT I agree NARRATIVE > Udo Ulfkotte was a CIA operative that wrote a book called bought 
journalists ,this Nazi Albert Smith who worked for the Irish Independent fits the Bill...Good Hack 
noticed the hack came out on I Cringley site in US .Udo Ulfkotte exposed himself as a far right wing 
bigot when he used nazi security guards just before he died,they reckon he was poisoned by Muslim 
groups connected to al qaeda.
    May 23, 2020 at 6:08 PM 
Anonymous said...

    WIKIFREAKS

    https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks

    June 7, 2020 at 2:36 AM 
Anonymous said...

    WIKIFREAKS
    https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks
    June 7, 2020 at 2:36 AM 
Anonymous said...

    THE DEDMAN FILES WIKISPOOKS WIKILEAKS
    SITE HERE: https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks
    IRELAND/UK ESPIONAGE AND CRIME
    June 7, 2020 at 2:38 AM 
Anonymous said...

    So any way your stuck in the cells,or perhaps down the Gym,or breaking bail! and you wana get that 
quick sned shot in ..know wkat I mean...its easy jsut say its on "Google wikifreaks"

    MAKING LIFE EASY RATFACT GOOGLE WIKISPOOKS WIKILEAKS

    In the dock and the judge gets smart OBJECTION WIKIFREAKS!!!!!
    Go on ya little bollox ya i got it off wikifreaks

    SLEUTH ON DA ROOF!!!!!!!



    June 7, 2020 at 2:46 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Wikifreaks an all like!
    June 7, 2020 at 2:47 AM 
Anonymous said...

    WIKIFREAKS June 12, 2020 At 8:28 pm

    whats the connection ??? The Irish independent newspaper is owned by Bill Clintons best friend 
Dennis O Brien!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! who gave clinton lots and lots of money BOOK 
CLINTON CASH!!!!

    WIKIFREAKS June 12, 2020 at 5:21 pm – Reply

    Anonymous12 June 2020 at 17:15

    WIKIFREAKS June 12, 2020 at 5:12 pm – Reply

    The article below is removed exactly from Russian servers and is not intended in any way to be 
outlined furthermore it is an anti semitic site that should be banned.
    The Reichsmarschall
    http://www.fpp.co.uk/reviews/HGReviews.html
    Albert Smith in The Irish Independent, Dublin, September 2, 1989. “THIS IS the best-researched 
biography and best biography in English of ‘the second man in the Third Reich.’ … Göring somehow 
obtained poison — Irving has done good detective work here — …

    https://www.timesofisrael.com/british-holocaust-denier-david-irving-to-lead-nazi-death-camp-tour/

    https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

    Allegations found on internet sites in April this year 2020, make it clear that former Irish 
Independent Newspaper sub editor Albert Smith misused his position of power politically to his own 
ends by celebrating,endorsing and approving the public sale of literature produced by self confessed 
convicted fascist David Irwing.It was uncovered by Russian Yandex hackers that it was Smiths own 
personal decision and plan of action,none other,acting as a sub editor of the Irish Independent 
newspaper,to oversee the publication of an article produced and written personally by himself that 
would promote the sale of Irwings published fascistic books collectively by describing them as a 
scholarship.

    After the Guardian Newspaper announced David Irwings jail conviction in for production of anti 
semitic literature it was expected that the NUJ under its own rulings and regulations would 
automatically turn there own immediate attentions to any Newspapers or journalists that had in the past 
prior to Irwings conviction blatently collaberated with Irwing themselves in producing anti semitic 
publications for Newspapers.European laws thankfully prohibit actual production of any form of anti 
semitic articles in Newspapers for public sale, however despite the recent discovery by Russian Yandex
hackers of the obvious illegal activity of the Irish Independent Newspaper the National union of 
journalists the (NUJ) have been found guilty of failing to take legal actions against known journalists 



within their organization that have seemingly committed anti semitic criminal offenses in the past when
there is more than enough evidence to start summary proceedings against them.

    The NUJ as an acting body does not identify the historically published anti semitic incident produced
by the Irish Independent even though evidence of the newspaper article is still in existence and online 
today.At the time of Irwings convictions there where no NUJ investigations. Yandex sources indicate 
Albert Smith is at present 2020 payed a regular weekly income from the Irish Independent Newspaper 
which is a completely disgraceful situation.
    June 13, 2020 at 1:32 AM 
Anonymous said...

    AHHHH ya little bolloxus and how is she cuttin???,wiv ya pikes and bags and pipes and stuff!!!! like
so u got the gear to do da job Boss??...yas little cookery ya:

    https://www.bellingcat.com/resources/podcasts/2020/06/11/bellingchat-episode-2-racism-today/

    June 29, 2020 at 9:31 PM 
Anonymous said...

    What do you call a crookery with with a new car?
    A felon.

    "Eso que ni qué."

    This ouse on the hill is filled with Bigspooks,you can leave stuff there for free!

    https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/the-internet-archive-s-noble-mission/ar-BB15Ug1s
    June 29, 2020 at 10:15 PM 
Anonymous said...

    https://b6.icdn.ru/r/rick55555/8/68969098dXu.jpg
    WIKIFREAKS
    November 16, 2020 at 1:45 AM 
Anonymous said...

    SECRET BRITISH SPYS HERE:
    https://issuu.com/albertsmithirishindependent
    November 16, 2020 at 1:48 AM 
Anonymous said...

    5 comments:

    Anonymous16 December 2020 at 07:45

    Hi Everyone especially Dark Politricks big Chiefs!!,well you know...for those interested - in law 
itself there is what is known as "Coincidence Evidence"?



    "Coincidence evidence" is evidence which uses the improbability of two or more events occurring 
coincidentally to prove that:

    A person performed a particular act; or
    A person had a particular state of mind (Evidence Act 2008 s98).

    Ok ?! this form of evidence apparently can be applied to journalism and wait for this 
BLOGGING!!!!!!!!

    The sites below names Parpoint publishing appearing in Gorings Biography published by 
Parforce..now before you start getting weird on this check these sites out below Exclusive of course to 
Dark Politricks:

    1.https://www.nairaland.com/oz383/posts
    2.

    Ah yes about 2. go missing
    What this basically breaks down to is the New World.Ireland live under an order proof- they dont 
speak their own language Gaelic
    Dennis O Brien owns the Irish Independent newspaper and its their article submitted by former 
editor Albert Smith trading as Parpoint that appears inside of the Book Gorings Biography,this book got
the Publisher convicted in court if being antisemitic.

    It is illegal in federal states for newspapers to write antisemitic material or promote antisemitic 
publications however in Ireland...well I dont know but it wouldnt happen in the UK!! for sure what 
with Boris Johnston as prime minister
    Reply
    Anonymous16 December 2020 at 07:57

    In Summary Dennis O Briens newspaper the Irish Independent is guilty of being antisemitic,yet 
nobody in Ireland is prepared to prevent the Irish Independent from appearing in the downloadable 
version of David Irvings Goring Biography.The book Gorings Biography was used as evidence to 
convict David Irving here;

    https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

    https://www.theguardian.com/books/2000/apr/11/irving.uk
    Reply
    Anonymous16 December 2020 at 08:15

    Dennis O brien is the richest man in Ireland and heres proof of the existence of the New World order:

    https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/clinton-book-publisher-corrects-references-to-denis-o-
brien-1.2215424

    The book Clinton cash explains how people like OBrien where used in attempt to buy Hilary into 
power,the evidence itself is that O Brien apparently has no suitable legal instrument to remove his 
newspaper article from the book Gorings Biography.
    Reply



    Anonymous16 December 2020 at 08:43

    In summary the Sinn Fein Tds mentioned to the right of this column on Dark Politricks and the rest 
of the Irish Government all remain silent whilst Albert Smith still gets paid a weekly wage by the Irish 
Independent for his dirty deeds.Dennis O brien the owner of the Irish Independent is judged also as an 
antisemitic power monger as he cant be bothered paying for an injunction to prevent the convicted nazi 
author of Gorongs Biography from publishing the Irish Independents endorsement found in the book.
    Reply
    Anonymous16 December 2020 at 09:03

    Which is why perhaps the finger is now ostensibly (you like my big words yeah?) pointing back at 
the Democrats
    Reply
    December 16, 2020 at 5:06 PM 
Anonymous said...

    1 comment:
    Anonymous 22 May 2021 at 10:42
    Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a
    Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the
    torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US terrortories.Allegations made
    against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual abuse,false
    imprisonment,kidnapping,extortion and connections to drug cartels.The Government (Bidens
    only friends) refused to comment on why one of their agents was found holding down three jobs
    at the same time!! one as the President of St Andrews College Alumni Association in
    Dublin,another as the Dead Doctor in a hospital and finally found double parked next to Mr
    Putins london Embassy,with over 20 Million Gross hidden in various bank accounts around the
    world!! Hotels are somewhat synalominous places and Emmigrating radio signals are
    unfortunately for Doctor Kamali in his absence hour an excepted form of evidence in court trials.
    THE WEDGEWOOD HOTEL IS SITUATED A 3 MINUTE WALK FROM THE RUSSIAN 
EMBASSY
    IN LONDON.MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is a Medical Doctor from London. This person was 
born
    in April 1967. MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is Irish and resident in Ireland. This company officer 
is,
    or was, associated with at least 2 company Doctors roles.Companies associated with this officer
    had at least £6,888,675 shareholder value and £2,434,017 cash in recent accounts.Wedgewood
    Hotel Management has been in this business field for at least four years. Started under
    09092355, this company is classified as a Private Limited Company. there have been three
    directors: Mohammed Al Kamali, Moayyad Al Kamali and Majid Al Kamali......Wikiwritz
    May 22, 2021 at 6:55 PM 
Anonymous said...

    CROOKZY

    https://16458824.webador.co.uk/

    https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3LXWH
    September 15, 2021 at 9:42 PM 



Anonymous said...

    1.
    September 15, 2021 at 9:42 PM 
Anonymous said...

    September 14, 2021 7:42 pm(Updated 7:43 pm)
    Prince Andrew’s reputation is “in tatters” and he could face a criminal investigation in the US if 
proceedings in the civil litigation brought by Virginia Giuffre go against him, a legal expert has told i.
    Ms Guiffre accused the Duke of York of sexually assaulting her when she was 17. She is now 
seeking damages in a civil case brought through a New York court. The Duke has denied the 
allegations, and on Monday his lawyer Andrew Brettler challenged whether the case could be brought, 
claiming the royal had not properly been “served”, which Ms Guiffre’s team rejected.
    Nick Goldstone, head of dispute resolution at international law firm Ince, said that if Prince Andrew 
fully engages in the current civil proceedings, accepts that he has been served properly, the court has 
jurisdiction and a jury finds he is liable, he could be ordered to pay Ms Guiffre damages in excess of 
millions of dollars.

    “The world is your oyster, I suppose, with American juries. They’re not normally mean when they 
come to awarding damages in high profile cases, so it could be millions of dollars if the claimant wins 
and Prince Andrew has not performed well in the witness box,” Mr Goldstone said.
    In the event that he is ordered to pay substantial damages, a ruling against Prince Andrew could see 
him become a person of interest in a US criminal investigation linked to the accusations, he added.
    “As a springboard to that outcome, for the criminal investigation to take greater interest into his 
alleged activity and to pursue him for the alleged crimes – that’s the worst possible outcome and for 
him, then to be prosecuted for his alleged crimes,” Mr Goldstone said.
    However, he said that as Ms Giuffre’s claim is being brought under New York Child Victims Act 
(CVA), there is no legal basis for the court’s findings to be upheld in England.

    September 15, 2021 at 10:42 PM 
Anonymous said...

    “From international enforcement perspectives, there’s no reciprocal or similar piece of legislation to 
the CVA in England and Wales and as a matter of public policy, there’s a distinct prospect that the 
English courts won’t recognise a default judgment entered against the defendant under the CVA where 
the defendant has not surrendered to the jurisdiction of the New York court,” Mr Goldstone said.
    But in the event of a criminal case in the US involving Prince Andrew, there is a potential for those 
proceedings to be recognised in English courts, he added.

    Read More
    Prince Andrew’s lawyers tell court sex assault lawsuit is ‘baseless, non-viable and potentially 
unlawful’
    “In a criminal context, he could be subject to being summoned by the criminal authorities. In the 
civil context, he cannot be subpoenaed or extradited, but in a criminal context he might be. I say might 
be because, of course, he is a member of the royal family and the British establishment might close 
ranks.”
    He added: “I would have thought there is a danger for Prince Andrew if criminal proceedings are 
pursued that he might be subject to an extradition warrant or request from the US prosecution 
authorities.”



    Regardless of the outcome of the civil case, Prince Andrew’s reputation is “in tatters” and the 
accusations have left him fighting for his public life, Mr Goldstone said.
    September 15, 2021 at 10:43 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Wanna be in my Gang Wikiscoops?

    Bobs and Bills
    Over the years 911 has become a cunning stunt a theatrical affair certianly written that way,or so 
some would have you believe, but back in their day so to speak there was no mass android devices to 
watch 911 on...or when it was first “etched”.911 marks a turnaround a burst of energy a release to be 
precise a Destructive Distraction.

    We have to come to terms about who really created the man himself,a clever jew!!WE know this 
much that certain Arabs at that time where part of the Grand mec part of the fighting wing of the CIA 
whom themselves have no interest in right or wrong just containment and that is exactly what your 
cheap Android Gizmo is hall aboat it contains with its circuits as powerful as those found within former
Apollo Rockets.Its the people around the time of the “Big Bang” theory that where waiting and 
watching for the “mass android” that used the cannon foDDer as their eyes and ears that where behind 
hit all.

    Redistribution of Oil,drugs and Government money thats where its at….read the book Terror Inc 
VERY CAREFULLY (or die imperviously!!) and you will find the FOUNDATION stones and real 
culprits behind 911 and of course the blueprint left behind,Often in history they use violence and courts
and police activity to prevent the unfolding of forbiden knowledge and should you wish to remain blind
to such activity and others like JFK,Iraq war then perhaps you might consider adding the 5 million 
dollars worth of bitcoins to the “Bill” that where destroyed in FIreland by British Government agents 
working for CIA coordinator Dennis Obrien which eventually brought down the entire Enda Kenny 
regime to the list of Failed CIA Operations.May Allah save your soul should the Russians net 1 you 
first Mr wHEELybinmAN you 2bad Kamal U, with hugs,slugz and luv from the window cleanerz at the
embassy or youra fedman.Wikisheeta2??.
    November 21, 2021 at 2:50 AM 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://ganglandireland.blogspot.com/2009/11/gangs-of-dublin.html

Anonymous said...

    https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/
    A SITE ABOUT FAT FREDDIE AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS.
    August 18, 2017 at 8:28 PM 
Anonymous said...

    5 MILLION DOLLARS IN BITCOIN STOLEN.....
    Words out on Moscow and Paris that Wikifreaks have got hold of a copy of the cheque issued from a
high profile female Dublin Solicitor that was used to purchase 130-140 bitcoins a number of years 
ago.The harddrive that was destroyed by a journalist that was carrying a gun and at the same time 



grabbed a bloggers laptop throwing it to the ground contained an estimated current price worth 
5Million,if Kieran Conway Solicitors....
    March 25, 2021 at 1:39 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Wikifreaks “per se”

    https://albertsmithirishindependentnewspaper.webador.com/
    May 28, 2021 at 4:21 AM 
Anonymous said...

    CROOKZY

    https://16458824.webador.co.uk/

    https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3LXWH
    September 15, 2021 at 9:40 PM 
Anonymous said...

    1.
    September 15, 2021 at 9:43 PM 
Anonymous said...

    September 14, 2021 7:42 pm(Updated 7:43 pm)
    Prince Andrew’s reputation is “in tatters” and he could face a criminal investigation in the US if 
proceedings in the civil litigation brought by Virginia Giuffre go against him, a legal expert has told i.
    Ms Guiffre accused the Duke of York of sexually assaulting her when she was 17. She is now 
seeking damages in a civil case brought through a New York court. The Duke has denied the 
allegations, and on Monday his lawyer Andrew Brettler challenged whether the case could be brought, 
claiming the royal had not properly been “served”, which Ms Guiffre’s team rejected.
    Nick Goldstone, head of dispute resolution at international law firm Ince, said that if Prince Andrew 
fully engages in the current civil proceedings, accepts that he has been served properly, the court has 
jurisdiction and a jury finds he is liable, he could be ordered to pay Ms Guiffre damages in excess of 
millions of dollars.

    “The world is your oyster, I suppose, with American juries. They’re not normally mean when they 
come to awarding damages in high profile cases, so it could be millions of dollars if the claimant wins 
and Prince Andrew has not performed well in the witness box,” Mr Goldstone said.
    In the event that he is ordered to pay substantial damages, a ruling against Prince Andrew could see 
him become a person of interest in a US criminal investigation linked to the accusations, he added.
    “As a springboard to that outcome, for the criminal investigation to take greater interest into his 
alleged activity and to pursue him for the alleged crimes – that’s the worst possible outcome and for 
him, then to be prosecuted for his alleged crimes,” Mr Goldstone said.
    However, he said that as Ms Giuffre’s claim is being brought under New York Child Victims Act 
(CVA), there is no legal basis for the court’s findings to be upheld in England.

    September 15, 2021 at 10:45 PM 
Anonymous said...



    “From international enforcement perspectives, there’s no reciprocal or similar piece of legislation to 
the CVA in England and Wales and as a matter of public policy, there’s a distinct prospect that the 
English courts won’t recognise a default judgment entered against the defendant under the CVA where 
the defendant has not surrendered to the jurisdiction of the New York court,” Mr Goldstone said.
    But in the event of a criminal case in the US involving Prince Andrew, there is a potential for those 
proceedings to be recognised in English courts, he added.

    Read More
    Prince Andrew’s lawyers tell court sex assault lawsuit is ‘baseless, non-viable and potentially 
unlawful’
    “In a criminal context, he could be subject to being summoned by the criminal au
    September 15, 2021 at 10:46 PM 
Anonymous said...

    BLAKCATZ
    https://blakcatz.webador.com/

    October 1, 2021 at 3:17 AM 
Anonymous said...

    BLAKCATZ
    https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75

    October 1, 2021 at 3:19 AM 
Anonymous said...

    5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

    Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the "Wiki" syndicate of servers,there are many "Wiki" based 
sites with different "Wiki" names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than aware
of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

    Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
"Wiki" although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays "Freaks" are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

    Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk" out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only "Wiki" 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 



Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

    Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here.....and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records... and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.
    Snowmen (Completley Controlled Copyrighted Protection.)
    Thanx for eavesdropping!!!! it worx two ways SHMUX
    Source: info/tech W.W.V Publishing.

    October 2, 2021 at 6:22 PM 
Anonymous said...

    Nica 1
    October 2, 2021 at 6:25 PM 
Anonymous said...

    http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html#gsc.tab=0

    42
    October 3, 2021 at 5:58 AM 
Anonymous said...

    WikiFreaks, Pt. 2 “Reaction” | The Psychedelic Dungeon
    https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/04/wikileaks-pt-2-reaction

    04/09/2010 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include ...

    Estimated Reading Time: 10 mins
    October 3, 2021 at 6:00 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven
    https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential...

    01/11/2019 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include ...

    Reviews: 10

    Estimated Reading Time: 5 mins



    RATFACTEDDY
    October 3, 2021 at 6:02 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks - Issuu
    https://issuu.com/wikifreaks/docs/independent

    20/01/2021 · Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks - issuu. Irish Independent newspaper accused of
producing antisemitic publications Irish Independent Albert Smith Sub editor (Parpoint Publishing) 
book review ...
    October 3, 2021 at 6:03 AM 
Anonymous said...

    COVID-19 Lessons from Three Mile Island #2 — the NRC | I ...
    https://www.cringely.com/2020/04/17/covid-19...

    17/04/2020 · Wikifreaks June 1, 2020 at 5:52 pm Wikispooks have been around for years,they have 
produced Wikifreaks – The Dedman Files,everything from COVID
    October 3, 2021 at 6:04 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Wikifreaks, Pt. 1 “Eat.Pray.Leak” | The Psychedelic Dungeon
    https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/...

    02/09/2010 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include ...

    Estimated Reading Time: 10 mins

    WikiFreaks, Pt. 2 “Reaction” | The Psychedelic Dungeon
    https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/04/wikileaks-pt-2-reaction

    04/09/2010 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include ...

    Estimated Reading Time: 10 mins

    Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven
    https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential...

    01/11/2019 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include ...



    Reviews: 10
    October 3, 2021 at 6:06 AM 
Anonymous said...

    albertsmithirishindependent
    https://albertsmithirishindependent.wordpress.com

    21/05/2015 · Last year in April writer David Dundale was viciously attacked by journalist Albert 
Smith (NUJ Life Member),Smith attempted to steal Dundales laptop in South Ireland,Dundale some 
how got himself away by running into a farmers cottage.At the time Dundale didnt know who had 
attacked him,the story goes that Dundale went back with a mobile phone video camera …
    Albert Smith – AFEPI Ireland
    https://www.afepi-ireland.com/member/smith-albert

    Worked for 35 years as a journalist and editor in the UK, the US and Ireland, including 25 years as a 
senior editor on the Irish Independent. Services …

    Estimated Reading Time: 1 min

    ‘People put their lives on the line ... - The Irish Times
    https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and...

    03/12/2016 · Albert Smith (64): former sub-editor and assistant editor at Irish Independent; deferred 
pensioner who took early retirement in 2007 after 23 years. “When I left, the projection for my 
pension ...
    ALBERT SMITH MI6 – GERRY HUTCH | ALBERT SMITH MI6
    https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/2017/08/20/first-blog-post

    20/08/2017 · Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses 
(knocknashee cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. ... tout on every corner.Smith according to 
internet sources worked for British intelligence placing stories into the Irish independent newspaper,he 
was exposed as a spy that regulary gave evidence to the ...
    Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven
    https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential...

    31/10/2019 · Former Irish Independent Sub-editor Albert smith exposed himself earlier this year as a
British bought journalist working (undercover) in Ireland,his own publishing company got hacked into 
through Yandex servers based in Russia.A group of unknown anonymous researchers claimed on 
various American publishing sites some time ago that Smith admitted …
    Albert Smith, the Alpine Club, and the Invention of ...
    https://www.jstor.org/stable/175982 · PDF file

    Albert Smith, the Alpine Club, and the Invention of Mountaineering in Mid-Victorian Britain Peter 
H. Hansen On August 12, 1851, Albert Smith, a middle-aged journalist and en-tertainer, reached the 
summit of Mont Blanc with three Oxford students and sixteen guides. Smith and his companions were 
not the first people to
    GERRY HUTCH | ALBERT SMITH MI6
    https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com



    Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses (knocknashee 
cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the wooded 
areas there. Garda John Heraughty and Garda Patton had the area “staked” out for hidden drugs 
brought at night time from Glencullen VIA Dublin.The knackers ...
    October 3, 2021 at 6:19 AM 
Anonymous said...

    https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/
    October 3, 2021 at 6:24 AM 
Anonymous said...

    ALBERT SMITH ANTISEMITIC JOURNALIST

    https://www.nairaland.com/wuhanworldvatz/posts
    October 7, 2021 at 12:38 AM 
Anonymous said...

    http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html#gsc.tab=0
    GARDA AGENTS DESTROY 5 MILLION IN BITCOINS (READ COMMENTS SECTION)>
    October 7, 2021 at 12:55 AM 
Anonymous said...

    AAAAH !!!! Ya Little Dogs Bollox Ya....I Never Miss

    November 10, 2021 at 16:51
    Your comment is awaiting moderation.

    “Freaking out” on Julian Assange a GREAT sport and formeire
    world visionary.
    5.11.2021
    London UK British Court report
    Suffice to say from the offset there is apparently a view that the American economy like a dark star 
will eventually implode.Hypothesis abound,there is a timescale involving Russian gas, Hypersonic 
missiles and Chinese workers production that are key factors of decentralization of capital so they 
claim.The problem with the dollar is that it has become contraband in other words its easier to produce 
fake money than nuclear space engines at present, and the poorest countries in the world as we know 
dont care about what vehicles deliver on the moon or anywhere else for that antimatter or why the 
official fakes go through the Arab banking machines, so what you may ask has this got to do with the 
GREAT
    smell of “Vivian massage” one CIA.

    The CIA arent about right or wrong good or bad or even legal matters they are simply about
    CONTAINMENT in many ways and if you mess,well,you get vissions of Julian Assange 
broadcasted
    on every federal chanell all day long and they want it switched back off pronto!. Whilst our darling J 
hasnt just dabbled he has set out procedures and become in the process a working example on how to 
redirect and misuse CIA property live on TV ,a shrewd guy to say the least and to be honest hes making
multi millions in royalties for a 1001 publishers in “Air time” and thats what weighs in real heavy. 



Nobodys interested these days on exact or official numbers of AK 47s held by “hostile” organizations 
15/20 years ago, In reality,one hypersonic warhead today can obliterate a small uprising in nano 
seconds,simple asJulian Assange case of Brandy Dandy is a mere fleas dropping, an entity hanging 
around the Americas back door for a few more slurps whilst in the eyes of the CIA the curry and 
cement stains are visible all over Julians pretty Duffle coat nobody toepokes “Gatman” the Great, 
former,informer and getz away with “hIT” ***** have you believe the destructions behold of A
    NEW PRESIDENCY.

    Being a clever programmer parasitically Julian knew what he was playing about with when he 
cracked vaults,remember the last American election when we saw thousands of people telling US live 
ABC,CNN,FOX and the arrest its going to be a Trump victory? ,where are they know voicing about 
Americas alleged biggest Espionage cases outcome?? complete fatal silence,nothing ,zuilrch. It was 
Julians chums according to the CIA that officially scuttled their dearest Hillary, no joke! Yet nobody 
dares to say what will happen over the next coming weeks in court, no inside lines surely not! if your 
dealing with the CIA from the start yeah you can disappear through a prison toilet J to make it look 
good,but really folks in this “Hanger” oh no you dont!, risk prison food for your life? pah nay to bother 
and One two many question marks.
    Julian did rather well financial from Wikileaks and thats his shortfall and the stumbling block 
perhaps of the previous Judges in this case, the private sale of diares etc etc,making money from 
espionage,not to sure. when your in the dock for this believe unless you got the right kinda license 
smoking dollars out of CIA copyright that not even the Jeff Bozodoodar bandwagon would try ,its a 
one way ticket, and lets face it J boys paperwork has either been destroyed,blocked and/or 
expired….thats why certain organizations behind closed doors are predicting a confident 5- 10 
minimum year stretch which is what an average UK Burglar gets for “drumming” far right illuminated 
crumpets on mass and so Julian….remember the likes of US “sneaking” around python codeing for the 
rest of your dream….one line can change a destiny especially if its filled with rat poison and thats a 
fact!!!! next time you could
    November 11, 2021 at 1:03 AM 
Anonymous said...

    Ya Fruit Spy Ya !!
    November 11, 2021 at 1:04 AM 
Anonymous said...

    THAK>>>ED

    https://0000001.onepage.website/
    November 22, 2021 at 8:08 AM 

https://issuu.com/wikifreaks

Wikifreaks - Wikispooks
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks

Wikifreaks's Profile - Nairaland Forum



www.nairaland.com › wikifreaks

https://kalimah.top/w/wiki/wiki-freaks-%D9%83%D9%84%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AA-
%D8%A7%D8%BA%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%8A/

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/wikifreaks-pt-3-mendax-the-liar/

Dark Politricks
http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/02/am-i-going-down-google-plug-of.html

Wikifreaks said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:32 am | Reply

Good site

Paul said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:49 am | Reply

-------------------------------------------------------------------

https://wikiwand.uservoice.com/forums/247843-wikiwand-website-extensions/suggestions/18656623-
dark-politricks

--------------------------------------------------------------------

https://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2021/08/anti-vaxxers-in-germany-
querdenker-anti-semites-neo-nazis.html

quest - thanks for reinforcing my main point here: Nazis were - and are - antivaxxers.

Julius Streicher was convicted by the Nuremberg Tribunal of inciting genocide and was executed in 
1946. Only a very sick person would try to defend his views...

Posted by: Gottfried | September 06, 2021 at 04:03 PM
WIKIFREAKS

Interesting finding out that Cringley was working in Ireland this story below will help with Intel!
Albert Smith (Irish Independent newspaper) is a racist journalist and was involved in this incident

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1



(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:30 AM
WIKIFREAKS

Here is another very sick person:

Richard November 25, 2021 at 12:14 am - Reply

At Google uk Albert Smith mi6 or Albert Smith Irish Independent research shows that this culprit 
works with convicted racist David Irwing yet despite this the NUJ cant remove him from their ranks…
now if this was the case in the USA a racist would be removed straight away,Albert Smith is found 
inside of Gorings Biography which cost Irwing 2.5 million in court costs ,Smith appears in the digital 
version describing the nook as a “good offering” apparently he freely admits to being a British 
Government agent who was also paid to work for the Irish Police.

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:37 AM
WIKIFREAKS

More sites on the desturbed antisemitic journalist Albert Smith Irish Independent.

https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75



https://www.nairaland.com/3783772/julian-assange#56274399

wuhanworldvatz.webador.com

https://www.nairaland.com/3783772/julian-assange#56274399

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:48 AM
WIKIFREAKS

Wikifreaks - Wikispooks
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks

Rowson on Cameron's “morals” | Shiraz Socialist
shirazsocialist.wordpress.com › 2011/12/19 › rowson-on-camerons-morals
19 Dec 2011 · 22/03/2021 · WIKIFREAKS « on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm » The Racist ... 
Wikifreaks – Wikispooks wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks

26 Dec 2015 · Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – Issuu ... Wikifreaks – Wikispooks 
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks. W.W.V 16458825.

Am I going down the Google plughole of alternative sites?
www.darkpolitricks.com › 2020/02 › am-i-going-down-google-plug-of
20 Feb 2020 · and this is Dark Politrix bringing it to YOU!!!! and everyone else.... Wikifreaks - 
Wikispooks https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks

Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven - Independent Sentinel
www.independentsentinel.com › potential-whistleblower-named-but-not-pr...
31 Oct 2019 · Wikispooks have been around for years,they have produced Wikifreaks – The Dedman 
Files,everything from COVID -19 to the Russian invasion .

'Fat' Freddie Thompson riding shotgun for this kid - Gangland Ireland
ganglandireland.blogspot.com › 2009/11 › fat-freddie-thompson-riding-sh...
13 Nov 2009 · MAKING LIFE EASY RATFACT GOOGLE WIKISPOOKS WIKILEAKS In the dock 
and the judge gets smart OBJECTION WIKIFREAKS!

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:52 AM
WIKIFREAKS

MI6 sting operation against the Irish Statutory Body GSOC – The Resignation of Chairman Simon O 
Brien a former British Police Officer.

Heres the site below its prohibited find out for yourselves by tapping link below.

https://issuu.com/kieranconway.

weve stripped out the contents of the site and pasted it onto this page its the pdf file below entitled 
Andrew Dedman MI5 just click onto the wording Andrew Dedman MI5.



ANDREW DEDMAN MI5

Paste Andrew Dedman MI5 at Yahoo or Google search engines for more info on this fascist 
creep,according to dark web sources he basically tampered with British Government computer systems 
and then exported the data to Ireland where far right wing “patsys” made good with the stolen and 
“faked” info to pay for their cars and houses.

Reliable net sources explain that Andrew Dedman was a former British Army officer who was assigned
to work in the police for a time in specialist work but later on in his career left the police in mysterious 
circumstances, that till this day have never been truly explained.We know from wiki-obtained police 
data whilst in the British army Dedman worked in south America, and was allegedly involved in 
espionage work involving operations against South American communists,he was assigned the warrant 
number 1001 whilst in the police and the last known location for Dedman as a police officer was in an 
intelligence gathering unit in the City of London,International net sources found Dedman working in 
Turkey shortly after leaving the police by the Israel Intelligence service.Turkey as everybody knows is 
the gateway for heroin into Britain and Ireland.Below url is an introduction to Andrew Dedman,remove
the wording from the site as jpgs add to your desktop and use magnifier application to read properly.

https://mi5reference3028.wordpress.com/blog/

Dublin solicitor and recognised political Author, kieran Conway (featured above photo) was involved 
in a District court case in Bray town County, Wicklow,Ireland in we believe 2015,it was a political 
court case were right wing Journalist Albert Smith lied to convict a left wing socialist writer/net sign 
poster.The socialist was apparently held on Britsh Intelligence files even before he came to Ireland to 
live,and had previous dealings with Dedman in the past in the Uk,It is Dedman who is thought to have 
generated the files about the socialist that were leaked illegally to Irish sources but not officially given 
to the Gardai.

During the court case in 2015 the Gardaí presented mere here say as evidence in the form of a speech 
read out in court by Albert Smith,were Smith himself attended a court hearing and talked about matters 
such as the CIA and threats made against him with weapons. Smiths speech convicted the socialist on 
weapons charges and the socialist was sent to prison.Albert Smith is a known and published far right 
wing fascist (his previous newspaper articles and promotional work as a sub-editor of the Irish 
independent newspaper on convicted fascist and author David Irwing proves this).

Articles of interest have in the past appeared on the net providing valuable evidence that explains the 
socialist stated in emails to an unnamed source at the time that Smith purposely lied in court by 
seemingly using a prepared and premeditated false speech,and that the judge accepted in court hear say 
evidence contained within Smiths own concocted political lies.According to a blog spot web site on the
dark web internet discussion came to the conclusion,that by accepting the mere word of Journalist 
Albert Smith a known far right wing liar in court without any actual witness or any evidence the judge 
falsely imprisoned the socialist not for an alleged weapons offence that the socialist stated he never 
committed anyway, but as the blog writers suggested for being found guilty by the far right of being a 
socialist that exposed a ring of spys operating in Ireland under orders of the British Government.This 
known espionage activity was exposed through socialist political write ups that the public otherwise 
would never have read about and was leaked out in the left wing British political press.



In short the socialist investigated what is now termed as “Gardagate” and in the process exposed a 
cover up by Albert smiths newspaper the Irish Independent of Simon O Brien being a former British 
police officer as chairman of GSOC and his alleged involvement of being part of an alleged MI6 sting 
operation to “grab” Irish state intelligence held by GSOC.Like Dedman the socialist has always 
maintained that it was possible the British Government transferred OBrien to Ireland.

The court case is databased and more information can be found about Albert Smith as an alleged MI6 
dogsbody on the net type Albert Smith MI6 below site is evidence that the journalist worked as a sub 
editor on the Irish Independent see site below:

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

http://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/people-put-their-lives-on-the-line-for-the-
indo-and-this-is-what-they-get-1.2891166

Various internet allegations can be found that indicate that Albert Smith worked on Andrew Dedmans 
generated data bases over a period of many years and that some of the data based files(The Dedman 
Files) were allegedly transfered secretly by Dedman himself to amongst other the Store street Garda 
station (against human rights treaties) as these files were held secretly in Ireland by “black” cops.

One article indicates the area where Smith lives (Shop river County Wicklow) was data based by 
Dedman back in 2002 and that Dedmans own pirated and stolen supplied data (block data,many 
thousands of types of files passed between bent cops without authorisation) was used by the “patsys” in
the Dublin/Wicklow area were Smith lives to help pay the bills.The Gardaí themselves were quite 
happy to allow the local “patsys” to spy on person suspected of travelling in and around the Dublin 
Mountains on their behalf and spy is the right usage of word hear,the “patsys” were rewarded for their 
loyalty in pieces of land,discounts,wavers etc obtaining state housing and buildings at cheap rates of 
purchase,false ids,credit crunching etc etc.

Left wingers,taxexiles,criminals,suspected IRA members etc who have over the years either fled the 
UK to live in Ireland for political reasons or set themselves up in business in Ireland where all targeted 
and followed on behalf of the Britsh and Amercian Intelligence service by “patsys” and bent cops and 
criminals.

Both the socialist and Journalist Albert Smith where born in the U.k and so the chances of both these 
individuals who where technically British,being involved in an alleged false weapons incident together 
in a remote part of the Republic of Ireland on the top of a mountain isn’t a very likely 
prospect,especially as the alleged incident happened on farmers private property were the socialist had 
permission to travel from the local farmers (not roads or footpaths).

The unnamed socialist always maintained he was never involved in any weapons incident or that he 
was even present in the area when such an alleged incident occurred.Apparently in other articles found 
online the socialist claimed he swore in affadavits in court stating he was not present at the alleged 
incident,It is therefore logical to presume that circumstancially from an espionage angle their is enough
online evidence and information to explain an invented incident/counter espionage tactic was used to 
illegally convict and punish the socialist writer for producing evidence that exposed amongst other 
Simon O Brien chairman of GSOC as a potential MI6 operative and a former British police officer in 
the left wing press,this apparent inventory of Albert Smith should by now be setting off political 
firealarms amongst the International left wing.



The publications of the socialist are still found on the internet and these articles indicate very clearly 
that even before Smiths allegations were mad through complaint process an article written by the 
Socialist exposed Simon OBrien the chairman of GSOC in the British left wing press as a former 
British police officer, whilst on the other hand Smiths newspaper at the same time the socialist articles 
were published on Simon OBrien being a former police officer, ran a cover up and didn’t publish or 
indicate Simon O Brien was a former British police officer .

The Irish Independent news paper that Albert Smith worked for didnt print this evidence until much 
later on after Simon O Brien resigned from his job after different allegations were put to SimonO 
Brien,

So ask your selves as the readers of this article do you really believe that this socialist writer who 
exposed a cover up in Smiths own newspaper the Irish Independent just happens all of a sudden to 
appear before Smith on top of a mountain after exposing his paper running cover ups and then for no 
apparent reason threatens Smith with a weapon,when the socialist doesn’t even know this chap? it 
sounds oh so bizare and mathematically inconceivable.The court affadavits even state the socialist 
wasn’t even in the area when the incident took place and he doesn’t know Smith as a person or even 
has held a conversation with the man in his entire life.

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/simon-o-brien-to-quit-as-chair-of-gsoc-to-take-up-role-
in-uk-1.2057839

Simon OBrien later left his job as chairman of GSOC after internal allegations that he was an MI6 
operative used to export GSOC files back to MI5 on mass after espionage activity was suspected at 
GSOC headquaters.It was the socialists published articles that exposed MI5 knowledge of the IPCC 
and Simon Obrien obtaining a military based security contract for verimus security to work in 
screening Irish Government buildings, in a left wing political party news column that really set the rat 
amongst the greys.

One of the many articles produced by the socialist explained that the security company sent to Ireland 
by the IPCC (Verimus) was an MI5 connected company who uses staff from the same British Army 
regiment that killed Jean De-Menezes, whos death irionically was investigated by the IPCC 
themselves.The IPCC,MI5 and Simon Obrien collectively obtained the military contract together that 
got Verimus the work to look for bugs in Simon O Briens Irish offices where he was chairmen of 
GSOC all a bit to cosey?

It was leaked out in the Irish Independent that MI6 were involved in looking for bugs in O Briens 
office however the Independent only talked in half truths and when it came to the delivery it failed,it 
failed to name at the same time that verimus scanning equipment being used in Simon O Brien office 
was being used to protect a former British police officer,If it wasn’t for the press leaks in other papers 
and other sources the public would never have known that verimus where operating in Ireland onbehalf
of MI6 and their operatives,the leak outs gave the security services in UK and America the power to 
confiscate internally all the GSOC records that MI5 now have because essentially there own operatives 
where under threat,all though Simon o Brien always stated he never fealt threatned,but he would 
wouldn’t he,so essentially without the press leak outs no confiscation of records by the Americans and 
British would have been obtainable.The files stolen or sequestrated due to security breaches about 
Gerry Adams Sinn Fein leader having secret meetings with drug convicted dealer Kieran Boylan would
never have been officially found by MI6 and MI5, allegations that Gerry Adams secret meetings have 



been going on for years is no news however this article is evidence that its a club where the spoils get 
divided and if you expose espionage publically you can pay a heavy price when publically you force 
secret agendas into the press.

http://www.thejournal.ie/gerry-adams-kieran-boylan-gsoc-1324202-Feb2014/

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4175688.stm

https://www.ipcc.gov.uk/news/jean-charles-de-menezes-statement

Evidence that Verimus security are part of MI5 and have worked alongside them for example the 
Olympic games contract.

http://www.verrimus-red.com/ourteam.html

the socialist was followed from Ireland to Europe where he was involved in publishing Smith was part 
of an ongoing operation into Drugs/terrorism see article here;

https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/

Albert Smith didn’t care about who he spied upon and the Gardai themselves where always placing and
mistaking people in different areas.Smith was stationed according to one internet web site and chosen 
by MI6 and the British Military to “plant” stories in the independent news paper he wrote an article 
about convicted fascist David Irwing,Irwing got 3 years for the books he published that were anti 
semitic also Smith appear on irwings home site promoting irwings banned books incidently no normal 
journalist would have consented to promote a fascist like Irwing and as Kieran Conways book names 
fascists it has to be published here that Conways past comments on fascists have been published :

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24305635-southside-provisional

Kieran Conway went up against Garda Patton and sergeant Heraughty of Enniskerry Garda station 
when he represented the socialist in Bray court.Another Garda involved in these areas was Garda 
Cullen formely Stepaside now Dundrum Garda Station,he should have blown the whistle on Heraughty
and Patton a pair of right wing state protected spies that work for the American and British Intelligence 
service.The Garda station at Enniskerry has American police force uniform patches in the window the 
entire Enniskerry village is a MI6/CIA state protected right wing fascist safe haven,you cant publish 
sites on an Enniskerry Google entry, the powers that be remove any site placed on Google that lands on
Enniskerry,try it for yourselves, and yes they follow your signalex back to where you live so do it 
somewhere else! If you type Enniskerry Nazi at Google prompt you find a worrying amount of right 
wing neo fascist sites all connected to this tiny little village in the countryside of Ireland.

sputniknews-logo

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 08:07 AM
Clive

I Cringley site makes for interesting information ,thank you

Posted by: Clive | November 25, 2021 at 08:09 AM



https://www.nairaland.com/wikifreaks/posts

Wikifreaks said this on June 8, 2020 at 12:30 am | Reply

Seroiusly amazing write up – we think the Dudes too far gone and got his work from bent CIA officers 
that stitched hIm up – Farty dRUG DEALER

CARET said this on June 8, 2020 at 12:32 am | Reply

https://www.nairaland.com/wikifreaks/posts

DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI said this on June 8, 2020 at 12:35 am | Reply

Albert Smith Irish Independent, Parlapoint publishing

Albert Smith Irish Independent said this on June 8, 2020 at 1:08 am | Reply

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://shirazsocialist.wordpress.com/2011/12/19/rowson-on-camerons-morals/

WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

September 27, 2021 at 11:33 pm

https://www.nairaland.com/wikiworldvoice/posts
W.W.V 16458825
Reply
WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

September 27, 2021 at 11:57 pm

Dark Politricks: Is Biden Worse Than Trump
http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/03/is-biden-worse-than-trump.html

22/03/2021 · WIKIFREAKS « on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm » The Racist Hypocracy of the Irish 
Press and Joe Biden attempt to “cover up” continued ongoing …

W.W.V 16458825
Reply
WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

September 27, 2021 at 11:59 pm



Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – Issuu

20/01/2021 · Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – issuu. Irish Independent newspaper accused of 
producing antisemitic publications Irish Independent Albert Smith Sub …

W.W.V 16458825
Reply
WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

September 28, 2021 at 12:00 am

Wikifreaks – Wikispooks
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks
W.W.V 16458825
Reply
Raj said,

September 29, 2021 at 9:53 pm

Interesting site …Raj,Southall UK.
Reply
WUTANWORLDVACCINE said,

September 30, 2021 at 12:12 am

Prince Andrew (Queen Elizabeth Son) ‘wanted’ Billboards Appears In UK Cities – Crime – Nairaland

https://www.nairaland.com/6758532/prince-andrew-queen-elizabeth-son#106297440
Reply
WUTANWORLDVATZ said,

September 30, 2021 at 12:14 am

https://www.nairaland.com/wikiworldvoiced/posts
Reply
WUTANWORLDVATZ said,

September 30, 2021 at 12:20 am

Prince Andrew (Queen Elizabeth Son) ‘wanted’ Billboards Appears In UK Cities , Crime.

https://www.nairaland.com/6758532/prince-andrew-queen-elizabeth-son#106297440
Reply
WUTANVICKERSVOICED said,

September 30, 2021 at 12:26 am

https://www.the-sun.com/news/3677974/prince-andrew-worried-high-court/
Reply



Mr Camel said,

September 30, 2021 at 11:07 pm

My friendz…some say death to hall infadells in spoil!!!
this is a story about a Rapist who lives in Snotty castle (windsor castle).be WARNED the areas near to 
snotty castle IVER,SLOUGH are filled with extreme far right persons they dislike and do not wish 
ordinary persons to live in these areas.There are many people live in these areas they get paid to 
maintain an order (they have pretend jobs) set up by the far right state (The queenz of england) a nasty 
old lady who dislikes communists and anarchists.Do not live in IVER or Slough they are rooled by the 
Fascist queenz of england and her rapist son BEWARE!!!!!
Reply
Julian Assange said,

November 12, 2021 at 5:59 am

Your comment is awaiting moderation.
“Freaking out” on Julian Assange a GREAT sport and formeire
world visionary.
5.11.2021
London UK British Court report
Suffice to say from the offset there is apparently a view that the American economy like a dark star will
eventually implode.Hypothesis abound,there is a timescale involving Russian gas, Hypersonic missiles 
and Chinese workers production that are key factors of decentralization of capital so they claim.The 
problem with the dollar is that it has become contraband in other words its easier to produce fake 
money than nuclear space engines at present, and the poorest countries in the world as we know dont 
care about what vehicles deliver on the moon or anywhere else for that antimatter or why the official 
fakes go through the Arab banking machines, so what you may ask has this got to do with the GREAT 
smell of “Vivian massage” one CIA. The CIA arent about right or wrong good or bad or even legal 
matters they are simply about CONTAINMENT in many ways and if you mess,well,you get vissions of
Julian Assange broadcasted on every federal chanell all day long and they want it switched back off 
pronto!. Whilst our darling J hasnt just dabbled he has set out procedures and become in the process a 
working example on how to redirect and misuse CIA property live on TV ,a shrewd guy to say the least
and to be honest hes making multi millions in royalties for a 1001 publishers in “Air time” and thats 
what weighs in real heavy.

2. Nobodys interested these days on exact or official numbers of AK 47s held by “hostile”
organizations 15/20 years ago, In reality,one hypersonic warhead today can obliterate a small
uprising in nano seconds,simple asJulian Assange case of Brandy Dandy is a mere fleas dropping, an 
entity hanging around the Americas back door for a few more slurps whilst in the eyes of the CIA the 
curry and cement stains are visible all over Julians pretty Duffle coat nobody toepokes “Gatman” the 
Great, former,informer and getz away with “hIT” ***** have you believe the destructions behold of A 
NEW PRESIDENCY.

3. Being a clever programmer parasitically Julian knew what he was playing about with when he 
cracked vaults,remember the last American election when we saw thousands of people telling US live 
ABC,CNN,FOX and the arrest its going to be a Trump victory? ,where are they know voicing about 
Americas alleged biggest Espionage cases outcome?? complete fatal silence,nothing ,zuilrch. It was 
Julians chums according to the CIA that officially scuttled their dearest Hillary, no joke! Yet nobody 



dares to say what will happen over the next coming weeks in court, no inside linessurely not! if your 
dealing with the CIA from the start yeah you can disappear through a prison toilet J to make it look 
good,but really folks in this “Hanger” oh no you dont!, risk prison food for your life? pah nay to bother 
and One two many question marks.
Julian did rather well financial from Wikileaks and thats his shortfall and the stumbling block perhaps 
of the previous Judges in this case, the private sale of diares etc etc,making money from espionage,not 
to sure. when your in the dock for this believe unless you got the right kinda license smoking dollars 
out of CIA copyright that not even the Jeff Bozodoodar bandwagon would try ,its a one way ticket, and 
lets face it J boys paperwork has either been destroyed,blocked and/or expired….thats why certain 
organizations behind closed doors are predicting a confident 5- 10 minimum year stretch which is what 
an average UK Burglar gets for “drumming” far right illuminated crumpets on mass and so 
Julian….remember the likes of US “sneaking” around python codeing for the rest of your dream….one 
line can change a destiny especially if its filled with rat poison and thats a fact!!!! next time you could

4.
Reply
Julian Assange2 said,

November 12, 2021 at 6:00 am

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the
Reply
Baz said,

November 12, 2021 at 6:02 am

Julian Assange,Judges will make court ruling shortly….



Reply

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://shirazsocialist.wordpress.com/2017/12/21/mccluskey-jewish-news-interview/

    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    September 28, 2021 at 12:01 am

    Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – Issuu

    20/01/2021 · Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – issuu. Irish Independent newspaper accused 
of producing antisemitic publications Irish Independent Albert Smith Sub

    W.W.V 16458825
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    September 28, 2021 at 12:03 am

    Dark Politricks: Am I going down the Google plughole of …
    http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/02/am-i-going-down-google-plug-of.html

    W.W.V 16458825
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    September 28, 2021 at 12:09 am

    LeCheile – Issuu
    issuu.com › lecheile › docs › lecheile

    W.W.V 16458825
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    September 28, 2021 at 12:14 am

    LeCheile by lecheile – Issuu

    16/12/2020 · Search and overview … Search and overvie

    W.W.V 16458825
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,



    September 28, 2021 at 12:37 am

    Wikifreaks’s Profile – Nairaland Forum
    http://www.nairaland.com › wikifreaks

    W.W.V 16458825
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    September 28, 2021 at 12:52 am

    Albert Makashov, Communist Deputy in the Duma since 1995, had this to say about the Jews:

    “I will round up all the Yids and send them to the next world!”

    WAGNER SECURITY FOUND HERE :
    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wagner_Group

    Wagner Group: The Kremlin’s proxy army:

    1.As a private military company, an opaque amalgamation of shadowy firms and contractors, Wagner
has no official links to the Kremlin. But its ties to Yevgeniy Prigozhin, a close associate of Vladimir 
Putin and former restauranteur.

    2.Wagner independently concludes contracts for its activities. But before concluding a contract, it 
coordinates within the structures of the Russian . Government most likely the defence ministry.”

    3. https://informnapalm.org/en/neo-nazi-ideology-amongst-russian-mercenaries/
    Dmitry Utkin is the founder of the infamous Wagner mercenary group,Utkin is the veteran of both 
Chechen wars and has participated in the Russian operations in Ukraine in 2014. He served in the GRU
until 2013, after which he commanded a Spetsnaz unit, earning the rank of a lieutenant colonel. In 2013
he joined the Moran Security Group and in 2014 he established the Wagner Group, named after his 
nom de guerre his old callsign “Wagner.”A photo recently surfaced of Utkin with Nazi tattoos, giving 
additional proof of his ideological leanings.

    PUBLICATION N0. 16458825
    Reply
    Raj said,

    September 29, 2021 at 9:54 pm

    Interesting site …Raj,Southall UK.
    Reply
    BLAKCATZ said,

    October 1, 2021 at 1:55 am

    https://www.nairaland.com/blakcatz/posts
    Reply



    BLAKCATZ said,

    October 1, 2021 at 1:57 am

    https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    October 3, 2021 at 2:23 am

    https://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2015/01/fake-journalist-udo-ulfkotte-
makes-a-comeback-as-putin-propagandist.html
    Reply
    WIKIWORLDVOICE said,

    October 3, 2021 at 5:11 am

    Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven
    https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential…

    01/11/2019 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include …
    Reply
    Julian Assange said,

    November 12, 2021 at 6:04 am

    5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

    Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

    Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

    Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 



the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

    Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.
    Snowmen (Completley Controlled Copyrighted Protection.)
    Thanx for eavesdropping!!!! it worx two ways SHMUX
    Reply
    Jahed said,

    November 12, 2021 at 6:13 am

    Very interesting articles,Biden regards Julian Assange as a Tek Terrorist,
    for the record no terrorist has yet had charges removed on medical grounds,without getting 2 deep 
state here this implys the first magistrate judge “protected” a terrorist which completely makes a sham 
of the British Government rulings on placing terrorists into British prisons on remand status,there may 
well be a case for mistreatment,however releasing terrorists on medical grounds has never been done 
before…this is a really complicated issue!
    Reply
    Sotrced Info said,

    November 12, 2021 at 9:01 pm

    November 12, 2021 at 5:59 am

    Your comment is awaiting moderation.
    “Freaking out” on Julian Assange a GREAT sport and formeire
    world visionary.
    5.11.2021
    London UK British Court report
    Suffice to say from the offset there is apparently a view that the American economy like a dark star 
will eventually implode.Hypothesis abound,there is a timescale involving Russian gas, Hypersonic 
missiles and Chinese workers production that are key factors of decentralization of capital so they 
claim.The problem with the dollar is that it has become contraband in other words its easier to produce 
fake money than nuclear space engines at present, and the poorest countries in the world as we know 
dont care about what vehicles deliver on the moon or anywhere else for that antimatter or why the 
official fakes go through the Arab banking machines, so what you may ask has this got to do with the 
GREAT smell of “Vivian massage” one CIA. The CIA arent about right or wrong good or bad or even 
legal matters they are simply about CONTAINMENT in many ways and if you mess,well,you get 
vissions of Julian Assange broadcasted on every federal chanell all day long and they want it switched 
back off pronto!. Whilst our darling J hasnt just dabbled he has set out procedures and become in the 
process a working example on how to redirect and misuse CIA property live on TV ,a shrewd guy to 
say the least and to be honest hes making multi millions in royalties for a 1001 publishers in “Air time”
and thats what weighs in real heavy.

    2. Nobodys interested these days on exact or official numbers of AK 47s held by “hostile”



    organizations 15/20 years ago, In reality,one hypersonic warhead today can obliterate a small
    uprising in nano seconds,simple asJulian Assange case of Brandy Dandy is a mere fleas dropping, an
entity hanging around the Americas back door for a few more slurps whilst in the eyes of the CIA the 
curry and cement stains are visible all over Julians pretty Duffle coat nobody toepokes “Gatman” the 
Great, former,informer and getz away with “hIT” ***** have you believe the destructions behold of A 
NEW PRESIDENCY.

    3. Being a clever programmer parasitically Julian knew what he was playing about with when he 
cracked vaults,remember the last American election when we saw thousands of people telling US live 
ABC,CNN,FOX and the arrest its going to be a Trump victory? ,where are they know voicing about 
Americas alleged biggest Espionage cases outcome?? complete fatal silence,nothing ,zuilrch. It was 
Julians chums according to the CIA that officially scuttled their dearest Hillary, no joke! Yet nobody 
dares to say what will happen over the next coming weeks in court, no inside linessurely not! if your 
dealing with the CIA from the start yeah you can disappear through a prison toilet J to make it look 
good,but really folks in this “Hanger” oh no you dont!, risk prison food for your life? pah nay to bother 
and One two many question marks.
    Julian did rather well financial from Wikileaks and thats his shortfall and the stumbling block 
perhaps of the previous Judges in this case, the private sale of diares etc etc,making money from 
espionage,not to sure. when your in the dock for this believe unless you got the right kinda license 
smoking dollars out of CIA copyright that not even the Jeff Bozodoodar bandwagon would try ,its a 
one way ticket, and lets face it J boys paperwork has either been destroyed,blocked and/or 
expired….thats why certain organizations behind closed doors are predicting a confident 5- 10 
minimum year stretch which is what an average UK Burglar gets for “drumming” far right illuminated 
crumpets on mass and so Julian….remember the likes of US “sneaking” around python codeing for the 
rest of your dream….one line can change a destiny especially if its filled with rat poison and thats a 
fact!!!! next time you could

    4.
    Reply
    Reply

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/02/wikifreaks-pt-1-eat-pray-leak/

1 COMMENT

By Aninymous, May 22, 2021

1 comment:
Anonymous 22 May 2021 at 10:42
Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a
Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the
torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US terrortories.Allegations made
against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual abuse,false
imprisonment,kidnapping,extortion and connections to drug cartels.The Government (Bidens
only friends) refused to comment on why one of their agents was found holding down three jobs



at the same time!! one as the President of St Andrews College Alumni Association in
Dublin,another as the Dead Doctor in a hospital and finally found double parked next to Mr
Putins london Embassy,with over 20 Million Gross hidden in various bank accounts around the
world!! Hotels are somewhat synalominous places and Emmigrating radio signals are
unfortunately for Doctor Kamali in his absence hour an excepted form of evidence in court trials.
THE WEDGEWOOD HOTEL IS SITUATED A 3 MINUTE WALK FROM THE RUSSIAN 
EMBASSY
IN LONDON.MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is a Medical Doctor from London. This person was born
in April 1967. MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is Irish and resident in Ireland. This company officer is,
or was, associated with at least 2 company Doctors roles.Companies associated with this officer
had at least £6,888,675 shareholder value and £2,434,017 cash in recent accounts.Wedgewood
Hotel Management has been in this business field for at least four years. Started under
09092355, this company is classified as a Private Limited Company. there have been three
directors: Mohammed Al Kamali, Moayyad Al Kamali and Majid Al Kamali……Wikiwritz

anonymous said this on May 22, 2021 at 6:01 pm | Reply

Guess he ought to sling his hook and take hid DDung with him….how can a doctor own so much 
money and be a Government agent at the same time?

SPIKE said this on May 27, 2021 at 3:30 pm | Reply

Anonymous4 April 2021 at 20:41

WIKIFREAKS
https://wikifreaks.createaforum.com/general-discussion/wikifreaks/msg2/#new

They are both the the insame!!

Andrew Dedman (MI5).

Army – Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (REME) – HM FORCES.
Classified as Government Agency – MILITARY INDUSTRY.

Served Sept. 1975 – Oct 1987 (12 years 2 months)
Operations in Belize trained in Germany stationed in Cyprus. NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

Speculative search
ECONOMIC CRIME UNIT (City of London Police.)
Police records found 2002-2007 closed data entry.
Intelligence Gathering/Detective.
NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

source:
Grucifer-Yandex.

– Dirt Birds of the feather “woop” togather !! – The pen is surely mighty than the hoard.-

Reply



SPUD said this on May 27, 2021 at 3:32 pm | Reply

WIKIFREAKS April 8, 2021 At 2:11 pm

WIKIFREAKS
« on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm »
The Racist Hypocracy of the Irish Press and Joe Biden attempt to “cover up” continued ongoing 
Democratic involvement and mi5use of Irish newspapers.

This Irish Independent newspaper is not a friend of left wing politics or free speech in the Republic of 
Ireland or anywhere else for that matter,(Wikifreaks are writing for Dark Politricks right to produce 
free speech!).The hidden,hideous and hypocritical double standards of this newspaper owned by 
Dennis O Brien are found in the book“Clinton Cash” which exposes the Clinton Foundation (another 
front for the CIA) collecting millions of dollars at dinner parties around the world.Clinton himself 
made brief speeches costing upwards of over 100,000 dollars.Dennis O Brien is named in the book 
Clinton cash presenting the Clinton foundation with countless thousands of “green back” in exchange 
for guest appearances organized by the OBrien Empire.

Copyrighted material belonging to the Irish Independent newspaper can be found inside of a pdf 
version of a Racist Neo Fascist book known as Gorings Biography written by a convicted “modern 
day” fascist who was fined over two million pounds for its production in the British courts.Dennis O 
Brien is personally aware of the author and the Irish Independent copyright used in the specific pdf 
book version,however despite being listed as the richest person in Ireland he has no personal intentions 
of removing the copyrighted material through the court system.We completely condem the racist 
actions of the Irish Independent in allowing their copyright to be produced in the first instance and later
used in Gorings Biography and also condem Joe Biden Government for remaining silent on “Wikileaks
– Irelands CIA Operations”.

Wikifreakz World Vision.

SPUD said this on May 27, 2021 at 3:41 pm | Reply

Rezz May 27, 2021 at 6:36 pm – Reply

Just “Googled” this of anyones interested.

Wikifreaks – Dr Moayyad Al Kamali
https://able2know.org/topic/558160-1
WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” 
is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA 
(who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US 
terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual 
abuse,false …

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:38 am | Reply

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:41 am | Reply



Neat DuDe

KMX said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:42 am | Reply

BLAKCATZ

https://shirazsocialist.wordpress.com/2017/12/21/mccluskey-jewish-news-interview/#comment-118897

WIKIFREAKS said this on October 1, 2021 at 2:01 am | Reply

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.
Snowmen (Completley Controlled Copyrighted Protection.)
Thanx for eavesdropping!!!! it worx two ways SHMUX
Source: info/tech W.W.V Publishing.

SNOWMEN said this on October 2, 2021 at 5:27 pm | Reply



https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

SNOWMEN said this on October 2, 2021 at 5:28 pm | Reply

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html#gsc.tab=0

SNOWMEN2

WIKIWORLDVOICE said this on October 3, 2021 at 4:55 am | Reply

https://www.nairaland.com/wuhanworldvatz/posts

Wikifolk said this on October 6, 2021 at 11:35 pm | Reply

https://xoyondo.com/mb/NGiy0UOs3H6EVje

Yungyu said this on October 12, 2021 at 6:05 am | Reply

Bobs and Bills
Over the years 911 has become a cunning stunt a theatrical affair certianly written that way,or so some 
would have you believe, but back in their day so to speak there was no mass android devices to watch 
911 on…or when it was first “etched”.911 marks a turnaround a burst of energy a release to be precise 
a Destructive Distraction.

We have to come to terms about who really created the man himself,a clever jew!!WE know this much 
that certain Arabs at that time where part of the Grand mec part of the fighting wing of the CIA whom 
themselves have no interest in right or wrong just containment and that is exactly what your cheap 
Android Gizmo is hall aboat it contains with its circuits as powerful as those found within former 
Apollo Rockets.Its the people around the time of the “Big Bang” theory that where waiting and 
watching for the “mass android” that used the cannon foDDer as their eyes and ears that where behind 
hit all.

Redistribution of Oil,drugs and Government money thats where its at….read the book Terror Inc VERY
CAREFULLY (or die imperviously!!) and you will find the FOUNDATION stones and real culprits 
behind 911 and of course the blueprint left behind,Often in history they use violence and courts and 
police activity to prevent the unfolding of forbiden knowledge and should you wish to remain blind to 
such activity and others like JFK,Iraq war then perhaps you might consider adding the 5 million dollars
worth of bitcoins to the “Bill” that where destroyed in FIreland by British Government agents working 
for CIA coordinator Dennis Obrien which eventually brought down the entire Enda Kenny regime to 
the list of Failed CIA Operations.May Allah save your soul should the Russians net 1 you first Mr 
wHEELybinmAN you 2bad Kamal U, with hugs,slugz and luv from the window cleanerz at the 
embassy or youra fedman.Wikisheeta2??.

Wikiscoops said this on November 21, 2021 at 3:03 am | Reply



-------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/04/wikileaks-pt-2-reaction/

Rezz May 27, 2021 at 6:36 pm – Reply

Just “Googled” this of anyones interested.

Wikifreaks – Dr Moayyad Al Kamali
https://able2know.org/topic/558160-1
WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” 
is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA 
(who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked within US 
terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money laundry,sexual 
abuse,false …

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:38 am | Reply

Neat DuDe

jammer56 said this on May 28, 2021 at 1:39 am | Reply

Wikifreaks “per se”

https://albertsmithirishindependentnewspaper.webador.com/

WIKIFREAKS said this on May 28, 2021 at 3:16 am | Reply

BLAKCATZ

https://shirazsocialist.wordpress.com/2017/12/21/mccluskey-jewish-news-interview/#comment-118897

WIKIFREAKS said this on October 1, 2021 at 2:03 am | Reply

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1

(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

SNOWMEN said this on October 2, 2021 at 5:30 pm | Reply

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2021/09/the-uk-is-becoming-more-despotic-every.html#gsc.tab=0

SNOWMEN2

WIKIWORLDVOICE said this on October 3, 2021 at 4:56 am | Reply



https://www.nairaland.com/wuhanworldvatz/posts

Wikifolk said this on October 6, 2021 at 11:35 pm | Reply

https://xoyondo.com/mb/NGiy0UOs3H6EVje

Yungyu said this on October 12, 2021 at 6:06 am | Reply

Wanna be in my Gang Wikiscoops?

Bobs and Bills
Over the years 911 has become a cunning stunt a theatrical affair certianly written that way,or so some 
would have you believe, but back in their day so to speak there was no mass android devices to watch 
911 on…or when it was first “etched”.911 marks a turnaround a burst of energy a release to be precise 
a Destructive Distraction.

We have to come to terms about who really created the man himself,a clever jew!!WE know this much 
that certain Arabs at that time where part of the Grand mec part of the fighting wing of the CIA whom 
themselves have no interest in right or wrong just containment and that is exactly what your cheap 
Android Gizmo is hall aboat it contains with its circuits as powerful as those found within former 
Apollo Rockets.Its the people around the time of the “Big Bang” theory that where waiting and 
watching for the “mass android” that used the cannon foDDer as their eyes and ears that where behind 
hit all.

Redistribution of Oil,drugs and Government money thats where its at….read the book Terror Inc VERY
CAREFULLY (or die imperviously!!) and you will find the FOUNDATION stones and real culprits 
behind 911 and of course the blueprint left behind,Often in history they use violence and courts and 
police activity to prevent the unfolding of forbiden knowledge and should you wish to remain blind to 
such activity and others like JFK,Iraq war then perhaps you might consider adding the 5 million dollars
worth of bitcoins to the “Bill” that where destroyed in FIreland by British Government agents working 
for CIA coordinator Dennis Obrien which eventually brought down the entire Enda Kenny regime to 
the list of Failed CIA Operations.May Allah save your soul should the Russians net 1 you first Mr 
wHEELybinmAN you 2bad Kamal U, with hugs,slugz and luv from the window cleanerz at the 
embassy or youra fedman.Wikisheeta2??.

wikithepoo said this on November 21, 2021 at 2:37 am | Reply

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Wikifreaks's Posts
https://www.nairaland.com/wikifreaks/posts

16/06/2020 · Wikifreaks's Posts. Nairaland Forum / Wikifreaks's Profile / Wikifreaks's Posts (1) (of 3 
pages) Politics / Re: NNAMDI KANU : See Photos Of IPOB Protest In Aba Today by wikifreaks: 
3:53am On Jun 16, 2020; NNWAGOD: Na so. Albert Smith Irish Independent Newspaper - Named anti



semitic journalist. Politics / Re: NNAMDI KANU : See Photos Of IPOB Protest In Aba Today by 
wikifreaks: …

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven
https://www.independentsentinel.com/potential-whistleblower-named-but...

01/11/2019 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee (agent) vetted by 
both the FBI and CIA (who politically endorse the torture and killing of Palestinians),before he worked 
within US terrortories.Allegations made against this Doctor include espionage,torture,money 
laundry,sexual …

    Reviews: 10

    Estimated Reading Time: 5 mins

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

https://issuu.com/wikifreaks/docs/independent

------------------------------------------------------------------------

COVID-19 Lessons from Three Mile Island #2 — the NRC | I ...
https://www.cringely.com/2020/04/17/covid-19-lessons-from-three-mile...

17/04/2020 · Wikispooks have been around for years,they have produced Wikifreaks – The Dedman 
Files,everything from COVID -19 to the Russian invasion (which is really happening in the 
UK),spys,bent cops,mafia,IRA,KGB,and of course names that are traceable,a real MOB Obituary on 
how to bring the British Government down without being shot,arrested or deported!….in times like 
these…

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wikifreaks - Wikispooks
https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks

Wikifreaks, The Dedman Files: http://www.bing.com/search?
q=andrew+dedman+mi5&qs=n&form=QBRE&sp=-1&pq=andrew+dedman+mi5&sc=2-
17&sk=&cvid=70E81C5730E641578A11049A18CE3876

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gangland Ireland: THE GANGS OF DUBLIN...
https://ganglandireland.blogspot.com/2009/11/gangs-of-dublin.html



13/11/2009 · Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves 
a freak of "Wiki" although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays "Freaks" are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course ...

------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Coldheartedtruth - Blogger
https://coldheartedtruthblog.blogspot.com/2017/06/cnn-stages-muslim...

WIKIFREAKS June 12, 2020 at 5:12 pm – Reply The article below is removed exactly from Russian 
servers and is not intended in any way to be outlined furthermore it is an …

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments to This Website from Targeted Individuals – Gang ...
https://gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/comments-to-this-website-from...

09/06/2021 · 31) April 28, 2021. Have you guys checked out “Wikifreaks” on Bing/Google dig around 
and you will find UK siyes! The Freak. 32) April 27, 2021. In reply to Bobby Lokey. They are 
thieves….and they will steal anything including info concerning a wanted man with a reward. They did
it to me. They also steal any business idea, marketing idea, etc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://0000001.onepage.website/
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“Freaking out” on Julian Assange a GREAT sport and formeire 
world visionary.  
 5.11.2021
London UK British Court report                    
Suffice to say from the offset there is apparently a view that the American economy like a dark star will
eventually implode.Hypothesis abound,there is a timescale involving Russian gas, Hypersonic missiles 
and Chinese workers production that are key factors of decentralization of capital so they claim.The 
problem with the dollar is that it has become  contraband in other words its easier to produce fake 
money than nuclear space engines at present, and the poorest countries in the world as we know dont 
care about what vehicles deliver on the moon or anywhere else for that antimatter or why the official 
fakes go through the Arab banking machines, so what you may ask has this got to do with  the GREAT 
smell of  “Vivian massage”   one CIA.

The CIA arent about right or wrong good or bad or even legal matters they are simply about 
CONTAINMENT in many ways and if you mess,well,you get vissions of Julian Assange broadcasted 
on every federal chanell all day long and they want it switched back off pronto!. Whilst our darling J 
hasnt just dabbled he has set out procedures and become in the process a working example on how to 
redirect and misuse CIA property live on TV ,a shrewd guy to say the least and to be honest hes making
multi millions in royalties for a 1001 publishers in “Air time” and thats what weighs in real heavy.

Nobodys interested these days on exact or official numbers of AK 47s held by “hostile”
organizations 15/20 years ago, In reality,one hypersonic warhead today can obliterate a small
uprising in nano seconds,simple asJulian Assange case of Brandy Dandy  is a mere fleas dropping, an 
entity hanging around the Americas back door for a few more slurps whilst in the eyes of the CIA  the 
curry and cement stains are visible all over  Julians pretty Duffle coat nobody toepokes “Gatman” the 
Great, former,informer and getz away with “hIT” ***** have you believe the destructions behold of A 
NEW PRESIDENCY.

Being a clever programmer parasitically Julian knew what he was playing about with when he cracked 
vaults,remember the last American election when we saw thousands of people telling US live  
ABC,CNN,FOX and the arrest its going to be a Trump victory? ,where are they know voicing  about 
Americas alleged biggest Espionage cases outcome?? complete fatal silence,nothing ,zuilrch. It was 
Julians chums according to the CIA that officially scuttled their dearest Hillary, no joke! Yet
nobody dares to say what will happen over the next coming weeks in court, no inside lines surely not! 
if your dealing with the CIA from the start yeah you can disappear through a prison toilet J to make it 
look good,but really folks in this “Hanger” oh no you dont!, risk prison food for your life? pah nay to 
bother and One two many question marks.

Julian did rather well financial from Wikileaks and thats his shortfall and the stumbling block perhaps 
of the previous Judges in this case, the private sale of diares etc etc,making money from espionage,not 
to sure. when your in the dock for this believe unless you got the right kinda license smoking dollars 
out of CIA copyright that not even the Jeff Bozodoodar  bandwagon would try ,its a one way ticket, and
lets face it J boys paperwork has either been destroyed,blocked and/or expired....thats why certain 
organizations behind closed doors are predicting a confident  5- 10  minimum year stretch which is 
what an average UK Burglar gets for “drumming” far right illuminated crumpets on mass and so 
Julian....remember the likes of US “sneaking” around python codeing for the rest of your dream....one 
line can change a destiny especially if its filled with rat poison and thats a fact!!!! next time you could
W.W.V publishing. (16458825) 
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https://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2021/08/anti-vaxxers-in-germany-
querdenker-anti-semites-neo-nazis.html

Interesting finding out that Cringley was working in Ireland this story below will help with Intel!
Albert Smith (Irish Independent newspaper) is a racist journalist and was involved in this incident

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.
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Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:30 AM
WIKIFREAKS

Here is another very sick person:

Richard November 25, 2021 at 12:14 am - Reply

At Google uk Albert Smith mi6 or Albert Smith Irish Independent research shows that this culprit 
works with convicted racist David Irwing yet despite this the NUJ cant remove him from their ranks…
now if this was the case in the USA a racist would be removed straight away,Albert Smith is found 
inside of Gorings Biography which cost Irwing 2.5 million in court costs ,Smith appears in the digital 
version describing the nook as a “good offering” apparently he freely admits to being a British 
Government agent who was also paid to work for the Irish Police.

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:37 AM
WIKIFREAKS

More sites on the desturbed antisemitic journalist Albert Smith Irish Independent.

https://www.imagebam.com/view/ME3ZM75
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Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:48 AM
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Wikifreaks - Wikispooks
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks

Rowson on Cameron's “morals” | Shiraz Socialist
shirazsocialist.wordpress.com › 2011/12/19 › rowson-on-camerons-morals
19 Dec 2011 · 22/03/2021 · WIKIFREAKS « on: April 06, 2021, 03:09:16 pm » The Racist ... 
Wikifreaks – Wikispooks wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks

26 Dec 2015 · Wikifreaks World Vision by wikifreaks – Issuu ... Wikifreaks – Wikispooks 
wikispooks.com › wiki › Wikifreaks. W.W.V 16458825.

Am I going down the Google plughole of alternative sites?
www.darkpolitricks.com › 2020/02 › am-i-going-down-google-plug-of



20 Feb 2020 · and this is Dark Politrix bringing it to YOU!!!! and everyone else.... Wikifreaks - 
Wikispooks https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks

Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven - Independent Sentinel
www.independentsentinel.com › potential-whistleblower-named-but-not-pr...
31 Oct 2019 · Wikispooks have been around for years,they have produced Wikifreaks – The Dedman 
Files,everything from COVID -19 to the Russian invasion .

'Fat' Freddie Thompson riding shotgun for this kid - Gangland Ireland
ganglandireland.blogspot.com › 2009/11 › fat-freddie-thompson-riding-sh...
13 Nov 2009 · MAKING LIFE EASY RATFACT GOOGLE WIKISPOOKS WIKILEAKS In the dock 
and the judge gets smart OBJECTION WIKIFREAKS!

Posted by: WIKIFREAKS | November 25, 2021 at 07:52 AM
WIKIFREAKS

MI6 sting operation against the Irish Statutory Body GSOC – The Resignation of Chairman Simon O 
Brien a former British Police Officer.

Heres the site below its prohibited find out for yourselves by tapping link below.

https://issuu.com/kieranconway.

weve stripped out the contents of the site and pasted it onto this page its the pdf file below entitled 
Andrew Dedman MI5 just click onto the wording Andrew Dedman MI5.

ANDREW DEDMAN MI5

Paste Andrew Dedman MI5 at Yahoo or Google search engines for more info on this fascist 
creep,according to dark web sources he basically tampered with British Government computer systems 
and then exported the data to Ireland where far right wing “patsys” made good with the stolen and 
“faked” info to pay for their cars and houses.

Reliable net sources explain that Andrew Dedman was a former British Army officer who was assigned
to work in the police for a time in specialist work but later on in his career left the police in mysterious 
circumstances, that till this day have never been truly explained.We know from wiki-obtained police 
data whilst in the British army Dedman worked in south America, and was allegedly involved in 
espionage work involving operations against South American communists,he was assigned the warrant 
number 1001 whilst in the police and the last known location for Dedman as a police officer was in an 
intelligence gathering unit in the City of London,International net sources found Dedman working in 
Turkey shortly after leaving the police by the Israel Intelligence service.Turkey as everybody knows is 
the gateway for heroin into Britain and Ireland.Below url is an introduction to Andrew Dedman,remove
the wording from the site as jpgs add to your desktop and use magnifier application to read properly.

https://mi5reference3028.wordpress.com/blog/

Dublin solicitor and recognised political Author, kieran Conway (featured above photo) was involved 
in a District court case in Bray town County, Wicklow,Ireland in we believe 2015,it was a political 



court case were right wing Journalist Albert Smith lied to convict a left wing socialist writer/net sign 
poster.The socialist was apparently held on Britsh Intelligence files even before he came to Ireland to 
live,and had previous dealings with Dedman in the past in the Uk,It is Dedman who is thought to have 
generated the files about the socialist that were leaked illegally to Irish sources but not officially given 
to the Gardai.

During the court case in 2015 the Gardaí presented mere here say as evidence in the form of a speech 
read out in court by Albert Smith,were Smith himself attended a court hearing and talked about matters 
such as the CIA and threats made against him with weapons. Smiths speech convicted the socialist on 
weapons charges and the socialist was sent to prison.Albert Smith is a known and published far right 
wing fascist (his previous newspaper articles and promotional work as a sub-editor of the Irish 
independent newspaper on convicted fascist and author David Irwing proves this).

Articles of interest have in the past appeared on the net providing valuable evidence that explains the 
socialist stated in emails to an unnamed source at the time that Smith purposely lied in court by 
seemingly using a prepared and premeditated false speech,and that the judge accepted in court hear say 
evidence contained within Smiths own concocted political lies.According to a blog spot web site on the
dark web internet discussion came to the conclusion,that by accepting the mere word of Journalist 
Albert Smith a known far right wing liar in court without any actual witness or any evidence the judge 
falsely imprisoned the socialist not for an alleged weapons offence that the socialist stated he never 
committed anyway, but as the blog writers suggested for being found guilty by the far right of being a 
socialist that exposed a ring of spys operating in Ireland under orders of the British Government.This 
known espionage activity was exposed through socialist political write ups that the public otherwise 
would never have read about and was leaked out in the left wing British political press.

In short the socialist investigated what is now termed as “Gardagate” and in the process exposed a 
cover up by Albert smiths newspaper the Irish Independent of Simon O Brien being a former British 
police officer as chairman of GSOC and his alleged involvement of being part of an alleged MI6 sting 
operation to “grab” Irish state intelligence held by GSOC.Like Dedman the socialist has always 
maintained that it was possible the British Government transferred OBrien to Ireland.

The court case is databased and more information can be found about Albert Smith as an alleged MI6 
dogsbody on the net type Albert Smith MI6 below site is evidence that the journalist worked as a sub 
editor on the Irish Independent see site below:

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

http://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/people-put-their-lives-on-the-line-for-the-
indo-and-this-is-what-they-get-1.2891166

Various internet allegations can be found that indicate that Albert Smith worked on Andrew Dedmans 
generated data bases over a period of many years and that some of the data based files(The Dedman 
Files) were allegedly transfered secretly by Dedman himself to amongst other the Store street Garda 
station (against human rights treaties) as these files were held secretly in Ireland by “black” cops.

One article indicates the area where Smith lives (Shop river County Wicklow) was data based by 
Dedman back in 2002 and that Dedmans own pirated and stolen supplied data (block data,many 
thousands of types of files passed between bent cops without authorisation) was used by the “patsys” in
the Dublin/Wicklow area were Smith lives to help pay the bills.The Gardaí themselves were quite 



happy to allow the local “patsys” to spy on person suspected of travelling in and around the Dublin 
Mountains on their behalf and spy is the right usage of word hear,the “patsys” were rewarded for their 
loyalty in pieces of land,discounts,wavers etc obtaining state housing and buildings at cheap rates of 
purchase,false ids,credit crunching etc etc.

Left wingers,taxexiles,criminals,suspected IRA members etc who have over the years either fled the 
UK to live in Ireland for political reasons or set themselves up in business in Ireland where all targeted 
and followed on behalf of the Britsh and Amercian Intelligence service by “patsys” and bent cops and 
criminals.

Both the socialist and Journalist Albert Smith where born in the U.k and so the chances of both these 
individuals who where technically British,being involved in an alleged false weapons incident together 
in a remote part of the Republic of Ireland on the top of a mountain isn’t a very likely 
prospect,especially as the alleged incident happened on farmers private property were the socialist had 
permission to travel from the local farmers (not roads or footpaths).

The unnamed socialist always maintained he was never involved in any weapons incident or that he 
was even present in the area when such an alleged incident occurred.Apparently in other articles found 
online the socialist claimed he swore in affadavits in court stating he was not present at the alleged 
incident,It is therefore logical to presume that circumstancially from an espionage angle their is enough
online evidence and information to explain an invented incident/counter espionage tactic was used to 
illegally convict and punish the socialist writer for producing evidence that exposed amongst other 
Simon O Brien chairman of GSOC as a potential MI6 operative and a former British police officer in 
the left wing press,this apparent inventory of Albert Smith should by now be setting off political 
firealarms amongst the International left wing.

The publications of the socialist are still found on the internet and these articles indicate very clearly 
that even before Smiths allegations were mad through complaint process an article written by the 
Socialist exposed Simon OBrien the chairman of GSOC in the British left wing press as a former 
British police officer, whilst on the other hand Smiths newspaper at the same time the socialist articles 
were published on Simon OBrien being a former police officer, ran a cover up and didn’t publish or 
indicate Simon O Brien was a former British police officer .

The Irish Independent news paper that Albert Smith worked for didnt print this evidence until much 
later on after Simon O Brien resigned from his job after different allegations were put to SimonO 
Brien,

So ask your selves as the readers of this article do you really believe that this socialist writer who 
exposed a cover up in Smiths own newspaper the Irish Independent just happens all of a sudden to 
appear before Smith on top of a mountain after exposing his paper running cover ups and then for no 
apparent reason threatens Smith with a weapon,when the socialist doesn’t even know this chap? it 
sounds oh so bizare and mathematically inconceivable.The court affadavits even state the socialist 
wasn’t even in the area when the incident took place and he doesn’t know Smith as a person or even 
has held a conversation with the man in his entire life.

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/simon-o-brien-to-quit-as-chair-of-gsoc-to-take-up-role-
in-uk-1.2057839



Simon OBrien later left his job as chairman of GSOC after internal allegations that he was an MI6 
operative used to export GSOC files back to MI5 on mass after espionage activity was suspected at 
GSOC headquaters.It was the socialists published articles that exposed MI5 knowledge of the IPCC 
and Simon Obrien obtaining a military based security contract for verimus security to work in 
screening Irish Government buildings, in a left wing political party news column that really set the rat 
amongst the greys.

One of the many articles produced by the socialist explained that the security company sent to Ireland 
by the IPCC (Verimus) was an MI5 connected company who uses staff from the same British Army 
regiment that killed Jean De-Menezes, whos death irionically was investigated by the IPCC 
themselves.The IPCC,MI5 and Simon Obrien collectively obtained the military contract together that 
got Verimus the work to look for bugs in Simon O Briens Irish offices where he was chairmen of 
GSOC all a bit to cosey?

It was leaked out in the Irish Independent that MI6 were involved in looking for bugs in O Briens 
office however the Independent only talked in half truths and when it came to the delivery it failed,it 
failed to name at the same time that verimus scanning equipment being used in Simon O Brien office 
was being used to protect a former British police officer,If it wasn’t for the press leaks in other papers 
and other sources the public would never have known that verimus where operating in Ireland onbehalf
of MI6 and their operatives,the leak outs gave the security services in UK and America the power to 
confiscate internally all the GSOC records that MI5 now have because essentially there own operatives 
where under threat,all though Simon o Brien always stated he never fealt threatned,but he would 
wouldn’t he,so essentially without the press leak outs no confiscation of records by the Americans and 
British would have been obtainable.The files stolen or sequestrated due to security breaches about 
Gerry Adams Sinn Fein leader having secret meetings with drug convicted dealer Kieran Boylan would
never have been officially found by MI6 and MI5, allegations that Gerry Adams secret meetings have 
been going on for years is no news however this article is evidence that its a club where the spoils get 
divided and if you expose espionage publically you can pay a heavy price when publically you force 
secret agendas into the press.

http://www.thejournal.ie/gerry-adams-kieran-boylan-gsoc-1324202-Feb2014/

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4175688.stm

https://www.ipcc.gov.uk/news/jean-charles-de-menezes-statement

Evidence that Verimus security are part of MI5 and have worked alongside them for example the 
Olympic games contract.

http://www.verrimus-red.com/ourteam.html

the socialist was followed from Ireland to Europe where he was involved in publishing Smith was part 
of an ongoing operation into Drugs/terrorism see article here;

https://gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com/

Albert Smith didn’t care about who he spied upon and the Gardai themselves where always placing and
mistaking people in different areas.Smith was stationed according to one internet web site and chosen 
by MI6 and the British Military to “plant” stories in the independent news paper he wrote an article 



about convicted fascist David Irwing,Irwing got 3 years for the books he published that were anti 
semitic also Smith appear on irwings home site promoting irwings banned books incidently no normal 
journalist would have consented to promote a fascist like Irwing and as Kieran Conways book names 
fascists it has to be published here that Conways past comments on fascists have been published :

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/24305635-southside-provisional

Kieran Conway went up against Garda Patton and sergeant Heraughty of Enniskerry Garda station 
when he represented the socialist in Bray court.Another Garda involved in these areas was Garda 
Cullen formely Stepaside now Dundrum Garda Station,he should have blown the whistle on Heraughty
and Patton a pair of right wing state protected spies that work for the American and British Intelligence 
service.The Garda station at Enniskerry has American police force uniform patches in the window the 
entire Enniskerry village is a MI6/CIA state protected right wing fascist safe haven,you cant publish 
sites on an Enniskerry Google entry, the powers that be remove any site placed on Google that lands on
Enniskerry,try it for yourselves, and yes they follow your signalex back to where you live so do it 
somewhere else! If you type Enniskerry Nazi at Google prompt you find a worrying amount of right 
wing neo fascist sites all connected to this tiny little village in the countryside of Ireland.
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Moayyad AL KAMALI personal appointments - Companies House

find-and-update.company-information.service.gov.uk › officers › appoint...
Moayyad AL KAMALI ... Role Active: Director. Appointed on: 19 June 2014. Nationality: Irish. 
Country of residence: Ireland. Occupation: Medical Doctor ...

Moayyad Kamali University College Dublin | UCD - ResearchGate

www.researchgate.net › profile › Moayyad-Kamali
Moayyad KAMALI | Cited by 1274 | of University College Dublin, Dublin (UCD) | Read ... Resumen 
El propósito de este estudio era identificar los rasgos de la ...

Dr moayyad al kamali by Dr Moayyad Al Kamali - Issuu

issuu.com › yandex469 › docs › dr_moayyad_al_kamali_
14 Jan 2018 · O v e r v i e w MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is a Medical Doctor from London. This 
person was born in April 1967, which was over 50 years ago.

Dr moayyad al kamali - Issuu

issuu.com › yandex469 › docs › dr_moayyad_al_kamali_....
14 Jan 2018 · Dr moayyad al kamali ... Director Appointed on 19 June 2014 Nationality Irish Country 
of residence Ireland Occupation Medical Doctor Is there ...
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WEDGEWOOD HOTEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED — 09092355 ...

youcontrol.com.ua › catalog › gb-card
Officers. (as of 21.09.2020). AL KAMALI, Majid ... AL KAMALI, Moayyad ... Occupation: Medical 
Doctor. Country of residence: Ireland ...

CIA Agent Admits Why USA Can't Have A Decent ... - Dark Politricks

www.darkpolitricks.com › 2021/05 › cia-agent-admits-why-usa-cant-have
Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a 
Government employee (agent) vetted by both the FBI and CIA (who ...

10 years later Fukushima Daiichi still melts down my heart |

www.cringely.com › 2021 › March › 26
26 Mar 2021 · Dr John March 26, 2021 at 6:27 am ... Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad 
Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a

Coin by ALBERT SMITH MI6 - Issuu

issuu.com › albertsmithmi6 › docs › coin
1 Aug 2017 · Police Officer John Heraughty Enniskerry Police Station,Wicklow Ireland 
https://enniskerry.ie/services/civicservices/garda Detective Patton ...

Hammer and stone used during Enniskerry fight - Independent.ie

www.independent.ie › Regionals › Bray People › News
26 Jan 2006 · When Enniskerry Garda Sergeant John Heraughty arrived at the scene, he called to Adele
Quinn's house at 62 Monastery Grove.

Gangland Ireland - Masyarakat | Facebook

ms-my.facebook.com › ... › Masyarakat
... cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the 
wooded areas there. Garda John Heraughty and Garda Patton h.

GERRY HUTCH | ALBERT SMITH MI6

gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com
20 Aug 2017 · ... safe houses (knocknashee cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. ... Garda John 
Heraughty and Garda Patton had the area “staked” out for ...

KIERAN CONWAY | GSOC PRESS COVER UP

kieranconwaysite.wordpress.com
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MI6 sting operation against the Irish Statutory Body GSOC – The Resignation of Chairman Simon O 
Brien a former British Police Officer.

GSOC COVER UP : MI6 GLOBAL DRUG LORDS RUN IRISH POLICE

irishblog-irelandblog.blogspot.com › 2014/02 › gsoc-cover-up-mi6-global...
15 Feb 2014 · Ed Moloney & Bob Mitchell with a piece throwing light on the nature of British Irish 
relations after the war crimes of Bloody Sunday. It ...

GSOC GARDA SCANDAL DRUGS & MI6 BOSSES - Irish Blog

irishblog-irelandblog.blogspot.com › 2014/02 › gsoc-garda-scandal-drugs-...
16 Feb 2014 · The Garda Siochana Ombudsman Commission (GSOC) organised a ... also accusing the 
Fine Gael/Labour coalition of trying to cover up the story.

FreeMartinCorey (@FreeMarianPrice) | Twitter

twitter.com › freemarianprice
BRITAIN'S COVER UP OF IRISH HOLOCAUST ... GSOC COVER UP : MI6 GLOBAL DRUG 
LORDS RUN IRISH POLICE http://brev.is/NXj7 pic.twitter.com/WVs1R812Vi.
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WIKILEAKS REPORT FILED UNDER julian assange wuhanworldvatz.webador.com
Albert Smith is most certianly antisemitic.
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Hammer and stone used during Enniskerry 
fight

•

AN Enniskerry man who assaulted his sister's neighbour has been fined ?450 and bound to the peace 
for two years, following his appearance at Bray District Court.

32-year-old unemployed single man, Paul Quinn, of Naomh Ciaran, Enniskerry, was convicted of 
assault, criminal damage and public order offences arising out of an incident at the Monastery Grove 
estate, last summer.

The defendant had pleaded guilty to breaching the peace and being drunk in public at 22 Monastery 
Grove, Enniskerry, on July 17 last.

But he had denied breaking Patrick Jackson's window or assaulting him.

The court heard that Patrick Jackson was a neighbour and friend of the defendant's sister Adele Quinn, 
but Paul Quinn wanted to prevent the two from socialising together as Adele has a drink problem.

Jackson said he had called to Adele's house that morning, where the defendant, who was drunk at the 
time, had shouted abuse at him and followed him out of the house, but had fallen.

Jackson returned to his own home, but was followed by Quinn and a second man.

Both pushed their way into Mr Jackson's hallway, where they started fighting with Jackson and his son.

After being ejected from the house, the pair returned again. Quinn's accomplice had a hammer with 
him which he used to break glass panels in the door.

Quinn was 'strutting around like a bantam cock' and threw a stone at the window, cracking it, added Mr 
Jackson.

When Enniskerry Garda Sergeant John Heraughty arrived at the scene, he called to Adele Quinn's 
house at 62 Monastery Grove.

When he knocked on the door Adele let him in. Paul Quinn ran across the garden in a drunken state, 
screaming abuse and telling the Guard to keep out of it.

Quinn admitted that he was very drunk at the time and said he only 'vaguely' remembered the events.

Denying the charge of assault, he said he was 'too drunk to fight, let alone stand.' He admitted giving 
Jackson 'a lot of abuse' but didn't remember threatening him.

'The fact of the matter is, Mr Quinn advanced on Mr Jackson's house with someone with a hammer 
who then tried to batter down the front door of the house,' said Judge Connellan, convicting Quinn of 



assault in spite of solicitor Joe Maguire's request for a direction in light of the fact that Jackson had 
given no evidence that he was physically assaulted by Quinn.

Quinn was fined ?250 for criminal damage, bound to the peace for two years for the assault on Mr 
Jackson and fined a total of ?200 for breaching the peace and being drunk in public.

Fake Journalist Udo Ulfkotte Makes A Comeback as Putin ...

www.dialoginternational.com › dialog_international › 2015/01 › fake-jour...
31 Jan 2015 · Suspected mi6 agent Albert Smith (NUJ life member) also worked in the Irish 
Independent tried to steal 

Gangland Ireland - Komunitatea | Facebook

eu-es.facebook.com › ... › Komunitatea
Featured ALBERT SMITH MI6 This is the post excerpt. Albert Smith was assigned to search the 
wooded area of one of his many safe houses

Wikifreaks World Vision - Issuu

issuu.com › wikifreaks › docs › independent
20 Jan 2021 · Antisemitic Publisher Albert Smith Parpoint Media Services Antisemitic former Irish 
Independent Newspaper Sub-Editor Albert Smith. (Photo) .

GERRY HUTCH | ALBERT SMITH MI6

gerryhutchblog.wordpress.com
20 Aug 2017 · Smith according to internet sources worked for British intelligence placing stories into 
the Irish independent newspaper,he was exposed as a ...

KIERAN CONWAY | GSOC PRESS COVER UP

kieranconwaysite.wordpress.com
Albert Smith is a known and published far right wing fascist (his previous newspaper articles and 
promotional work as a sub-editor of the Irish independent ...
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Dark Politricks - Support for Wikiwand Website & Extensions

wikiwand.uservoice.com › forums › suggestions › 18656623-dark-politricks
Nairaland Forum / Albert Smith Irish Independent Newspaper - Named ... IRA MEMBER IRELAND-
MI6 AGENT ALBERT SMITH (FORMER IRISH INDEPENDENT ...

10 years later Fukushima Daiichi still melts down my heart |

www.cringely.com › 2021 › March › 26
26 Mar 2021 · ALBERT SMITH IRISH INDEPENDENT May 27, 2021 at 8:47 am. Albert Smith MI6 
May 24, 2020 At 7:42 pm. Former Irish Independent Sub-editor Albert ..

'People put their lives on the line for the Indo and this is what they get'

www.irishtimes.com › business › media-and-marketing › people-put-their-l...
3 Dec 2016 · Albert Smith (64): former sub-editor and assistant editor at Irish Independent; deferred 
pensioner who took early retirement in 2007 after .

[PDF] Irish Independent NUJ complaint open letter. - WordPress.com

socialistpartygreatbritain2017.files.wordpress.com › 2017/03 › 5.pdf
5 Mar 2017 · According to press and internet sources Author David Irwing recieved a three year 
sentence for anti- semitic offences.Albert Smith Irish ...

'Fat' Freddie Thompson riding shotgun for this kid - Gangland Ireland

ganglandireland.blogspot.com › 2009/11 › fat-freddie-thompson-riding-sh...
13 Nov 2009 · MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is a Medical Doctor from London. This person was born
in April 1967. MR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI is Irish and resident in ...
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GARDEN VIEW HOTEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED - Free Company ...

www.companieslist.co.uk › ... › Shepherd's Bush Green - W12 8
MAJID AL KAMALI (current) Director, HOTELIER, 2014.06.19 32 WOODSTOCK GROVE , 
LONDON W12 8LE. MOAYYAD AL KAMALI (current) Director, MEDICAL DOCTOR, 2014.06.

Dr Moayyad Kamali - Irish Health Pro

www.irishhealthpro.com › content › authors › list
Dr Moayyad Kamali. Consultant Psychiatrist, Newcastle Hospital, Co Wicklow. Latest Content: Search
all. Below listings show all content by Dr Moayyad Kamali ...
Missing: al | Must include:al

Potential Whistleblower Named But Not Proven - Independent Sentinel

www.independentsentinel.com › potential-whistleblower-named-but-not-pr...
31 Oct 2019 · The email was titled “(5/10/17 Email, Ciaramella to Kelly et al.) ... Dr Moayyad Al 
kamali AKA the “Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the ...

Wikifreaks, Pt. 1 “Eat.Pray.Leak” | The Psychedelic Dungeon

psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com › 2010/09/02 › wikifreaks-pt-1-eat-pr...
2 Sept 2010 · WIKIFREAKS – DR MOAYYAD AL KAMALI Dr Moayyad Al kamali AKA the 
“Tripoli Bad Grass” is known to the Russian federation as a Government employee ( ...

Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses (knocknashee 
cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the wooded 
areas there.  Garda John Heraughty  and Garda Patton had the area “staked”  out for hidden drugs 
brought at night time from Glencullen VIA Dublin.The knackers at pairc na sillogue  jumped into the 
woods late at night and distributed the drugs in Bray town.Web sites about Albert smith can be found at
Yahoo search and Google…Albert Smith MI6…          Picture above Fat “FreDDie” Thompson.

Philip O Toole was dealt with a wound from a shotgun in 2011 in the car park of  pairc na sillogue,he 
was later found  a Dedman in Wicklow woods in 2013,nobody has ever been charged with his 
murder.O Tooles death was attributed to large amounts of Heroin allegedly buried in the woods behind 
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Albert Smiths cottage.Albert Smith was involved in anti terrorist operations involving alleged IRA 
members who  used “old Bayford style caravns” parked in local lanes in the area owned by the family 
of the Careys.Internet sites claim that a local IRA member “Thacker” was involved in controlling the 
wooded area, a feud between the British agent Smith and Thacker was evident  though not violent, but 
there was a deep dislike of  Smith as a known British agent born in England.The IRA units from Bray 
and other areas where given orders not to harm Albert Smith,for whatever reasons, which isn’t unusual 
as Ireland itself has a protected tout on every corner.Smith according to internet sources worked for 
British intelligence placing stories into the Irish independent newspaper,he was exposed as a spy that 
regulary gave evidence to the Gardaí (God bless ya yer little bollox) and worked as a sub editor for the 
newspaper.The claims are that the British Intelligence service were involved in importing Heroin from 
U.K and then used the “little” fellas to store it and distribute the powder.This rings true as Kieran 
Boylan was involved in bringing in heroin from wales -nothing gets over Holyhead without the secret 
service involved!!!

https://mi5andrewdedman.wordpress.com/

Andrew Dedman left The British Army and joined the British Police,it is believed he was transferred 
because mathematically the badge number he was allocated to use as a police officer,(every police 
officer has there own badge or identitiy number on the “force”) was 1001 ! the emphasis here is the 
actuall mathematical chances of owning this badge number in the British Police are practically ZERO 
its a computation that runs into many hundreds of thousands,as there are many hundreds of thousands 
of police officers so we believe it was a badge number on “Stand by”. As we all know 1001 is a British 
expression or para phrase only in this particular persons instance its a thousand and one misuses as 
opposed to uses.Andrew Dedman by name and nature was not a regular police officer.The name itself 
is an anagram of …and your a deadman…A typically sinister calling card left on police files,court 
paperwork etc researches who quite often browse through British Intelligence files and Police 
Intelligence files would ” lock” onto the “codeing” of coming across a name of DEATH 1001.Because 
of his initial location a town known as Hertford,Hertfordshire where he worked as a mere detective 
constable it is thought that he was part of a undercover military unit within the police or even a secret 
police officer,that is a police officer who has different roles,his expertise and British Army knowledge 
would have made him prime time for the job,still being able to work with the British Army itself.This is
because 20-30 years ago Hertford was the quintessential mi5 village situauted far enough outside of 
Londons capital served with two railway stations(not many towns in UK have two railway stations!)the
British railway station from Hertford actually takes trains right inside of the tube station underground!!!
Moorgate station to be prescise so this made security arrangements for MI5 workers less hassle to get 
around.Hertford itself is a rabbit warren a complete Maze, it had one of only three types of emergency 



nuclear underground base stations this can be found on google by typing         
http://www.urbexdevil.co.uk/srhq-4-2-regional-government-bunker/ the Town has hundreds of inter 
connected footpaths,there everywhere,canals,rivers,viaducts,lakes,wooded areas nearby now 
abandoned air strip…the list goes on and on just look at google maps and everything within 5 miles 
radious of Hertford itself on the map and twenty years ago the place was a lot more quite and the police
where right good chaps.Andrew Dedman for his sins was a nasty right winger who  tampered and 
experimented with systems and law probably the type that was very much aware of people like Oswald 
Moseley infact Dedman looks remarkably similar to this man.He was a brutually cold police officer 
across between a ferret and British Army stiff upper lip type although the kind of skinny/medium type 
build chap that you would find camping somewhere in the middle of  the Brecon Beacons eating 
worms and rumours surfacing on the net indicate he left the police and was found by mossaud agents 
living in Turkey they apparently got real personal by naming him a man with American armed force 
tattoos on his left arm on an alleged IDF site in Israel.Dedman probably is part of a sinister network of 
espionage/crime/drugs as Turkey is not the sort of place a person would willingly live in being British 
Born no offence to the Turkish people here but it isn’t many folks ideal port of call,hes either hiding 
there or working or both and probably for both sides at the same time if  you know what I 
mean….Dedman tampered with the British Police  force PNC computer system leaving a trail of 
disinformation behind him the extent of which will probably remain another mi5 well kept secret,these 
types of police officers have been involved in creating DATA BANKS which are not only used by 
police but Diplomats and British Intelligence which is part of creating the capitalist infrastructure of 
Britain itself all information is a tradeable  commodity and at some point ends up in the Kremlin or 
Washington.Some folk say that the only thing that’s secret about mi5 is where they live and how much 
money they earn each year everything else goes through the back door in one form or another…sorry 
chaps but that’s the word…Dedman was involved in programming prisoners and the British mafia and 
Dedman itself is more a ring of pirates or network of people including criminals that help maintain 
protection within Britain.
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https://anniemachonusingorintelligences.wordpress.com/

Andrew Dedman arrested,detained and charged civilians that were left wing and known to Class War 
and other organisations.David Shayler claims in the above article that he was placed as an overseer of 
class war.The files that where available to Dedman on suspects he later charged came from Shaylers 
intelligence gathering (The Dedman Files).
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MI5|ANDREW DEDMAN MI5

https://andrewdedmanmi5.wordpress.com/

051e897

PC Darren Brockwell pictured above was located some time ago at Snow Hill Police station,he was 
selected to become a “Special” police officer at Snow Hill,although the term “Special” is very much 
open to interpretation an inference can be drawn from this terminology,there are classified MI5 files 
held upon him that have been “Leaked” and for this reason the publishers of this article disclaim that 
they are not involved in obtaining MI5 information,It is rumoured that the Russian Government used 
agents to collect or trade information,information gathered or produced upon this page is part of “The 
Dedman Files”.These files where obtained as a result of Mossad obtaining information on  far right 
wing police officers in Britain one of whom was forced to leave the City of London Police Force for 
reasons that have yet to be classified or declassified or released.Darren is not an ordinary police officer,
regular Police officers that work at Snow Hill are kept on Secondary MI5 Data Bases that require less 
security clearance to open up however they are still classified as MI5 Stock.The area in which Darren 
operates includes the Barbican Centre where Knighted persons work and attend the Barbican 
Complex.Security in the City of London where Darren worked is very high level and all Police and 
Military radio communications are constantly monitored by MI5 Departments for Security 
Reasons.Darren came from the Banking Industry and was involved in Security work within the 
Banks.The above picture of Darren Brockwell is freely available on google images and has been 
confirmed as the same police officer that Mossad has upon its own data bases.Andrew Dedman (MI5) 
data bases and files included a link up/extention into Darren Brockwell as they both served in the same 
force City of London Police.Dedman was transferred at around 2003 to an intelligence gathering unit 
based somewhere in the Wood Street area and was known to Inspector Burgeois through different 
forms of protocol Darren Brockwell was also linked to Inspector Burgeois site indexes and other MI5 
data based material.Darren apparently according to MI5 files received a medal form the Queens of 
England and was placed on MI5 files with this information.It also states that he was approached by 
MI5 to start a Gay rights group up in the City of London Police code named CHORUS.If Dedman 
hadn’t of been “clipped” by Mossad then Darrens indexes wouldn’t have turned up on Israel 
Intelligence files.Information upon left wingers obtained by Daren Brockwell was transferred to other 
European countries perhaps illegally however was then held by European forces despite the persons 



concerned not having criminal records in Europe where they where based, the information was then 
leaked and the information then became a risk to the persons life,in other words the persons life was 
put at risk because of leaking of information obtained by Dedman and his internal indexes – hence The 
Dedman Files.The information in Europe that was left by the City of London Police ended up in both 
Russia and Europe giving people passports back into British Intelligence itself…I don’t want to have to
say this but that’s why bent cops have a thousand and one misuses…..

Net articles…..The Dedman Files…….Andrew Dedman MI5…
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https://andrewdedmanmi5.wordpress.com/author/andrewdedmanmi5/

MI5

January 4, 2017

Andrew Dedman former Hertford police CID unit 2002 circa was transferred to the City of London 
Police believed officially as the Fraud Division, however alleged connected to MI5 unit that specialised
in foreign based political crime work with emphasis on specialist work.The allegations are that as an 
alleged police officer whilst working in Hertford police station Andrew Dedman for what ever,yet to be
confirmed and established,altered and tampered with data held upon police computer systems and 
therefore officially under The Computer Misuse Act 1990 acted illegally.Dedman originally a 
specialised British Army operative serving in South America in countries notoriously known for 
Cocaine production Belize left the Army to join British Police,the following questions are left hanging 
was he ordered out of the Army into police or did he simply make that decision himself.The answer 
perhaps can be found in his badge number which is unique to each individual Police Officer in the 
force…..in Dedmans case it was 1001,a typically British saying  of a 1001 uses,or in Dedmans case a 
1001 misuses.His name is sick…with his “MO” and your a deadman anagram of Andrew Dedman.The 
Israeli intelligence service Mossad located his tattoo on his left arm an American Eagle and his Turkish 
Villas.Dedman left the police and was apparently found in Turkey.
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https://gaire461.wordpress.com/

More info? at google type…..Andrew Dedman MI5……..

garda-siochana-logo-crestGARDA MC CLUSKY  (Harcourt Terrorist/you know the score street)  
TELLS IT HALL.

Yes folks for a few bags of skag (imported by the CIA and British Intelligence Services/British mafia) 
you to can bring down the Dail Eireann or control it,dont swallow the S**T in the Sunday Tabloids no 
drugs get into Ireland without a badge being flashed…..The entire Irish system is owned and controlled
by forces from beyond! and  every corner of Ireland has a “Pikey” Bushwacker posted on it.

read more……….https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com

How Andrew Dedman MI5 came over to Ireland in around 2000 with more than a few bags of skag and
bought it all up…Ask yourself why Gerry Adams had meetings with convicted drug dealer Kieran 
Boylan,Boylan did a deal with his MI5/Mi6 handlers..NOBODY smuggles “Gear” over Holyhead 
without having Badges flashed,his sikileaks led to Simon O Brien of the Garda Siochana Ombudsman 
Commission being exposed as a British MI6 officer who later resigned after various allegations.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://mi5reference3028.wordpress.com/

https://issuu.com/andrewdedmanmi5/docs/kieran_conway_solicitors

---------------------------------------------------------------------

http://www.darkpolitricks.com/2020/02/am-i-going-down-google-plug-of.html#gsc.tab=0



34 comments:

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:25

    coronavirus linked to Andrew Dedman MI5

    Reply

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:30

    ANDREW DEDMAN MI5>>>>>Well I dont eat Pork and like jews hell maybe....but really if you 
want to offer free lineage well use u2 !! I luv Muslims aswell you guys are missing the point if you 
type Andrew Dedman MI5 at uk google you can see for yourself .....!!!!!!!plugholes secret service 
helicopters the lot just try it for yourself and dont be suprised if theres a van parked outside your home 
after you downloaded.....

    Reply

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 13:35

    Andrew Dedman MI5 at Google uk the plughole of all!!!! pluged kidz,crooks judges ,solicitors other 
cops

    Reply

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 15:23

    Ok God created the universe,if you dont believe that then ask a scientist about DNA,DNA is the 
most supernatural forming element/structure/compound EVER!!!!!! dont argue with scientists they 
have written books upon this subject dont bother like forget it UNO one back off dumb ass!!!!!! DNA 
is not in any way at all a natural substance also if you have at least one brain cell or even three between
you all you will know if you study books and synopsis on DNA it has been engineered.Computers have
been used super computer like the ones that design space craft and weapons systems to prove that dna 
can only have been DESIGNED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! no real forget it!!!!!!!!!! and DR Moayadd al Kamali is a 
right wing neo fascist that worked in the Irish Pyschiatry proffession who british inteligence will tell 
you has or had millions of secret service dollars hidden in many false bank accounts (exposed in the 
Dedman Files David Shayler)...now back to the article,the super computers that found DR Kamalis flea
shit in his poxy false bank accounts where used to provide evidence about DNA really you only have 



about 4 brain cells collectively these entitys are connected and can rip a persons mind to pieces in 
miliseconds then transmit the camel dung all over the solar system...ooops….a bit like scabies and wifi 
get ity??? it transmits the cubans used to call it the big beam….now learn….some clever entity really 
has created covid19 the corona virus .Andrew Dedman MI5 at Google uk was an engineer get it yet 
.you have messed with US and now your dedmen!!! is it a joke NO!! its part of an order and you folks 
arent listening .COVID19 is also an anagram and theres a big tip off its an eternal triangle babe 
OOOOOOOHHHH LINDA LOVELACE!!!!! see how code breaking works????? the virus was 
engineered whether your collective brains believes it was a super,ALLAH,or alienoid wizz kid in a bat 
cave makes no odds thats cos you are collectively so stupid (well not all of you just most0…...the 
proteingenes in COVID19 are infact similar to Hiv!!!!!!!!!!!! yes and that is were the dna bit comes 
into it its engineered and the clever entitiy that engineered the dna may also have the vaxine - so you 
engineer the virus create the vaxine and bingo release it then woooo bio terrorism pay up or your 
economy goes boom boom eh KIM how you doin over there in Korea????...its up to you take it or 
leave it yer Allah dedmen if you dont expose these neo new world order fascists...every other person 
next to you will turn into a beast for money or power really its not even about religion its about nonces 
and fascists that follow orders...thats it …..the uk is a neo fascist nanny police state...thats it take or 
leave it and the virus has proven it….health ministers that wont pass laws to stop persons working with 
the virus and then saying they will be back in work to infect others when there symptoms stop...its 
written in religion these people will appear before you…..I AM GOD IAM SHAYLER IAM A 
DEDMAN IAM THERFORE YOU ARE DEDMEN

    Reply

    Anonymous27 March 2020 at 15:26

    ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 AND THE 1001 HIT MEN.

    Julian assange was to put it midly a funked,fruited up,drug dealer do you honestly believe all that 
power to the people plop?? yeah it was true but what about his motives...he got his leaks off some bent 
CIA officer thats all his best mate craig murray got him put away - how did craig get into the us to get 
the emails that brought down clinton when he was on a top cia hit list?….get real he was banned from 
the us craig murray used kgb/mi6 double agents to get into the states the emails came from a bent cia 
officer and craig panzy putter passed them onto russia ,great britain cnn the lot aswell as wikileaks 
wikifolk asked craig directly on his own site to tell how he got into the usa he never replied hes another
plop agent.

    Listen its just about an order some wikifolk call it a new world order other the order,it stems back to 
jesus christ and ponchos palm pilot two tabs….a 1001 romes...the sicilian mafia JFK,the MOB the 
CIA .KGB they have been and always will be interconnected they wear each others badges and get to 
decide whos next and what goes where thats all – the mafia/mob gangland uk the lot there just part of 
the same order ...listen in the IRA /UDA war Gerry Adams could have been shot through the head by a 



British army sniper or the sas at any time but he had 1001 misuses forget it their nonces and plumb 
holes.They have just pricked leading members of the british government and monarchy to show you all
how powerfull they are as a new world order or you dumb or just stupid??? yes boris johnston british 
prime minister has been hit hes a jew what do you expect they are against jews they are neo fascists.

    Reply

    Anonymous28 March 2020 at 03:12

    Heres evidence that COVID19 really is a biological weapon decide for yourselves (LondonCT 
Publishing.)

    Washington:

    American lawyer Larry Klayman has filed a USD 20 trillion lawsuit against China for the creation 
and the release of the novel coronavirus that has infected more than 334,000 people globally.

    Larry Klayman, his advocacy group Freedom Watch and Buzz Photos, a Texas company, filed the 
lawsuit in the US District Court for the Northern District of Texas, alleging that the novel coronavirus 
was "designed by China to be a biological weapon of war", and that whether or not the country 
intended to release it, China violated "US law, international laws, treaties, and norms."

    "Because China has agreed by treaty to outlaw such weapons, these actions cannot be official 
governmental actions of the People''s Republic of China and are not subject to any possible claim of 
legal immunity from suit," the lawsuit said, as cited by Law and Crime.

    It went on to allege that the purpose of maintaining the virus within the laboratory was to use it to 
"kill US citizens and other persons and entities in nations perceived to be an enemy of China."

    The virus, which first originated in the Chinese city of Wuhan, has spread 189 countries or 
territories, infected more than 334,000 people and killed over 14,500, as per the latest data available on 
the World Health Organisation website.

    "COVID-19 is an extremely dangerous disease because it has an extremely aggressive nature, was 
designed to mutate from person to person, spreads very quickly and easily, no vaccine exists yet on 
account of it being a new disease, the means of transmission are not fully known with certainty, and 



treatments are only just being worked out, and the disease appears to be about ten times as deadly as 
the flu," the lawsuit read.

    It said that the lawsuit was designed by China such as to be an effective and catastrophic biological 
warfare weapon to kill mass populations.

    15 Comments

    China

    Coronavirus Outbreak

    Get Breaking News and Latest Updates from India and around the world on

    Watch Live News:

    nd-india

    Follow Us:

    your daily newsletter

    Trending

    UP Government Arranges 1,000 Buses For Stranded Migrant Workers

    Trolled, Minister Deletes Tweet Watching Ramayan, Posts New Photo

    149 New Cases In 24 Hours, COVID-19 Count Crosses 800-Mark: 10 Points

    Reply

    Dark Politricks1 April 2020 at 13:52

    I think you totally missing the point of the article its not about COVID19 or MI5 Agents or even 
Julian Assange its about free speech blogs like mine - a little blog like mine - being on a list of websites
to ban by Google, Facebook and many others just because some US Professor deems the sites too 
dangerous to read - your little itsy bitsy minds cannot handle thinking for yourself, don't worry though I
will have a COVID19 conspiracy article up soon. Just getting more and more pissed off with the UK 
enacting laws lasting 2.5 years to combat something the Chinese miraculously cured in Wuhan within 
months. Maybe the 21 million Chinese Mobile Users is a sign that the death rates were drastically 
under reported but then China has bought loads of Western companies as their stocks fell in the global 
economic crisis causes by COVID19 and its a Police States wet dream to have a virus to use as an 



excuse to patrol streets fining people, not letting them out of their houses, detention for unspecified 
lengths of time, plus forced medication, and if the Hospital treats you wrong and you die alone with no 
family to see before your painful death you are cremated even if it goes against your families religious 
wishes and you can no longer sue the hospital for medical negligence. Plus it now only takes 1 person 
to sign a form and you can be indefinitely held in isolation or forced to have meds injected into you. I 
do find it funny that some Texas law firm is trying to sue China for $40billion, the Chinese won't pay, 
they have a new booming economy making respirators and protective suits to export to the west where 
we are all under stocked.

    Reply

    Replies

        Dark Politricks8 April 2020 at 16:38

        That should have said Texas is suing China for $40 TRILLION!!! I'd like to see China paying that 
back before maybe asking for the debt they hold in US Treasuries first to devalue the dollar to dirt and 
pay them back in what will be cents.

        Anonymous6 June 2020 at 12:06

        WE LUV your blog sooooo much we live here!!! they banned US from everywhere!!!!

        Reply

    Anonymous1 April 2020 at 16:39

    Yeah Your kinda right ...but listen....your not missing the point Im just explaining something people 
like me are being PROHIBITED from telling the truth without YOU we cant say anything....you think 
this is a hoax forget it !!!! THIS IS FREEDOM OF SPEECH...what do you think is really going on in 
the world right now!! I will tell you straight Russia,China,North Korea amongst others can replicate 
British Money is that sinking in yet?? ,they bought test equipment for bank notes about a decade or so 
ago ....you know what reverse military engineering id right?? No??...let us explain its when the chinese 
get say an American military vehicle and replicate it look at Irans drones...now money is the same thing
British money is being made in the Billions by Russia and China where have you alll been??? its 
dumped in Italian banks and then destroyed the accounts are Government/mafia account they wont 
touch the euro at the moment they use the momey by transferring ii to new york tokyo ,and china make 
money with it and then level the accounts...this virus is not what you think its being used as a cover or a
blanket the west has been sunk without a trace...ask anyone in russia they will tell you making British 
money is chils play not even that the russians are making nuclear engines its flea crap to them chils 
play....yeah your right the article isnt about covid 19 but it is aswell as covid 19 IS A BIOLOGICAL 
WEAPON figure it your smart.....they grow it in labs....its ok you publishing what you do and guess 
what you didnt shred the wordage above HELL AINT THAT FREEDOM OF SPEECH!!!!!!!!!! but 



dude(s) you gotta get real the Italians have been taking this money made by the Russians they dont 
circulate it they destroy it they are the most corrupt people on the plabnet there government regularly 
use military helicopters and planes to take coke and heroin into italy its real!!! so get real Jullian 
assange diares went on sale and in an auction 1 alone fetched some ridiculuos amount go google it for 
your selves!!! how many did he sell privately get real WIKILEAKS has made BILIIONs for other 
Governments and drug cartels...I agree with what your saying here about the need for freedom of 
speech and yes the CIA can kill anyone anywhere but dudes believe COVID! is the biggest problem 
EVER for Governments and yet at the same time the NEW WORLD ORDER has its own views...who 
ever runs this site do you not think you are blessed not living in another world where they would stop 
your blog??? why dont thousand of people write on your blogs WAKE UP DUDES if I cxan anyone 
can and what isi that is being said this aint about my person this is about the WESt FALLING 
APART.In the uK the lies money laundery.misjustice corruption is beyond belief millions of people 
over a third of the population are paid up espionage agents..thats it they are slowly being displaced by 
other intelligence service agents ..........they cant go on lieing on how there bills are paid and what they 
are doing this isnt paranoia its real there are millions of right wing neo fascists in the UK being paid 
billions for mainiting THE ORDER that it1!! simple as...

    Reply

    Replies

        Dark Politricks6 April 2020 at 16:04

        Just to let you know I've had multiple versions of this blog deleted before, hosting companies 
scared off when decease and desist orders from US Army, Navy, Airforce + dozens more wanted me to 
take down an article about Russia's anti US Aircraft carrier missiles the US cannot defend against, the 
US actually asked to buy them and Russia said no and then sold them to China. The hosting manager 
was almost sweating red and closing windows as if he thought Mossad hit teams would swing through 
windows at any moment, so feel free to print what you think WikiLeaks won't but just don't think Julian
is "in on it" in any way, as I wouldn't like to spend 5 years in a tiny embassy as small as a 1 bedroom 
flat and let alone 5 mins in Belmash High Security Prison. Why is is in there. Do they think an 
armoured squad of prison breakers are going to rescue him from a rigged trial that is going to see him 
spend the rest of his life behind US bars. Remember when Trump was calling out on stage for Assange 
to release more dirt on Killary, why doesn't he let him off all the charges that prob helped many people 
not vote Hillary. The Pedo Podesta emails certainly didn't help either but was made into a conspiracy 
despite FBI Pedo Pizza Slang being used constantly throughout the emails something no-one apart 
from those willing to get booted off YouTube were. Portugal Police even have photofit of a man 
looking like a Podesta bro running off with Madeleine McCann, and blood splatters found on the 
entrance to their private mansion that were for some reason not used as evidence, speech analysts 
experts in their field said the parents were lying and the majority of nonces are family members - but so
what it's just a theory. Feel free to rant. But members of the Royals like Prince Charles, the King that 
will never be, and our PM and Heath Minister have COVID19. Boris now in hospital - probably 



stealing a much under resourced ventilator off a youngster who needed it more.......shit always happens 
and someone always gets rich.

        Anonymous11 April 2020 at 11:45

        Your right its not a game and nobody wants even a shit like assange tortured and kept,however 
there is more to Julian than meets the eye,for a start hes an extremely clever chap....not stupid at all 
infact...however hes not dumb either ...if you buy a sports car for quarter of a million quids and drive 
along a road at 200mph plus then you know what your doing so to speak,and what are you at paying 
money like that on a car.Julian assange got his info from bent CIA officers ,he was hooked lined up and
sunk nobodys fault but his and nobody in the right minds leaks out any form of CIA gear NOBODY 
OK WITH THAT...Julian had hos own little sidelines go Poddle it for yourselves one of diaries went 
for about 100,000 or semething and thats hust one of them and then there is the solicitors fees....the guy
had money and new how to make money then theres all the stuff he knew about that he didnt leak out 
like not even a couple of poxy sentences...and then all the press coverage and internet space people like
us get blocked and he got frontline web sites...NOPE!!! he lost touch....

        Anonymous11 April 2020 at 11:52

        You are right the British Government and trump are beyond belief and believe I read understand 
and agree with most of wkat you are saying...thats why London CT Publishing contribute your not 
alone in these issues...but you must face facts Assange had his 1001 misuses..... I wouldn't like to spend
5 years in a tiny embassy as small as a 1 bedroom flat and let alone 5 mins in Belmash High Security 
Prison.some people amigo have spent time in prison in this country for political reasons and abroad!! 
Assange coulbnt give two sentences for those people...come on guy get real

        Reply

    Anonymous1 April 2020 at 16:44

    Apologies for using the publishing space but where here telling you what WIKILEAKS and 
everyone else wont USA WAKE UP your money is worthless!!@!!!!

    Reply

    Replies

        Anonymous6 June 2020 at 12:26

        The King that will never be eh??....wow...how about the bag on the hill,heres some wonderfull 
comments about the queens of england found on other sites and blogs;



        1. The Queen is disliked by the minority.

        2.i don't think anyone thinks badly of the queen. I believe that some people don't like the fact she 
has german descendants

        (that ones an understatement and if i could)

        3.There are currently three Queens Regnant (Queen Elizabeth II, Queen Beatrix of the 
Netherlands and Queen Margrethe II of Denmark) and four Queens Consort (Queen Sonja of Norway, 
Queen Sofia of Spain, Queen Silvia of Sweden and Queen Paola of Belgium)

        I canne give a wee bag o '"""" for yer queen GEAR.

        5. If you are referring to Queen Elizabeth -

        I've read that she is stern, strict, not the warmest personality (stick the bag on a bonfire that will 
make eire warmer!!!)

        6.im sure the queen is a good person but she doesn't deserve free GOVERNMENT money for 
being born into the right family. FUG ALL CAPITALIST STRUCTURES AND MONARCHISTS.

        7.Argh. I'm English, and I absolutely hate the Monarchy, I find it unbelievable like you that the we
have a somewhat democratically impounding monarchy, in fact the UK is one place below the USA in 
terms of democracy ratings simply because of the Royal Family (whether that means without it the UK 
would be higher, I don't know). I am embarrassed that we have a Monarchy, and hate that it seems to be
THE defining feature about England to foreign people. The benefits seem to be that we get increased 
tourism from them, but France has a very similar climate (in Paris at least) and somewhat similar 
architecture, yet gets more tourists than the UK (and it doesn't even speak the worlds widest spoken 
language, if that counts for anything!). Uhh, it pisses me off. (YES YES YES YES )

        8.This ones really puwefully worded so weve taken out on the baggy words!!



        The queen from English is a joke. It looks like you are in Disneyland watching a parade she wears 
a stupid crown and wave's her stupid hand like she is twistin a light bulb. She still think's she became 
queen by DIVINE RIGHT WHAT A F*****G MORAN THE QUEEN IS. IT TELL'S THE WORDL 
SHE IS NOT WELL EDUCATED. ALL MAMALS ON EARTH SHARE THE SAME GENES 
INCLUDING ANIMALS. SHE IS A F>artin>G MORAN. I HEARD A TAPE WHERE SHE WAS 
TALKING TO THE EVIL QUEEN MOTHER. THEY BOTH SOUND LIKE LITTLE SPOIL 
ROTTEN RICH 12 YEAR """ SPOIL FROM THE DAY THEY WERE BORN. I watch her speech 
when she become queen is so fuarting comical. WE WERE LAUGHING SO HARD SHE REALLY 
REALLY BELIEVES SHE IS CHOSEN BY GOD AND IS HER DIVINE RIGHT TO RULE ALL 
THE COMMONERS AND SHE ABOVE EVERY ELSE. STIPID ******.

        so anyway although i wouldnt trust this gut with a can of petrol id still invite the farter round to 
my bonfire!!!!

        Posted by: Mo | April 15, 2017 at 07:11 PM

        Reply

    Anonymous1 April 2020 at 17:08

    Russian Counterfeit Dollars: A Case of Early Soviet Espionage

    Arnold Krammer

    Slavic Review

    Vol. 30, No. 4 (Dec., 1971), pp. 762-773

    Published by: Cambridge University Press

    DOI: 10.2307/2493847

    https://www.jstor.org/stable/2493847

    Page Count: 12

    A former 7th Special Forces Group soldier and a West Virginia National Guard Special Forces 
soldier pleaded guilty Dec. 21 and Dec. 17, respectively, to two federal charges each of conspiracy to 
traffic cocaine, according to court documents and a release from the Justice Department.



    Former Master Sgt. Daniel Gould, 36, and Sgt. 1st Class Henry Royer, 35, had planned to smuggle 
90 pounds of cocaine ― about $1 million worth ― on a military transport plane from Colombia to 
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, according to federal court documents.

    The discovery of the biggest haul of counterfeit coins in the history of the euro has sparked fears that
the £2 coin could soon also be forged in China.

    The bi-metallic £2 coin, with its golden rim and silver centre, was thought to be more difficult to 
fake than pennies, or widely forged £1 coins.

    However, a major seizures of €500,000 worth of fake euro coins from China by Italian police has 
sparked concerns that forgers could next turn their skills to the £2 coin, which has a similar colouring 
to the  €1 coin.

    Italian detectives were inspecting metal pipes in the port of Naples when they discovered the hoard 
of forged coins - the biggest seizure of fake coins in European history, The Times reported.

    Reply

    Anonymous30 April 2020 at 19:29

    Unkown Wikileaks April 30, 2020 at 7:25 pm - Reply

    An Enigma that somehow evolved somewhere a bit like COVID – 19

    The Quintesssential Quirky story of an Arab Doctor living in Ireland that at present seemingly owns 
a

    hotel next door to Mr Putins Embassy in London (and yes it is rather personal! – A paradoxical 
enigma

    of sleuth on the roof)

    Anonymous data input provide British Government evidence which has been available for a number 
of years The first and most important point of evidence is somewhat incumbent to point out however 
Ireland in a sense in the Republic is more somewhat American based than British, many americans 
priding themselves in their irish Ancestry® and families including of course former Presidents.Its not 
suprising then to know that the main Irish Police stations in Dublin are connected directly to FBI and 
CIA channels and that the central irish police stations communication systems are closely monitored by
the CIA these where conditions laid down by Clinton and the Clinton foundation in its dealings in the 
past .taoiseach. protection and other politicians, included within there protection systems will also be 
included the head of pyschiatry as the head of pyschiatry offices are based a few hundred meters from 
the central police station .an alleged arabic doctor and former head of Dublin Pyschiatry named as Dr 
moayyad al Kamali has cropped up on a number of Wikileaks based sites or derivatives of Wiki base 
data files over the last 3 years .Dr Moayyad al kamali has been crossed referenced for political reasons 



as an alleged Arab held apparently on CIA files and directories upon protection lists Dr moayadd Al 
kamali from public British Government records was alleged removed from the General medical 
Council registered doctors register in the Uk public free information indicates that Dr Moayyad Al 
kamali owns and this is the incredible part of the data packages a hotel worth countless of millions of 
english pounds less than 3 minutes walk from the Russian Embassy in London known as Wedgewood 
Hotel 49-51 Leinster Square, Paddington, London W2 4PU

    Reply

    Anonymous23 May 2020 at 03:36

    This site below exposes another CIA/MI6 agents roots!!!!

    https://issuu.com/glencullen

    NOTICE VERY CAREFULLY HOW ALBERT SMITH STATES HE HAS WORKED FOR THE 
POLICE AND 15 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

    https://www.afepi-ireland.com/member/smith-albert/

    Albert Smith

    Trading as: Parpoint Media Services

    Based in: Enniskerry, Co Wicklow

    Send email

    Mobile: 086 875 8950

    Professional memberships

    Life member of the National Union of Journalists

    Educational qualifications

    Post-graduate studies in journalism at Louisiana State University (1979-80)

    BA Politics and International Studies, University of Warwick (1979)

    Experience



    Retired in late 2018 as the Plain English Editor of the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA). 
Worked for 35 years as a journalist and editor in the UK, the US and Ireland, including 25 years as a 
senior editor on the Irish Independent.

    Clients include

    While working as the Plain English Editor at NALA, I have worked with 15 government 
departments, the HSE, the HSA, the gardai and a wide number of private companies. As a freelance 
editor, I have worked with a large number of post-grad and post-doc students preparing articles for 
publication.

    Reply

    Anonymous23 May 2020 at 03:50

    MATT I agree NARRATIVE > Udo Ulfkotte was a CIA operative that wrote a book called bought 
journalists ,this Nazi Albert Smith who worked for the Irish Independent fits the Bill...Good Hack 
noticed the hack came out on I Cringley site in US .Udo Ulfkotte exposed himself as a far right wing 
bigot when he used nazi security guards just before he died,they reckon he was poisoned by Muslim 
groups connected to al qaeda.

    more info on Udo Ulfkottes book here:

    https://off-guardian.org/2018/01/08/english-translation-of-udo-ulfkottes-bought-journalists-
suppressed/

    Also notice Albert smith trained in the US in one of the worst counties for the KKK Louisiana and 
that a NUJ open letter appeared on the net after he appeared on convicted fascist writer David Irwings 
personal site - NO WAY DUDE !!! this is in my professional opinion a self confessed fascist military 
operative who has worked under cover in Ireland!!!!

    Reply

    Anonymous24 May 2020 at 16:33

    part 1

    Former Irish Independent Sub-editor Albert smith exposed himself earlier this year as a British 
bought journalist working (undercover) in Ireland,his own publishing company got hacked into through



Yandex servers based in Russia.A group of unknown anonymous researchers claimed on various 
American publishing sites some time ago that Smith admitted to taking bribes from the Irish Police 
thats what TOR news stated - exactly that - bribes in the form of regular bank payments had been 
discovered being paid into bank accounts allegedly tracked and belonging to Smith,for legal reasons 
the bank details werent disclosed however Smiths own admittance to the affair has been documented in
writing and published publicly on various Russian sites for safe keeping.

    Smiths own admission of accepting money from the police is a complicated political issue.In a 
country with a history of political violence that goes back decades this form of self confessed espionage
intel isnt simply going to go away,especially as smith is a British citizen,furthermore working for the 
police isnt something that is mentioned in passing and then forgotten about,later on conveniently being 
brushed aside under some kind of magic carpet so to speak.It is an extremely serious political matter. 
Now that information of this calibre is finally in the Russian public domain Smiths ill gotten gains 
become a statement of eventualities and more to the point inevitabilities.

    The allegations derived from smiths statement go far deeper than just accepting money from the 
police,in so much that the next question asked is how many other journalists in the Irish Independent 
newspaper have also been working for the Irish police? ,There doesnt seem to be much readily 
available evidence in Irish political history of journalists that have ever admitted to or proven to have 
worked for the Gardai before and so this recent Russian Yandex Hack seems to be another break 
through.

    Reply

    Anonymous24 May 2020 at 16:35

    part 2

    One would presume then that Dennis Obrien the owner of the Irish independent will become directly
implicated as he personally holds and controls security files held on Smith and must therefore 
presumably be aware of any regular payments made into Smiths accounts, this places new light upon 
Obrien and his relationship with Bill Clinton as the published book Clinton Cash named Dennis Obrien
as the owner of Albert Smiths newspaper the Irish Independent that gave money to Bill Clinton.Where 
exactly then are we led to believe that the money paid to Clinton really came from Enda Kenny?,Mr 
Putin?,The British Secret Service?The readers must also consider court cases Smith was allegedly 
involved with over the many years.Being paid by the Gardai as a witness to give false evidence to the 
Irish courts is more than a serious offense,it directly implicates that members of the Garda Siochana 
itself must have knowingly been involved in rigging political court cases,you can find allegations on 
Smith that go back many years on the internet ,just “Bing” it Albert Smith MI6- on how he lied in 



courts.Just to make the point if somebody had used Obrien to pay clinton (and hes one of the biggest 
liars in American political history) then that might explain one of the many ways why and how Hillary 
Clinton really lost the election,somebody or some government or rival party was following Clinton 
around the world and buying into payment slots,who knows?it would make sense for an insider perhaps
Russian,or British to setup a deal with O Brien and others like him and to pay the money to Clinton as 
he TORed the world,that way they would always have something on the happy go lucky trumpet 
blower. Espionage has no rules and there are certainly no rules on holding ones own opinions and 
views!!on determining where money could have possibly come from within the inner circles of the 
Clinton Foundation, its been suggested should Hilary have won the election all of the Clinton 
Foundation history would have been given a white wash brighter than the Whitehouse itself!The 
Mystique of Gardagate was in many ways created by the press in particular the Irish Independent and 
the master mind behind it all was none other than Journalist Conor Brady who worked with Smith and 
was identified by some as as the person who removed half the Irish Government with his papers 
articles that appeared in the Irish Independent ,see where all this is leading to?Smiths 
monitoring/policing role within the newspaper itself.Conor Brady incidentally worked for the Garda 
Siochana Ombudsman Commission allowing him to gain his info on MI6 agent Simon Obrien (former 
GSOC Chairman) ,so if Smith worked for the Gardai and Brady worked for the Garda Siochana 
Ombudsman Commission that makes for an interesting cocktail of stinker ,tailer soldier spy and we 
know exactly who Conor Brady implicated for spying on GSOC,perhaps thats why he wont come clean
on Smith publicly as there are two many question marks that remain around this unhinged Jack Ruby 
styled character.Recent evidence shows clearly that Smith was trained in America,Louisiana and we 
wouldnt be surprised if Mr Conor Brady could also explain who exactly payed for Smiths training,and 
then of course Smith wrote a Walking book that was published and nobody bought the book (its been 
checked on publishing records)

    Reply

    Anonymous24 May 2020 at 16:36

    so whos is really pooting the bill?There are too many idiosyncratic demeanours hanging above 
Smiths fed hes a ringer for example he celebrated the work of convicted fascist David Irwing (a 
holocaust denier)who received a three years sentence for producing anti semitic literature,if any 
european journalist today wrote a similar article they wouldnt last for very long and we doubt for legal 
reasons any European newspaper would even be allowed to celebrate an Author like Irwing in their 
newspaper or even consider promoting a convicted fascist,so whats really going on here? is Ireland 
itself attempting to rewrite its own history cant the Irish Government give an answer in Gaelic to US as
to why so many people are remaining silent ?? Other allegations on the net include Smith being an 
unregistered firearms user and Google allegations point directly at Albert Smiths ability at giving false 
evidence in courts.Smith decided to publicly announce through one of his own publishing articles that 
he had worked for the Irish Police and Mr Conor Brady will be able to explain the Gardias role in the 
GSOC bugging affair..ask me if anyone has ever bugged a newspaper office or taped journalists phone 
calls and you have the answer right there!When the Irish Independent office itself got bugged nobody 
talked about it in the press and there was no need to call for MI6 or the CIA!!



    written in ten minutes on my ipad …..no light, walking along the roadside with no keyboard,no 
sleep,no money,…..apologize! Dont even speak Gaelic!!

    Reply

    Anonymous31 May 2020 at 15:47

    Wikifreaks site is HERE: Dig Deep!!

    https://www.cringely.com/2020/04/17/covid-19-lessons-from-three-mile-island-2-the-nrc/

    Reply

    Anonymous1 June 2020 at 16:22

    Anonymous1 June 2020 at 16:20

    This aint an ireland Buddy this is RUSSIA cmon at ya!!!!

    and this is Dark Politrix bringing it to YOU!!!! and everyone else....

    Wikifreaks - Wikispooks

    https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks

    Content is available under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike unless otherwise noted.

    Wikispooks · Wikispooks:About · Wikispooks



    Reply

    Anonymous7 June 2020 at 17:40

    dR mOAYYAD AL kAMALI RADIO SHACK!!!!

    https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2019/11/01/laissez-le-bon-temps-rouler/#comment-6545

    Reply

    Anonymous7 June 2020 at 18:40

    http://www.shoah.org.uk/2014/10/30/reporter-admits-most-media-work-for-cia-mi6-mossad/

    Reply

    Anonymous7 June 2020 at 18:59

    https://issuu.com/yandex1660

    Reply

    Anonymous9 June 2020 at 19:25

    Bellingcat!!

    Wikifreaks - June 10, 2020

    Your comment is awaiting moderation.

    Interesting story involves ALBERT SMITH IRISH INDEPENDENT!!!!!

    Why not phone up Kieran Conway Solictors for yourselves and verify this story??!!

    Wikifreaks – Kieran Conway GSOC MI6

    https://www.agescimarche.it/search/?q=kieran+conway

    Reply



    Anonymous12 June 2020 at 18:34

    The article below is removed exactly from Russian servers and is not intended in any way to be 
outlined furthermore it is an anti semitic site that should be banned.

    The Reichsmarschall

    www.fpp.co.uk/reviews/HGReviews.html

    Albert Smith in The Irish Independent, Dublin, September 2, 1989. "THIS IS the best-researched 
biography and best biography in English of 'the second man in the Third Reich.' … Göring somehow 
obtained poison -- Irving has done good detective work here -- …

    https://www.timesofisrael.com/british-holocaust-denier-david-irving-to-lead-nazi-death-camp-tour/

    https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/feb/20/austria.thefarright

    Allegations found on internet sites in April this year 2020, make it clear that former Irish 
Independent Newspaper sub editor Albert Smith misused his position of power politically to his own 
ends by celebrating,endorsing and approving the public sale of literature produced by self confessed 
convicted fascist David Irwing.It was uncovered by Russian Yandex hackers that it was Smiths own 
personal decision and plan of action,none other,acting as a sub editor of the Irish Independent 
newspaper,to oversee the publication of an article produced and written personally by himself that 
would promote the sale of Irwings published fascistic books collectively by describing them as a 
scholarship.

    After the Guardian Newspaper announced David Irwings jail conviction in for production of anti 
semitic literature it was expected that the NUJ under its own rulings and regulations would 
automatically turn there own immediate attentions to any Newspapers or journalists that had in the past 
prior to Irwings conviction blatently collaberated with Irwing themselves in producing anti semitic 
publications for Newspapers.European laws thankfully prohibit actual production of any form of anti 



semitic articles in Newspapers for public sale, however despite the recent discovery by Russian Yandex
hackers of the obvious illegal activity of the Irish Independent Newspaper the National union of 
journalists the (NUJ) have been found guilty of failing to take legal actions against known journalists 
within their organization that have seemingly committed anti semitic criminal offenses in the past when
there is more than enough evidence to start summary proceedings against them.

    The NUJ as an acting body does not identify the historically published anti semitic incident produced
by the Irish Independent even though evidence of the newspaper article is still in existence and online 
today.At the time of Irwings convictions there where no NUJ investigations. Yandex sources indicate 
Albert Smith is at present 2020 payed a regular weekly income from the Irish Independent Newspaper 
which is a completely disgraceful situation.

    Reply

    Anonymous22 June 2020 at 17:41

    Wikifreaks's Posts

    https://www.nairaland.com/wikifreaks/posts

    Wikifreaks's Posts. Nairaland Forum / Albert Smith Irish Independent Newspaper - Named anti 
semitic journalist. Politics /

    Reply

    Anonymous22 June 2020 at 18:00

    NNAMDI KANU : See Photos Of IPOB Protest In Aba Today ...

    www.nairaland.com › nnamdi-kanu-see-photos-ipob

    wikifreaks: https://wikispooks.com/wiki/Wikifreaks · Re: NNAMDI ... NNWAGOD: Na so. Albert 
Smith Irish Independent Newspaper - Named anti semitic journalist.

    Reply

    Anonymous29 June 2020 at 13:15

    BELLINGCAT :

    https://www.bellingcat.com/resources/podcasts/2020/06/11/bellingchat-episode-2-racism-today/

    Reply



    ADEENSRANK6 September 2020 at 00:09

    Hello I am so delighted I located your blog, I really located you by mistake, while I was watching on
google for something else, Anyways I am here now and could just like to say thank for a tremendous 
post and a all round entertaining website. Please do keep up the great work. dark web sites

    Reply

    Dark Politricks30 September 2020 at 17:40

    I really love idiots who believe I'm some sort of paid Russian fake news disinfo agent. I could do 
with the money but alas I've never even spoke to a Russian person in my life. Does it actually even 
matter if Russia DID release news on illegal US war crimes and other illegal activities. Surely the 
important fact is the people know what your country does in YOUR NAME not who released it to the 
wild for non MSM conforming readers to find and investigate for themselves??

-------------------------------------------------------

https://classwarsite.wordpress.com/2017/02/10/first-blog-post/

Annie Machon MI5

Another clever "plant" you take the bait that she isn't a member of MI5 or work for them the oldest 
trick in the book.....should have blown the whistle in her book on MI5s far right wing snatch squads 
(DEDMEN) that broke the law to grab hippys,anarchists,socialists---squat busters,ticket 
inspectors,electricity meter chexers.....go on annie your a liberl wanxsta..

------------------------------------------------------------------------

https://fatfreddiesite.wordpress.com/



Albert Smith was assigned to search the wooded area of one of his many safe houses (knocknashee 
cottage) Shop River,Enniskerry Wicklow. Where Fat Freddie gang allegedly hid heroin in the wooded 
areas there.  Garda John Heraughty  and Garda Patton had the area “staked”  out for hidden drugs 
brought at night time from Glencullen VIA Dublin.The knackers at pairc na sillogue  jumped into the 
woods late at night and distributed the drugs in Bray town.Web sites about Albert smith can be found at
Yahoo search and Google…Albert Smith MI6…          Picture above Fat “FreDDie” Thompson.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

https://andrewdedmanmi5.yolasite.com/

-----------------------------------------------------------------

https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com/

wikileaks irelands cia operations

The article below found on http://wikileaks.my-free.website briefly outlines CIA and FBI operations 
within the Republic of Ireland,both the Irish Mafia and former political activists as well as bus drivers 
librarians lidl,tesco workers,psychiatrists,prison staff police etc  are involved  in tracking down and  
finalising of foreign and Irish residents on behalf of the British and American Government and other 
sinister organisations.

Andrew Dedman former mi5 member (American eagle tattoo on left arm)also known to mossaud who 
located his tattoo and Turkish villa   can be found at google prompt he lives and works in Turkey and is 
a known former British Soldier who left or was he transferred? to the British police and then left the 
police again after he was heavily involved in British Police National computer work circa 
2002,computer alterations can be found on the PNC system made by this person on data bases in UK, 
that have since been transferred to many other European countries including Ireland.Andrew Dedman 
was a former member of Hertford CID Police unit then transferred to the City of London Fraud 
Squad.It is a criminal offence in some countries to purposely alter tamper or willingly enter false 
information onto computer systems about British citizens however the British Government don’t take 
this form of behaviour as serious, or seldom prosecute police officers and British Intelligence officers 



for forwarding purposely created  inaccurate information to other Western Police forces and CIA and 
FBI agents in other countries, where this information in turn is then misused to create protection that 
extorts money and goods and chatels .(Thanx to the Hatfield cops for this info).Its amazing what a few 
bags of Albanian ISIS controlled drugs can buy cheers boys.

http://wikileaks.my-free.website

This web page for more info

c    This pdf marked “c” is  the http://wikileaks.my-free.website pdf version for tablets.

The PDF below is original article from the Socialist Party of Great Britain web site titled “WIKI 
LEAKS IRELANDS CIA OPERATIONS”

wikileaksierlandsciaoperations

 

This free book pdf version below explains more information on activities of Illuminati in todays society
it must be said that nobody to date has yet produced such a concise update on modern illuminatti 
history,this article encounters the Rothschild empire,NOTE you will find many internet connections 
explaining the Rothschild dynasty in connection with the “NEW WORLD ORDER”

bloodlines-of-the-illuminati-2002-fritz-springmeier

Check out at You Tube Aaron Russo Politician,film maker his insight into American underworld and 
politics allegedly cost him his life!type Aaron Russo Illuminati

 

 



 

Finally at You Tube Irish water the truth must be exposed illuminati …watch this video very carefully 
after helicopter part a photograph will appear upon the screen of the High Court buildings in 
Dublin,Ireland you will see for yourself actual evidence of Illuminati stone carving incorporated into 
the Irish state.

Other interesting reading is the alleged CIA funded “Clinton Foundation” who bought into mass 
intelligence in Ireland through Irelands richest man Dennis O Brien.

The Occult History of Ireland Author Michael Tsarion,gives an account of how many of Irelands secret 
societies have influenced Irish politics and history

http://www.michaeltsarion.com/occult-history-of-ireland.html

and The Spectator Archive …The Secret Societies of Ireland

http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/21st-october-1922/41/the-secret-societies-of-Ireland

Illuminati(Rothschild banking) direct involvement with Irelands 60 Billion (Aprox) Euro bail out 
program.Telegraph newspaper report:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/8167405/Ireland-bailout-main-points.html

Illuminati(Rothschild banking) direct involvement with Irelands 60 Billion (Aprox) Euro bail out 
program.Buisness Irish report:

http://www.independent.ie/buisness/irish/rothschild-replaces-merri-as-states-adviser-on-sector-crisis-
26562025.html

Blacklisted News Rothschild replaces Merryl Lynch as Irelands Government Adviser.



https:/www.blacklistednews.com/Rothschild_replaces_Merryl_Lynch_as_Irish_government_adviser/54
26/0/13/13Y/M.html

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE THE AUTHOR OF THIS WEB SITE DOES NOT TOLERATE 
FASCISM,RACISM,OR POLITICAL VIOLENCE .ARTICLES AND VIDEOS FOUND ON THIS 
SITE AIM TO PROVIDE SCIENTIFIC REFERENCE AND EVIDENCE ONLY, REGARDLESS OF 
PERSONAL VIEW OF AUTHORS OF ARTICLES OR THEIR COMMENTS. UNFORTUNATELY 
TO ESTABLISH TRUTH SOME TIMES A CROSS SECTION OF ARTICLES AND VIDEOS MUST 
BE NEEDED TO DO THIS AS WOULD BE USED IN A COURT OF LAW.LONDON CT 4.12.2016

 

Recent Posts

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE OF ILLUMINATI ACTIVITY IN IRELAND.

December 1, 2016

Click on “c” pdf below for article or go to http://wikileaks.my-free.website   c bloodlines-of-the-
illuminati-2002-fritz-springmeier Must check out this video on you tube: Irish water the truth must be 



exposed illumanati Dublin 2014….watch this video carefully and you will find a photograph of the 
Irish High court buildings with a stone carving of the illumanati!!!!!

13 illuminati bloodlines Author Fritz Springmeier

November 20, 2016

This is the excerpt for your very first post.

ACTUALL EVIDENCE OF FBI OPERATIONS IN IRELAND.

November 20, 2016

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Bang a Gong! (update on WikiFreaks) | The Psychedelic Dungeon

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2011/02/16/bang-a-gong-update...

16/02/2011 · ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:11 am | Reply. Interesting site! 
Mary said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:53 am | Reply. wow. paul said this on June 8, 2020 at 1:04 am | 
Reply. Albert Smith Trading as: Parpoint Media Services Based in: Enniskerry, Co Wicklow Send 
email Mobile: 086 875 8950 Professional memberships Life member of the National Union of 
Journalists …

-----------------------------------------------------------------

WikiFreaks, pt. 3 “Mendax the Liar” | The Psychedelic Dungeon

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/wikifreaks-pt-3...

10/09/2010 · ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:27 am. I’d be interested in your
investigations taking the form of a wikileaks cable or leaked legal documents (available from wikileaks
website or on P2P via magnetic torrent) which uncovers the kind of corruption you yourself are 
accusing the wikileaks team of! The evidence for such remarks are contradictory. tthurts said this on 
March 13 ...

----------------------------------------------------------------



STATEMENT ISSUED BY COLIN WALLACE FOLLOWING THE ...

https://theneedleblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/20/statement-issued-by...

20/01/2017 · ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com also 
https://mi5andrewdedman.wordpress.com…very interesting site thought we would drop some 
wikileaks sites for you to read that are far more exciting!!!!

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Wikifreaks, Pt. 1 “Eat.Pray.Leak” | The Psychedelic Dungeon

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/02/wikifreaks-pt-1...

02/09/2010 · Andrew Dedman (MI5). Army – Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (REME) – 
HM FORCES. Classified as Government Agency – MILITARY INDUSTRY. Served Sept. 1975 – Oct 
1987 (12 years 2 months) Operations in Belize trained in Germany stationed in Cyprus. NO FURTHER
INFORMATION. Speculative search ECONOMIC CRIME UNIT (City of London Police.) Police 
records 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

WikiFreaks, pt. 3 “Mendax the Liar” | The Psychedelic Dungeon

https://psychedelicdungeon.wordpress.com/2010/09/10/wikifreaks-pt-3...

10/09/2010 · ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 said this on June 7, 2020 at 12:27 am. I’d be interested in your
investigations taking the form of a wikileaks cable or leaked legal documents (available from wikileaks
website or on P2P via magnetic torrent) which uncovers the kind of corruption you yourself are 
accusing the wikileaks team of! The evidence for such remarks are contradictory. tthurts said this on 
March 13 ..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

What you want to say – 15 April 2020 | The Cedar Lounge ...

https://cedarlounge.wordpress.com/2020/04/15/what-you-want-to-say-15...



15/04/2020 · Theres an article below included on what Economic crime is for those who dont know – 
in plain English Economic crime can involve MI5 contracts and work.Economic Crime Units tend to 
investigate or have Departments within them that specialize in political crime and also prosecutng 
onbehalf of the state.No normal police officer ever gets into the Economic Crime unit at the City of …

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STATEMENT ISSUED BY COLIN WALLACE FOLLOWING THE ...

https://theneedleblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/20/statement-issued-by...

20/01/2017 · ANDREW DEDMAN MI5 https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com also 
https://mi5andrewdedman.wordpress.com…very interesting site thought we would drop some 
wikileaks sites for you to read that are far more exciting!!!!

-------------------------------------------------------------------

wikileaks irelands cia operations
The article below found on http://wikileaks.my-free.website briefly outlines CIA and FBI operations 
within the Republic of Ireland,both the Irish Mafia and former political activists as well as bus drivers 
librarians lidl,tesco workers,psychiatrists,prison staff police etc  are involved  in tracking down and  
finalising of foreign and Irish residents on behalf of the British and American Government and other 
sinister organisations.

Andrew Dedman former mi5 member (American eagle tattoo on left arm)also known to mossaud 
who located his tattoo and Turkish villa   can be found at google prompt he lives and works in Turkey 
and is a known former British Soldier who left or was he transferred? to the British police and then left 
the police again after he was heavily involved in British Police National computer work circa 
2002,computer alterations can be found on the PNC system made by this person on data bases in UK, 
that have since been transferred to many other European countries including Ireland.Andrew Dedman 
was a former member of Hertford CID Police unit then transferred to the City of London Fraud 
Squad.It is a criminal offence in some countries to purposely alter tamper or willingly enter false 
information onto computer systems about British citizens however the British Government don’t take 
this form of behaviour as serious, or seldom prosecute police officers and British Intelligence officers 

http://wikileaks.my-free.website/


for forwarding purposely created  inaccurate information to other Western Police forces and CIA and 
FBI agents in other countries, where this information in turn is then misused to create protection that 
extorts money and goods and chatels .(Thanx to the Hatfield cops for this info).Its amazing what a few 
bags of Albanian ISIS controlled drugs can buy cheers boys.

http://wikileaks.my-free.website

This web page for more info

c    This pdf marked “c” is  the http://wikileaks.my-free.website pdf version for tablets.

The PDF below is original article from the Socialist Party of Great Britain web site titled “WIKI 
LEAKS IRELANDS CIA OPERATIONS”

wikileaksierlandsciaoperations

 

This free book pdf version below explains more information on activities of Illuminati in todays society
it must be said that nobody to date has yet produced such a concise update on modern illuminatti 
history,this article encounters the Rothschild empire,NOTE you will find many internet connections 
explaining the Rothschild dynasty in connection with the “NEW WORLD ORDER”

bloodlines-of-the-illuminati-2002-fritz-springmeier

Check out at You Tube Aaron Russo Politician,film maker his insight into American underworld and 
politics allegedly cost him his life!type Aaron Russo Illuminati

Finally at You Tube Irish water the truth must be exposed illuminati …watch this video very carefully 
after helicopter part a photograph will appear upon the screen of the High Court buildings in 
Dublin,Ireland you will see for yourself actual evidence of Illuminati stone carving incorporated into 
the Irish state.

Other interesting reading is the alleged CIA funded “Clinton Foundation” who bought into mass 
intelligence in Ireland through Irelands richest man Dennis O Brien.

The Occult History of Ireland Author Michael Tsarion,gives an account of how many of Irelands secret 
societies have influenced Irish politics and history

http://www.michaeltsarion.com/occult-history-of-ireland.html

and The Spectator Archive …The Secret Societies of Ireland

http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/21st-october-1922/41/the-secret-societies-of-Ireland

Illuminati(Rothschild banking) direct involvement with Irelands 60 Billion (Aprox) Euro bail out 
program.Telegraph newspaper report:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/8167405/Ireland-bailout-main-points.html

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/financialcrisis/8167405/Ireland-bailout-main-points.html
http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/21st-october-1922/41/the-secret-societies-of-Ireland
http://www.michaeltsarion.com/occult-history-of-ireland.html
https://socialistpartygreatbritain.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/bloodlines-of-the-illuminati-2002-fritz-springmeier.pdf
https://socialistpartygreatbritain.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/wikileaksielandsciaoperations.pdf
http://wikileaks.my-free.website/
https://socialistpartygreatbritain.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/c.pdf
http://wikileaks.my-free.website/


Illuminati(Rothschild banking) direct involvement with Irelands 60 Billion (Aprox) Euro bail out 
program.Buisness Irish report:

http://www.independent.ie/buisness/irish/rothschild-replaces-merri-as-states-adviser-on-sector-crisis-
26562025.html

Blacklisted News Rothschild replaces Merryl Lynch as Irelands Government Adviser.

https:/www.blacklistednews.com/Rothschild_replaces_Merryl_Lynch_as_Irish_government_adviser/54
26/0/13/13Y/M.html
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SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE OF ILLUMINATI ACTIVITY 
IN     IRELAND.  
Click on “c” pdf below for article or go to http://wikileaks.my-free.website   c bloodlines-of-the-
illuminati-2002-fritz-springmeier Must check out this video on you tube: Irish water the truth must be 
exposed illumanati Dublin 2014….watch this video carefully and you will find a photograph of 
the Irish High court buildings with a stone carving of the illumanati!!!!!

http://wikileaks.my-free.website/
https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/wikileaks/
https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/wikileaks/
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13 illuminati bloodlines Author Fritz     Springmeier  
This is the excerpt for your very first post.

PC Darren Brockwell pictured above was located some time ago at Snow Hill Police station,he was 
selected to become a “Special” police officer at Snow Hill,although the term “Special” is very much 
open to interpretation an inference can be drawn from this terminology,there are classified MI5 files 
held upon him that have been “Leaked” and for this reason the publishers of this article disclaim that 
they are not involved in obtaining MI5 information,It is rumoured that the Russian Government used 
agents to collect or trade information,information gathered or produced upon this page is part of “The 
Dedman Files”.These files where obtained as a result of Mossad obtaining information on  far right 
wing police officers in Britain one of whom was forced to leave the City of London Police Force for 
reasons that have yet to be classified or declassified or released.Darren is not an ordinary police officer,
regular Police officers that work at Snow Hill are kept on Secondary MI5 Data Bases that require less 
security clearance to open up however they are still classified as MI5 Stock.The area in which Darren 
operates includes the Barbican Centre where Knighted persons work and attend the Barbican 
Complex.Security in the City of London where Darren worked is very high level and all Police and 
Military radio communications are constantly monitored by MI5 Departments for Security 
Reasons.Darren came from the Banking Industry and was involved in Security work within the 
Banks.The above picture of Darren Brockwell is freely available on google images and has been 
confirmed as the same police officer that Mossad has upon its own data bases.Andrew Dedman (MI5) 
data bases and files included a link up/extention into Darren Brockwell as they both served in the same 
force City of London Police.Dedman was transferred at around 2003 to an intelligence gathering unit 
based somewhere in the Wood Street area and was known to Inspector Burgeois through different 
forms of protocol Darren Brockwell was also linked to Inspector Burgeois site indexes and other MI5 
data based material.Darren apparently according to MI5 files received a medal form the Queens of 
England and was placed on MI5 files with this information.It also states that he was approached by 
MI5 to start a Gay rights group up in the City of London Police code named CHORUS.If Dedman 
hadn’t of been “clipped” by Mossad then Darrens indexes wouldn’t have turned up on Israel 
Intelligence files.Information upon left wingers obtained by Daren Brockwell was transferred to other 
European countries perhaps illegally however was then held by European forces despite the persons 
concerned not having criminal records in Europe where they where based, the information was then 
leaked and the information then became a risk to the persons life,in other words the persons life was 
put at risk because of leaking of information obtained by Dedman and his internal indexes – hence The 
Dedman Files.The information in Europe that was left by the City of London Police ended up in both 
Russia and Europe giving people passports back into British Intelligence itself…I don’t want to have to
say this but that’s why bent cops have a thousand and one misuses…..

https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com/2016/11/20/first-blog-post/


Andrew Dedman left The British Army and joined the British Police,it is believed he was transferred 
because mathematically the badge number he was allocated to use as a police officer,(every police 
officer has there own badge or identitiy number on the “force”) was 1001 ! the emphasis here is the 
actuall mathematical chances of owning this badge number in the British Police are practically ZERO 
its a computation that runs into many hundreds of thousands,as there are many hundreds of thousands 
of police officers so we believe it was a badge number on “Stand by”. As we all know 1001 is a British 
expression or para phrase only in this particular persons instance its a thousand and one misuses as 
opposed to uses.Andrew Dedman by name and nature was not a regular police officer.The name itself 
is an anagram of …and your a deadman…A typically sinister calling card left on police files,court 
paperwork etc researches who quite often browse through British Intelligence files and Police 
Intelligence files would ” lock” onto the “codeing” of coming across a name of DEATH 1001.Because 
of his initial location a town known as Hertford,Hertfordshire where he worked as a mere detective 
constable it is thought that he was part of a undercover military unit within the police or even a secret 
police officer,that is a police officer who has different roles,his expertise and British Army knowledge 
would have made him prime time for the job,still being able to work with the British Army itself.This is
because 20-30 years ago Hertford was the quintessential mi5 village situauted far enough outside 
of Londons capital served with two railway stations(not many towns in UK have two railway 
stations!)the British railway station from Hertford actually takes trains right inside of the tube station 
underground!!! Moorgate station to be prescise so this made security arrangements for MI5 workers 
less hassle to get around.Hertford itself is a rabbit warren a complete Maze, it had one of only three 
types of emergency nuclear underground base stations this can be found on google by typing         
http://www.urbexdevil.co.uk/srhq-4-2-regional-government-bunker/ the Town has hundreds of inter 
connected footpaths,there everywhere,canals,rivers,viaducts,lakes,wooded areas nearby now 
abandoned air strip…the list goes on and on just look at google maps and everything within 5 miles 
radious of Hertford itself on the map and twenty years ago the place was a lot more quite and the police
where right good chaps.Andrew Dedman for his sins was a nasty right winger who  tampered and 
experimented with systems and law probably the type that was very much aware of people like Oswald 
Moseley infact Dedman looks remarkably similar to this man.He was a brutually cold police officer 
across between a ferret and British Army stiff upper lip type although the kind of skinny/medium type 
build chap that you would find camping somewhere in the middle of  the Brecon Beacons eating 
worms and rumours surfacing on the net indicate he left the police and was found by mossaud agents 
living in Turkey they apparently got real personal by naming him a man with American armed force 
tattoos on his left arm on an alleged IDF site in Israel.Dedman probably is part of a sinister network of 
espionage/crime/drugs as Turkey is not the sort of place a person would willingly live in being British 
Born no offence to the Turkish people here but it isn’t many folks ideal port of call,hes either hiding 
there or working or both and probably for both sides at the same time if  you know what I 
mean….Dedman tampered with the British Police  force PNC computer system leaving a trail of 
disinformation behind him the extent of which will probably remain another mi5 well kept secret,these 
types of police officers have been involved in creating DATA BANKS which are not only used by 
police but Diplomats and British Intelligence which is part of creating the capitalist infrastructure of 
Britain itself all information is a tradeable  commodity and at some point ends up in the Kremlin or 
Washington.Some folk say that the only thing that’s secret about mi5 is where they live and how much 

http://www.urbexdevil.co.uk/srhq-4-2-regional-government-bunker/


money they earn each year everything else goes through the back door in one form or another…sorry 
chaps but that’s the word…Dedman was involved in programming prisoners and the British mafia and 
Dedman itself is more a ring of pirates or network of people including criminals that help maintain 
protection within Britain.

ANDREW DEDMAN MI5.
Further reading site here:      https://issuu.com/andrewdedmanmi5thededmanfiles

CIA OPERATIONS:                    https://socialistpartygreatbritain.wordpress.com/
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THE FOLLOWING WIKILEAKS MI5 SITES:

https://andrewdedmanmi5.wordpress.com

https://mi5andrewdedman.wordpress.com

Andrew Dedman arrested,detained and charged civilians that were left wing and known to Class War 
and other organisations.David Shayler claims in the above article that he was placed as an overseer of 
class war.The files that where available to Dedman on suspects he later charged came from 
Shaylers intelligence gathering (The Dedman Files).

Net articles…..The Dedman Files…….Andrew Dedman MI5……

Andrew Dedman left The British Army and joined the British Police,it is believed he was transferred 
because mathematically the badge number he was allocated to use as a police officer,(every police 
officer has there own badge or identitiy number on the “force”) was 1001 ! the emphasis here is the 
actuall mathematical chances of owning this badge number in the British Police are practically ZERO 
its a computation that runs into many hundreds of thousands,as there are many hundreds of thousands 
of police officers so we believe it was a badge number on “Stand by”. As we all know 1001 is a British 
expression or para phrase only in this particular persons instance its a thousand and one misuses as 
opposed to uses.Andrew Dedman by name and nature was not a regular police officer.The name itself 
is an anagram of …and your a deadman…A typically sinister calling card left on police files,court 
paperwork etc researches who quite often browse through British Intelligence files and Police 
Intelligence files would ” lock” onto the “codeing” of coming across a name of DEATH 1001.Because 
of his initial location a town known as Hertford,Hertfordshire where he worked as a mere detective 
constable it is thought that he was part of a undercover military unit within the police or even a secret 
police officer,that is a police officer who has different roles,his expertise and British Army knowledge 
would have made him prime time for the job,still being able to work with the British Army itself.This is
because 20-30 years ago Hertford was the quintessential mi5 village situauted far enough outside 
of Londons capital served with two railway stations(not many towns in UK have two railway 
stations!)the British railway station from Hertford actually takes trains right inside of the tube station 
underground!!! Moorgate station to be prescise so this made security arrangements for MI5 workers 
less hassle to get around.Hertford itself is a rabbit warren a complete Maze, it had one of only three 
types of emergency nuclear underground base stations this can be found on google by typing         

https://mi5andrewdedman.wordpress.com/
https://andrewdedmanmi5.wordpress.com/


http://www.urbexdevil.co.uk/srhq-4-2-regional-government-bunker/ the Town has hundreds of inter 
connected footpaths,there everywhere,canals,rivers,viaducts,lakes,wooded areas nearby now 
abandoned air strip…the list goes on and on just look at google maps and everything within 5 miles 
radious of Hertford itself on the map and twenty years ago the place was a lot more quite and the police
where right good chaps.Andrew Dedman for his sins was a nasty right winger who  tampered and 
experimented with systems and law probably the type that was very much aware of people like Oswald 
Moseley infact Dedman looks remarkably similar to this man.He was a brutually cold police officer 
across between a ferret and British Army stiff upper lip type although the kind of skinny/medium type 
build chap that you would find camping somewhere in the middle of  the Brecon Beacons eating 
worms and rumours surfacing on the net indicate he left the police and was found by mossaud agents 
living in Turkey they apparently got real personal by naming him a man with American armed force 
tattoos on his left arm on an alleged IDF site in Israel.Dedman probably is part of a sinister network of 
espionage/crime/drugs as Turkey is not the sort of place a person would willingly live in being British 
Born no offence to the Turkish people here but it isn’t many folks ideal port of call,hes either hiding 
there or working or both and probably for both sides at the same time if  you know what I 
mean….Dedman tampered with the British Police  force PNC computer system leaving a trail of 
disinformation behind him the extent of which will probably remain another mi5 well kept secret,these 
types of police officers have been involved in creating DATA BANKS which are not only used by 
police but Diplomats and British Intelligence which is part of creating the capitalist infrastructure of 
Britain itself all information is a tradeable  commodity and at some point ends up in the Kremlin or 
Washington.Some folk say that the only thing that’s secret about mi5 is where they live and how much 
money they earn each year everything else goes through the back door in one form or another…sorry 
chaps but that’s the word…Dedman was involved in programming prisoners and the British mafia and 
Dedman itself is more a ring of pirates or network of people including criminals that help maintain 
protection within Britain.

PC Darren Brockwell pictured above was located some time ago at Snow Hill Police station,he was 
selected to become a “Special” police officer at Snow Hill,although the term “Special” is very much 
open to interpretation an inference can be drawn from this terminology,there are classified MI5 files 
held upon him that have been “Leaked” and for this reason the publishers of this article disclaim that 
they are not involved in obtaining MI5 information,It is rumoured that the Russian Government used 
agents to collect or trade information,information gathered or produced upon this page is part of “The 
Dedman Files”.These files where obtained as a result of Mossad obtaining information on  far right 
wing police officers in Britain one of whom was forced to leave the City of London Police Force for 
reasons that have yet to be classified or declassified or released.Darren is not an ordinary police officer,
regular Police officers that work at Snow Hill are kept on Secondary MI5 Data Bases that require less 
security clearance to open up however they are still classified as MI5 Stock.The area in which Darren 
operates includes the Barbican Centre where Knighted persons work and attend the Barbican 
Complex.Security in the City of London where Darren worked is very high level and all Police and 

http://www.urbexdevil.co.uk/srhq-4-2-regional-government-bunker/


Military radio communications are constantly monitored by MI5 Departments for Security 
Reasons.Darren came from the Banking Industry and was involved in Security work within the 
Banks.The above picture of Darren Brockwell is freely available on google images and has been 
confirmed as the same police officer that Mossad has upon its own data bases.Andrew Dedman (MI5) 
data bases and files included a link up/extention into Darren Brockwell as they both served in the same 
force City of London Police.Dedman was transferred at around 2003 to an intelligence gathering unit 
based somewhere in the Wood Street area and was known to Inspector Burgeois through different 
forms of protocol Darren Brockwell was also linked to Inspector Burgeois site indexes and other MI5 
data based material.Darren apparently according to MI5 files received a medal form the Queens of 
England and was placed on MI5 files with this information.It also states that he was approached by 
MI5 to start a Gay rights group up in the City of London Police code named CHORUS.If Dedman 
hadn’t of been “clipped” by Mossad then Darrens indexes wouldn’t have turned up on Israel 
Intelligence files.Information upon left wingers obtained by Daren Brockwell was transferred to other 
European countries perhaps illegally however was then held by European forces despite the persons 
concerned not having criminal records in Europe where they where based, the information was then 
leaked and the information then became a risk to the persons life,in other words the persons life was 
put at risk because of leaking of information obtained by Dedman and his internal indexes – hence The 
Dedman Files.The information in Europe that was left by the City of London Police ended up in both 
Russia and Europe giving people passports back into British Intelligence itself…I don’t want to have to
say this but that’s why bent cops have a thousand and one misuses…..
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this one dont work try the ONE below…..have a nrce day yall

•  
Jeremy Reimer November 22, 2021 at 2:12 pm - Reply 

Don’t worry. We won’t be trying any of them.

•  
?? November 23, 2021 at 11:18 pm - Reply 

No really we wish all at I cringley and the “Fanz” the best ! We hope you all 
receive thousands of bitcoins in your wallets (but please make sure you guys use 
Tangem and coldcards) and live in peace.
The thing is we have to set the record straight coz1 nobody else will.

History is about ONE and that is DISPLACEMENT,nothing else, there are 
obviously parts to the equation,war,religion,money,power etc etc.Go away and 
ponder we have for decades and thats our decree take it or leave it.911 was a 
decoy and a ransom demand go study illegal immigration laws and UN 
resolutions.Russia Ukraine,China Tawain.

1.Israel and the US will obliterate Iran if it persists.
2.The UK will eventually become a Russian based Gas satelite Muslim Narco 
Police state.
3.America will desend into an illusive never ending civil war.
4.People of the world are generally stupid as they do not understand why planes 
dont fly into buildings more often.
5.The world or most of it really will be destroyed by something like Planet 
X,virus,or thermal nuke/poison .
6.Ask Gatman or the guys who discovered COVID they will agree with $US 
about all of hiss 1!
7.We genuinely LUV I Cringley and Americans for their freedom of speech, in 
Europe they slowly
kill people who talk freely -no joke,killing joke
8.Most sane people will eventually flee to Russia as its probably the last place on 
earth where people can live without fear of arrest for being 
American,Anarchists/socialists or totally sane persons.
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granville November 24, 2021 at 2:58 pm 
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I miss Time Cube so much.

•  
Jeremy Reimer November 24, 2021 at 6:16 pm 

Timecube was awesome. These modern-day trolls are pale imitations at 
best.

•  
THAK>>>ED November 22, 2021 at 12:35 am - Reply 

https://0000001.onepage.website/

•  
JIM November 22, 2021 at 12:40 am - Reply 

911 – ONE WORD !

•  
A.Poodle November 24, 2021 at 2:36 am - Reply 

Former Retired Ex-serviceman (Royal Navy) (1964-1984)
I’m not sure what kind of medication you are on – but I’d stop taking it immediately.Or, if your 
question is due to poor education, have a word with the authorities or start evening classes to improve 
it.There’s as much chance of the UK becoming a Muslim country as there is of me, at the age of 75, 
being selected as an astronaut for a trip to Mars.
The UK will NEVER become a Muslim country!

•  
Ali November 24, 2021 at 4:08 am - Reply 

It has absolutely nothing and we mean nothing to do with how quirkly people make babies …
what a cloon,the UK is a target for foreign agents they will bring reversed engineered UK 
sterling with them,the UK is not part of the EURO currency thats why Russia,China,North 
Korea can print British money…believe they already do it and dump the money in Arab banks 
LOOK HERE>>>>>>
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20200715-billions-in-fake-libya-currency-printed-in-
russia-to-support-haftar/
and here>>>>
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-libya-usa-banknotes-idUSKBN2360NA
here 2!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_Gbt3HYt7Q
MUslims will arrive in their countless millions to a new free “Oasis” they will just keep 
spending counterfit …its already happening….but your too coked out your fedz to see it

•  
John Herity November 24, 2021 at 2:38 am - Reply 

John Herity
Managing Director at Fireland Insurance Brokers (1983-present)

Whilst it is theoretically possible for a population of 4 million to create an army capable of taking over 
a country, the number of radical muslims who would form such an army are pretty small (thank 
goodness) and those that have shown such a tendency are pretty well monitored by MI5 and suspicious 
activities of the others would almost certainly be spotted by the population at large.

The UK may eventually become a muslim country but that will take decades and there will be a period 
of civil disturbance well before the end.
John Herity
Managing Director at Fireland Insurance Brokers (1983-present)

•  
Anonymous November 24, 2021 at 3:06 am - Reply 

A2021 national survey by pollster John Zogby found a plurality of Americans (46%) believed a future 
civil war was likely, 43% felt it was unlikely, and 11% were not sure. War seemed more likely for 
younger people (53%) than older ones (31%), and for those residing in the South (49%) and 
Central/Great Lakes region (48%) relative to those in the East (39%).

•  
RETURN OF THE GAT!! November 24, 2021 at 3:10 am - Reply 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/coronavirus-china-wuhan-lab-
pompeo-trump-a9496856.html

Coronavirus: Pompeo says there is ‘enormous evidence’ Covid-19 originated in Chinese lab

Secretary of State says he believes coronavirus was man-made, contradicting US intelligence 
community
Griffin Connolly
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Washington
Monday 04 May 2020

•  
Oh my Gawd he shot the dog November 24, 2021 at 3:11 am - Reply 

A2021 national survey by pollster John Zogby found a plurality of Americans (46%) believed a future 
civil war was likely, 43% felt it was unlikely, and 11% were not sure. War seemed more likely for 
younger people (53%) than older ones (31%), and for those residing in the South (49%) and 
Central/Great Lakes region (48%) relative to those in the East (39%).

•  
Morph. November 25, 2021 at 12:04 am - Reply 

Interesting finding out that Cringley was working in Ireland this story below will help with Intel!
Albert Smith (Irish Independent newspaper) is a racist journalist and was involved in this incident

5,000,000 Dollars in Bitcoins ILLEGALLY confiscated and destroyed by Government Agents. 
WIKILEAKS/WIKIFREAKS.

https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?
blogID=2336394467865715231&postID=6121829002800385399&page=1&token=1633195361172&b
pli=1
(Hissa like a big one you know?!)

Wikileaks and Julian are connected to the “Wiki” syndicate of servers,there are many “Wiki” based 
sites with different “Wiki” names that are part of a family tree ,Assange is himself also more than 
aware of the Wikifreaks ** Bing and Google ** entry sites.

Today wikifreaks have many undercover members, anyone can write and call them selves a freak of 
“Wiki” although their are obvious political rules!.Wikifreakz are left and oppose and fight 
racism,antisemitism and capatilist ideology,although realists that accept money is still needed in 
modern day life to survive todays “Freaks” are cautious and are found within Arts,writing,music and of 
course computer publishing (an area the state and far right are affraid of!!).

Its upon the subject of free speech and publishing not to be confused with the Americans tainted 
expressionism that we focus upon,more to the point how far the far right will go to put ;Wikifolk” out 
of business as Mr Assange himself will undoubtedly agree with.Julian isnt of course the only “Wiki” 
martyr and it is here by clearly stated as evidence that an undercover British Governmen agent working
with the police used violence and firearms to Confiscate/destroyed over (130 Bitcoins coins) 5 million 
dollars worth on a hard drive to be precise.It happened some time ago and the incident is linked to Bill 
Clintons top man(Dennis O Brien richest person in Ireland),Clinton of course having connections with 
the CIA through the Clinton foundation of which O Brien is a trusted member who has on previous 
occasions personally paid Clinton many hundreds of thousands of dollars as gifts, and as we know 
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Craig Murray accepted Hilary Clintons emails from a source that stated they had a dislike of the 
Clinton foundation.

Evidence of the funding of the Bitcoin transaction found here…..and its the real thing be assured!! in 
family law you dont need to prove anything once you have the bank and police records… and its not 
going away either until the debt is paid in full by the Americanized/Irish Government.

•  
Richard November 25, 2021 at 12:14 am - Reply 

At Google uk Albert Smith mi6 or Albert Smith Irish Independent research shows that this culprit 
works with convicted racist David Irwing yet despite this the NUJ cant remove him from their ranks…
now if this was the case in the USA a racist would be removed straight away,Albert Smith is found 
inside of Gorings Biography which cost Irwing 2.5 million in court costs ,Smith appears in the digital 
version describing the nook as a “good offering” apparently he freely admits to being a British 
Government agent who was also paid to work for the Irish Police.
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